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Monomer 1 or 2 (of asymmetric dimer unit of PDB 4INS). Analysed in chapter 4. 

M12:    

Referring to both Monomer 1 and 2 in asymmetric unit. Analysed in chapter 4. 

 

𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓/CF(A,B)6HN5: 

The  residues within 10 Å of insulin (chain A,B) when bound to IR-fragment as reported in 

PDB 6HN5. Same for other insulin contiguous structures. Analysed in chapter 4.  

 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑/EkpiDGR:  

Referring, to an ensemble of 20 DGR obtained structures of insulin analogue (kpi) reported 



 

 

x 

 

in PDB 2KJJ. Analysed in chapter 5. 

 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦/PkpiMDm: 

Condition (e.g. P for physiological), indicated simulation method (e.g. MD) and replica (e.g. 

m) and insulin analogue specified (e.g. kpi).  Analysed in chapter 6. 

 

Nomenclature for residue selection of domain atoms or analytical property. For atom, 

atom-selection and amino-acid name abbreviations and colouring, see Appendix A . 

 

(A# S): Locator in main text, of a particular residue, e.g. in chain A, at position #, with one 

letter residue-name S. 

  

SP
A#: With S referring to one letter sequence-name, A to chain, # to chain number, P to 

property or selection of atoms. For example, GMC
A1  , are referring to glycine at chain A 

position 1, and the main-chain (MC) selection of atoms. 

 

Insulin receptor domains: When distinguishing to a domain of one of the insulin receptor 

monomers e.g. TK (tyrosine kinase domain) and of the other monomer with an asterisk e.g. 

TK*. However, if explaining a domain property in general (referring to any monomer) the 

abbreviation without asterisk is used. 

 

 

 Symbols used in main text 

 

Å  Angstrom 

nm   nano-meter 

nr  Number 

§  Section of main text 

S  Supplementary section 

# Arbitrarily numbered chain position or wildcard-atom (e.g. one of 

hydrogens of a methyl group) 

* Used for distinguishing domains or binding sites of one insulin receptor 

monomer to the other having no asterisk 
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 Abstract 
 

Insulin is a vital protein hormone, whose discovery and structural understanding has been 

of critical importance, for the treatment of diabetes mellitus. However, the molecular 

mechanism, how it acts as an agonist on its cognate receptor, though heavily investigated, 

remains incompletely answered. There is now a strong body of evidence that indicates that 

when insulin binds to regions of its receptor, it unlocks a cascade of movements in the 

receptor and in the subsequent signal pathway. Here are provided some background, for 

understanding some of insulins structural biology and activity of specific residues, in 

relation to the structural overviews, here calculated for insulin models pertaining to 

different environments. Especially novel is a conjectured model of the IR binding up to 4 

insulin’s and its physiological meaning. Furthermore, a complete intricate dynamical 

profile model of the solvated insulin monomer has been short of literature, which is here 

intricately provided by means of molecular dynamics (MD). In this thesis unprecedently 

long MD simulations of the insulin monomer have been sampled, providing a physiological 

model of its dynamics.  

A large part of this work pertained to the developing of analytical overview methods, for 

the specific analytical geometric queries, albeit adaptable to other protein models. This 

overview method was partly used to obtain analytical information and binding surfaces, 

from already reported insulin structures, i.e. in hexamers, bound to receptor fragments, and 

a NMR restrained solvent model. This innovatory depiction method is used as an example 

to get an analytical overview of oligomer aggregates and ligand receptor binding surfaces. 

The example being a complementing structural analytical overview for the classical 

hexamer structure of Baker et al. [1] and the insulin high affinity bound cross-link to its IR 

binding region by Weis et al. [2]. Furthermore the NMR solvent model by Q. Hua et al. [3] 

were compared to its own restraints and an analytical overview provided. An analogous 

geometrical analysis was also applied to insulin in explicit solvent, from the highly dynamic 

and time dependent MD simulations, which were validated by means of comparing to the 

NMR restraints and extensive sampling. Moreover, the obtained structural analysis of this 

dynamic solvent MD model, is readily comparable to the other models depicted. The 

geometrical perspective obtained in this thesis, facilitates an understanding of solvated 

insulin dynamics and contiguous binding surfaces. The aim of the thesis being to aid in the 

development of novel insulin analogues or other molecules, for the treatment of diabetes.   
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Chapter 1 Introduction & Prologue 
 

 

 

 

P. De Meyts [4].  

 

 

Insulin has been much investigated in fields such as physiology, medicine and biochemistry, 

being a central hormone in metabolism and a vital treatment for diabetes. Diabetes is a 

chronic disease characterised by heightened levels of blood glucose, originating from either 

deficient insulin production in the pancreas (i.e. type 1 diabetes), or when the cells of the 

body cannot effectively use insulin (i.e. type 2 diabetes) [5, 6]. Insulin was first discovered 

and successfully isolated around 1921, marking a major breakthrough, and was soon 

thereafter used to save lives of individuals with diabetes [7]. Before insulin was available 

as a treatment, children with diabetes had a short life expectancy and there was a dire 

prognosis for adulthood diabetes sufferers [4, 7, 8].  

Diabetes is today a growing concern, being one of the most serious causes of sickness and 

mortality around the world. Today more than 400 million people live with diabetes, 

compared with 108 million in 1980,  hence the global impact have been steadily increasing 

[5]. The organisation “Diabetes Australia” [9] has called it the biggest challenge that 

confronts Australia’s health system. Besides the associated total cost were estimated at 

about 14.6 billion dollars per annum. In Australia alone, around 1.7 million people have 

some form of diabetes, in addition more or less than 280 develop the disease every day. 

Since its initial use, a variety of insulin analogues have been developed, for optimising the 

safety and efficacy of treatment for specific patients [10-12]. Though already researched 

considerably, there is an increasing demand of understanding the insulin signalling pathway, 

due to this reality of epidemic diabetes. An example being to understand a putative cause 

of Type 2 diabetes i.e. an acquired resistance of the agonistic action of insulin [13-17]. 

Rational drug design would hence benefit from a more clear picture of the biophysics of 

insulin and its receptor binding mechanism, in addition to the following mechanism of the 

intracellular signal pathway [18, 19]. Moreover as conformational fluctuations promote the 

degradation of pharmaceutical formulations, understanding the intricate dynamics of the 

insulin monomer is of broad interest. Besides, the design of ultra-stable formulations 

“Indeed many findings on the structure and 
properties of proteins were first made with insulin 

as a model.”  
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obtained with knowledge of insulin dynamics and receptor binding, has been proposed for 

humanitarian use in the developing world [3, 20, 21]. 

In addition having served as lifesaving treatment for diabetes, insulin has also been an 

important protein in many respects, throughout the past century [4]. An extensive amount 

of research and testing of insulin has been performed, since around 1921 when Banting and 

Best first isolated insulin containing extracts [8, 12, 22]. This field of research have been 

attributed with much value and several Nobel prizes, not the least for the knowledge of its 

molecular structure and function. Insulin was the first protein to have its primary-sequence 

determined in the 1950’s [4, 23, 24] which was a milestone in biochemistry, revealing that 

a protein has a defined sequence linked by peptide bonds and consisting only of L amino 

acids [25]. The three-dimensional structure of insulin, in hexamer form, was first 

determined by X-ray crystallography in 1969 [26, 27]. Today interest has focused on 

understanding the structure of the receptor and its response to binding of its cognate ligand, 

insulin. Furthermore, to visualize and understand the intricate molecular dynamics and 

mechanism, by which the insulin monomer activates its receptor; how it enables signalling 

pathways vital for metabolism. 

 

1.1 Statement of the puzzle and rationale of thesis 
 

 

 Future vision of mechanistic visualization of insulin receptor activation 

 

Currently it is not fully visualized and understood, how insulin activates the cognate 

receptor at the lipid membrane surface of a cell. Particularly the structural changes that 

accompany the unlocking of the receptor by this key insulin, initiating a cascade of 

intracellular signal pathways. The structure of a protein is reputed to be important for its 

biological function [25]; however the structure of a molecule is dynamic and strongly 

influenced by its immediate environment. Indeed, a protein’s function is strongly coupled 

to the conformational changes it makes in response to its environment. Hence, to chart and 

predict the complex biological physics and conformational changes in time, is also an 

important measure of a proteins function. Since the conformational dynamics of any protein, 

can indicate how its structure may fluctuate and allow for different interactions, depending 

on the surrounding biochemistry of the protein [28, 29].  

Insulin receptor (IR) activation is evidently not just a simple collision between ligand and 

receptor, but rather a complex and highly choreographed process, that putatively involves 
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successive mechanical movements, in the transition towards the activating high-affinity 

cross-link conformations [30]. Empirical and theoretical studies have solved parts of the 

puzzle, of the IR activation mechanism [31, 32]. Notwithstanding, being able to visualize 

the biophysical dynamics of solvated insulin or as it binds to the solvated IR, could 

elucidate vital features of this puzzling process. To fully simulate an atomic-detailed 

“movie” of the initial ligand binding to the receptor with full subsequent conformational 

changes and activation, has not yet been done. However this effort may be expedient in the 

coming decade even, as simulation and analysis methodologies are steadily becoming more 

powerful. Conjointly, improvements in experimental techniques such as cryo-EM 

microscopy [33] and emerging X-ray free electron laser methods [34-38] are likely to 

provide more information on structural biology and even time resolved dynamics [39-41]. 

Even more the progressing advances in simulation, graphical depiction and movie-making 

are revolutionizing our visualization and understanding of biochemistry [42-44]. Hence a 

complete time resolved dynamical movie of the insulin binding mechanism and even large 

parts of its resulting signal pathways is here postulated to be progressively achieved. The 

full IR ligands binding mechanism appears as one of the more important biochemical 

systems to be modelled and visualized.  

 

 Computational biophysical studies of the solvated insulin monomer 

 

The functional native state of a soluble protein is not determined by a static structure, rather 

it is described by a dynamic ensemble of conformations (or structures), partitioned in an 

energy-landscape as determined by statistical thermodynamics [45, 46]. Computational 

methods to simulate dynamic conformations have improved immensely, it is expected that 

the predictions that simulations can afford, will improve significantly with the increase in 

computing power over the next few decades [47, 48]. Conjointly, the method of MD [49, 

50] has until now produced many applications for depicting many kinds of biologically 

relevant conformations [51, 52]. Even though algorithms for MD is simplistic in its 

approximations, it provides an effective probe on the atomic scale, i.e. for the study of 

biophysical structure and dynamics. Hence the technique may even be referred to as a 

computational recording atom-, molecular-, macromolecular-scope with regards to time 

and space. The technique progressively enabling simulations of macromolecules, with 

unprecedented size and time scales. Despite the advances in recent decades, solvated 

systems required for the size of the insulin receptor, has been prohibitively expensive to 
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simulate. Heretofore, simulating the insulin monomer in explicit solvent using long 

timescale MD, is a much more feasible endeavour. The opportunity to explore the solution 

conformations of insulin for extended timescales, offers potential to gain new insights in 

atomic detail. Facilitating a time-dependent statistical analysis of observables, including 

hydrogen bonding, torsion angles and structural distances. Such a structurally dynamical 

profile of insulin may provide a clearer picture of its intricate biophysics that are vital for 

its biology.  In addition, the mean structure of a MD simulation, may tell us how the average 

shape allows for its multiple interactions, depending on environment, and how the 

monomer can readily form oligomers or bind to its receptor. Thus, in this report, the focus 

is to provide a clearer picture of the interactions and dynamics of the insulin monomer. 

Besides, the reliability of a MD simulation method depends on the choice of parameters 

and algorithms. Hence the MD methodology, including parameters, used in these 

calculations were carefully considered, to assure a more accurate view of insulin biophysics 

in solution. 

 

 Previous studies of insulin monomer with molecular dynamics 

 

Since the inception of MD techniques [53], there have been several computational studies 

of the insulin monomer. Each study exploring different aspects of the molecule and with 

diverse interpretations being derived. A picosecond simulation of the crystalline form of 

insulin was conducted in the early 1980’s [54, 55], it were an elaborate analysis, but the 

short timeframe could not allow extensive sampling of dynamics. Later in the 2000’s, 

simulations over nanosecond time-frames were performed on insulin monomers and dimers, 

which revealed some statistics [56, 57]. The work presented in this thesis is to an extent 

reminiscent to these previous studies which have given some inspiration. Moreover, a 

complementary study of the insulin monomer has concurrently been reported [58, 59], a 

main investigation by them were for particular mutations, discussing their relevance in 

interactions within the core of the molecule. Using a similar simulation method as the latter 

mentioned study, in this thesis it were performed significantly longer simulations, with the 

aim here to give an encompassing analytical profile of insulin in solution. Some aspects of 

these abovementioned simulations are verified by the results in this thesis. 

  

 Verifying simulation results by statistical replicas 

 

An important consideration when performing a MD simulation, since it is a statistical 
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method, is to determine whether a system has been sufficiently sampled. Moreover, how to 

decide if the simulation or any geometrical observable has converged. The quality of any 

extracted geometrical observable, from a MD simulation, depends on the statistical quality 

of the sampled conformational space [60]. Thus, it is common practice to perform multiple 

replicas with independent starting states, or otherwise validate with experiment. The 

statistical uncertainty of a MD simulation, depends (to an extent) on the inverse of 

simulation time (~1 √𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒⁄ ) [60]. Nonetheless, since the method is stochastic, 

different replicas are expected to exhibit varying or even divergent structural movements. 

Performing MD simulations is hence a venture, since it is not certain that one will capture 

the structural event that one may anticipate. Hence all derived conclusions of a simulation 

has to be inferred with sound biophysical reasoning, moreover weighted by available 

knowledge of empirical, statistical and experimental kind. Accordingly, in the work 

presented here, results of multiple replicas are reported, the aim being also to evaluate the 

accuracy and reliability of a MD simulation of a protein such as insulin. 

 As an aside, I have recently applied statistical replicas to also simulations in image retrieval 

in the field of X-ray free electron science [35]. 

 

 Verifying simulation results with experiment and their derived models 

 

There are data from various methods that can be integrated in structural biology models 

[61]. On the other hand there are many physical properties of biomolecules that one can 

estimate from MD simulations, that are comparable with those derived from various 

methods [25, 29]. Because insulin dissolves into a monomer in the bloodstream and finally 

binds to its receptor, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies of engineered monomers, 

have in the past attracted considerable attention. There have been many NMR investigations 

of monomer analogues, yielding derived insulin modelled structures [3, 20, 62-64]. In 

particular we have followed the work of Q. Hua et al. [3], who reported a “Distance 

Geometry/Restrained Molecular dynamics” (DG/RMD or DGR) ensemble of insulin 

structures. This ensemble is in the protein data bank (PDB) entry 2KJJ, which contains 

restraints of hydrogen distances, hydrogen bonds and dihedral angles. Their ensemble 

seemingly captures a structure of the insulin monomer, that gives a resemblance to a 

protomer in a hexamer. However, their ensemble does not capture the elaborate dynamics 

that can occur, for example the transient breaking and reforming of HBs. A query being can 

MD simulations starting from a DGR model be used to visualize the dynamics and still 
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satisfy the restraints.   

Furthermore, analytical structural overviews of several different models of insulin in 

various environments, can elucidate otherwise unseen vantage-points; in this way it is 

provided structural overviews of also single structures, facilitating for observers to study 

inter-structural relationships. A relevant single structure as obtained from X-ray 

crystallography are monomers in a hexamer, we chose to compare it to a well known 

structure obtained in the later 1980’s; which have been used in comparison for elucidating 

results in relation to insulin structure and function [3, 65-68]. Other relevant single 

structures are those of fragmented IR structures [2, 69-71], with the monomer bound to 

parts of its binding site, obtained from crystallographic and electron microscopy methods. 

Single structures may also be compared to analogous structural overviews of structure 

ensembles relating to solvent conditions as obtained by DGR and MD methods. 

 

 Obtaining an analytical structural overview of any protein system 

 

Biological applications of MD had its beginning close around the decade 1970, since then 

there has been a vast rise in computational capability, and simulation is likely to play an 

even more important role in the future [53].  There is dawning even now a vast computation 

capability in many areas of science and development, not to say the least for the study of 

biophysical data [47]. Hence, there is a meeting demand in harvesting the computational 

capabilities that can be applied to biological physics and medical sciences, for obtaining 

reliable information. There are various simulation and/or analysis packages, for analysing 

single structures or ensembles of them [48, 50, 72-81], some which are still under 

development. However, for anyone undertaking to analyse a simulation, the specific query 

may be out of reach of any available package, or otherwise needing some refinement of the 

original code, which might not be expedient for external researchers. Hence in this field 

there are need of standardization and simplified approaches, so that any novice researcher 

may obtain reliable information from relevant vantage-points, in a way readily accessible. 

Analysing and seeing the whole overview of a biochemical structure intricately can be a 

daunting task, not the least for a simulated trajectory of thousands or millions of time-

frames. A difficult task in MD society has been to see common or differing traits of say a 

protein in different environments, or between many replicas of a simulation for obtaining 

statistical profiles of any observable. This need for improvement will hence likely advance 

this area in the coming years. Nevertheless in this thesis, the analysis code was developed 
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much from the ground-up, on scientific ground laid by others, as described and indicated 

in main text. The analysis emphasizing on how to obtain a comparable vantage-point of 

geometrical properties, as pertains to either replicas of MD insulin structure ensembles 

and/or single structures in various environments. Hence, this analytical overview approach 

is depicted for several insulin systems in this thesis, which are treated separately, however 

facilitating a comparison between these single insulin structures or ensembles of them. The 

analytical overviews rely much on vector-graphics such as filetypes EMF (enhanced meta-

files) and SVG (scalable vector graphics). Vector-graphics are zoomable and are an 

exemplary way of condensing a large amount of information into a “portable document 

format”. The viewers Okular (UNIX) and Acrobat Reader DC supports zooming best, 

decently also in Microsoft Edge which work well for opening many windows. In a way the 

analytical over-view of insulin, is meant to be an exemplary prototype or depiction model 

for other biological systems, to readily compare MD replicas in between or structures 

obtained with other methods. These innovative depictions of structure in this thesis, may 

serve as inspiration for other peer researchers or even adapted in future analysis-packages. 

There is an era of increasing amount of data storage available, hence the approach in this 

thesis can serve as inspiration for condensing a large amount of biophysical data in any 

portable format. Even more, there is an advent of the development of overview standardized 

analytical “black box” software, for the readily able output and visualisation of any relevant 

biological physics. Hence information from simulations will become increasingly more 

intelligible and allow for vivid analyses for the study of biological systems [43]. 

 

1.2 Thesis outline and overview 
 

❖ Chapter 1: Thesis introduction and prologue.  

 
❖ Chapter 2: Here it will be provided an interpreted review regarding the structural and 

functional biology of insulin, from its storage form to disassembly into monomers and 

mechanism of binding to its cognate receptor. Specifically, reviewing relevant insulin 

physiology (§2.1), putative binding residues and overall mechanism, focusing on the 

monomers primary sequence (§2.2) tertiary structure (§2.3), as a protomer in a hexamer 

(§2.4), monomer binding to IR and further conjecturing a case for multiple monomers 

binding to IR (§2.5).  This chapter is also in one sense an enriching chapter to the rest 

of thesis. However as an example, the conjectured model of §2.5.2.2, is not a main 
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hypothesis of this thesis, only included for awareness in this field of research, a 

vision of its conceivable simulation are nevertheless given in §7.2. 

 

❖ Chapter 3: Here it will be provided the background for enabling simulation of a 

solvated insulin monomer and analysis of any insulin monomer structure. That is the 

simulation conditions and plausible ionization states at a certain pH (§3.1), moreover a 

brief overview of MD and the method of simulation (§3.2), followed by a description 

of the analysis used for the study of insulin, i.e., how to obtain an analytical structural 

overview of any atom-specific protein model (§3.3). Furthermore, this chapter is meant 

also as a reference for the subsequent results chapters with supplementary. 

 

❖ Chapter 4: Here it will be provided intricate structural analyses, from a distinct vantage 

point of important structures, i.e. of a renowned high resolution insulin hexamer 

structure (§4.1), moreover of various lower resolution fragmented IR structures, 

culminating in a closer look of the high-affinity bound insulin in its signalling 

conformation (§4.2). The chapter ends with a concluding statement (§4.3). 

 

❖ Chapter 5: Here it will be focused mainly on obtaining an analytical structural 

overview from an ensemble of highly restrained DGR solution models. The original 

method is restated in §5.1, after which the structures are analysed and overviewed in 

§5.2 and compared to its restraints from which it were derived. A structural overview 

and a few residue-profiles are provided in §5.2.5, elucidating some biophysical 

structure. The chapter ends with a concluding statement in §5.3. This chapter is really 

in conjunction with chapter 6, there are much similar representations, thus for clarity, 

they are separated in chapters. The chapter is in a way depicting the foundation that 

can be built upon by sampling the conformational space with MD simulations, and how 

the restraints respectively relate to both ensembles of insulin structures. 

 

❖ Chapter 6: Here it will be investigated MD simulations with different parameters 

resulting in replicated distinct trajectories. Comparing each replica’s respective 

congruence to the restraints of Q. Hua et al., for rich sampling and evaluation of results, 

obtaining a thorough analytical dynamic overview of the most representative model.  

The method of obtaining the 9 replicas are stated in §6.1, after which the MD trajectory 

is analysed and depicted in §6.2, ending in a discussion and conclusion in §6.3. 

 

❖ Chapter 7: Thesis summary and epilogue will be the ending concluding chapter.  
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Chapter 2 Construed Review of Insulin with Receptor 

Structure and Binding 
 

Reviewing General Puzzle-pieces of Insulin Structure and Binding and 

Conjecturing a Model of Multiple Insulins Binding to One Receptor 
 

 

 

M. Lawrence [82]. 

 

 

 

In order to interpret insulin structure and function, it is informing to get an understanding 

of its biology from literature, here providing a deduced perspective in the following sections.  

 

2.1 Some insulin related physiology 
 

The protein hormone insulin is produced in pancreatic 𝛽-cells, where in the presence of 

𝑍𝑛2+ ions it self-associates into hexamers (see Figure 2.1) and are stored within vesicles 

[83]. In response to heightened levels of glucose in the blood, vesicle exocytosis precedes 

dissociation of the hexamers into dimers, then into biologically active monomers, thereby 

releasing it into the bloodstream as a zinc free monomer [10, 20, 84, 85]. Then the insulin 

monomer function as an agonist, i.e. it binds to its receptor on a cell surface and transmits 

a signal that activates intracellular auto-phosphorylation through its enzymatic kinase site; 

which further catalyses the phosphorylation of substrates and initiate various signalling 

pathways [25, 86, 87]. A major branch of these pathways results in glucose transporters to 

appear on the cells surface, which then transports glucose into the cell [25]. Hence insulin 

enables glucose to fuel the metabolism of cells such as those composing skeletal muscles, 

fat-tissues and liver. 

Being a chief hormone in metabolic control and following the daily biological rhythm (e.g. 

cyclic blood glucose levels). In particular at times of digestion where the insulin blood 

content increases after a meal and within hours gradually returns to its basal level (typically 

between meals about 60-80 pM) [88]. Putatively insulin secretion is not continuous, but 

rather like oscillating wave pulses (of period ~4 minutes) and in portavenous blood in anti-

synchronous phase from glucagon (an opposing hormone produced in the pancreatic 𝛼-

cells causing raise of blood glucose) [89]. 

“So that’s intriguing, insulin disassembles 
to bind its receptor.” 
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Most of the insulins is absorbed by the liver during the first passage, after which the 

oscillating pulses (and insulin concentration) of the pulses is greatly attenuated [90], 

yielding more or less 0.1-0.8 nM in the peripheral bloodstream. One source has stated that 

continuous exposing of insulin on receptors initiates their down-regulating internalisation 

process in the host cells, that the oscillation has meaning in reducing the receptors down-

regulation and limit the need for insulin [91].  

The rate of internalization or otherwise inhibition of the receptor have been inferred as 

proportional to insulin concentration (in the range around nM to μM) by multiple sources, 

indicating insulin concentration as a regulating factor [92-95]. Putatively then the 

subsequent insulin binding induces intracellular auto-phosphorylation and triggers 

internalization of the receptor complex into the intracellular endosome and lysosome 

system, leading to dissociation and breakdown of insulin(s) and even inactivation of 

receptor by phosphatase action and further recycling back to the cell membrane [96-103]. 

In §2.5.2.2 it is further construed and conjectured, that internalization is plausibly activated 

when multiple insulins have bound 1 receptor. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Dissociation order illustration of insulin.(a) Storage hexamer of insulin. (b) 

Intermediate dimer. (c) Biologically active monomer. (d) Initial to binding of monomer (top left, 

same as in (c) backwards) to an insulin receptor ectodomain binding region. Receptor monomers 

in red and blue respectively, cell-membrane and trans-membrane domain included. Moreover an 

𝛼𝐶𝑇  helix in purple, where insulin is binding, the 𝛼𝐶𝑇  of the second identical binding site are 

occluded in this schematic.  Hexamer in (a) are from PDB 1TRZ (biological assembly 3), showing 

the R-state (more 𝛼-helix at initial NT green-chain) trimer at front and T-state (initial NT green-

chain in a loop closer to insulin core) trimer at back. Dimer in (b) are an asymmetric T-state dimer 

from a hexamer crystal model (PDB 4INS, biological assembly 7). The monomer in a (T-state like 

folding) in (c) are from the NMR derived solvent model in PDB 2KJJ.  
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2.2 Primary structure of human insulin and binding surfaces in an 

oligomer and bound to a receptor bound structure 
 

The folded peptide hormone, a rather small globular protein, has defined surfaces of 

secondary and tertiary structure, which putatively are fluctuating depending on chemical 

environment (e.g. tumbling in solvent or stable in a crystal lattice). Nevertheless, the small 

surface area of insulin is suggesting that the same residues are involved in forming various 

binding surfaces. Extensive biochemical characterization, has before demonstrated, that 

there is overlap of residues involved in binding surface for monomer self-assembly as for 

high affinity cross-link to IR [4, 32]. Accordingly, it is here shown the primary structure of 

insulin in Figure 2.2, which are moreover depicting (for the folded protein) inferred 

residues involved in binding surfaces in two unique structures. Here it is revealed, that 

binding residues of insulin as a T-state monomer in a hexamer, have to some extent overlap, 

with those residues of insulin bound with high affinity to the IR. Albeit the two structures 

compared have unique atomic structures, the IR bound structure were obtained at a lower 

resolution and hence may be less accurate.  

 

 

Figure 2.2: Primary structure of insulin and two bound structures binding surfaces. Residues shown 

with polarity of charge colouring (same as in Figure A1). Cysteine links are shown with yellow lines 

and are between intrachain 𝐶𝐴6  to 𝐶𝐴11  and interchain 𝐶𝐴7  to 𝐶𝐵7  and  𝐶𝐴20  to 𝐶𝐵19 . Binding 

surfaces (in vicinity of insulin) inferred through VMD: residue included if any non-hydrogen atom-

moiety (including MC & SC atoms) were within 5.0 Å of the indicated binding region of insulin 

(without hydrogens). Residues in the binding surfaces of a hexamer assembled of monomers in a T-

state (PDB 4INS, biological assembly 3, 1.5 Å resolution, no included hydrogens, Baker et al. [1]): 

“dotted arcs”, brown for dimer and dark-blue for hexamer surfaces. Residues in the binding surface 

to IR ectodomain in a high affinity bound structure (PDB 6HN5 3.2 Å resolution, no hydrogens, 

Weis et al.[2]): “full arcs”, light-green for site 1 and in orange for site 2. See text for further 

explanation. 
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 A note on similar residues among vertebrate species 

 

There are similarities of residues in the primary sequence of insulin, which can be found in 

the very diverse species among vertebrates. Depending on classification [67, 104], the 

following residues may be considered highly conserved or invariant: GA1, IA2, VA3, YA19, 

NA21  , LB6 ,  GB8 , LB11 , VB12 , GB23  and  FB24 , in addition to the cysteines. Conservative 

substitutions exist also, e.g. “FB25 → Tyr” and “EB13 → Asp. The biochemical activity and 

function of insulin in any vertebrate species are naturally unique, even though more or less 

similar. Notwithstanding, studies of this homologous protein have elucidated core structure 

and function of human insulin. As an example, studies of bovine (TA8 → AA8, IA10 → VA10, 

TA30 → AA30 ) and porcine insulin (TA30 → AA30 ) have revealed biochemical activity, 

sequence and structure [1, 23]. Besides, porcine insulin has been reported to have full 

receptor binding affinity [105]. 

 

2.3  Tertiary structure of a dynamically restrained model of the 

monomer in solution 
 

The inherent dynamics of the insulin monomer is evidently essential, for allowing the 

different binding surfaces relating to self-assembly and receptor binding [32, 63, 69]. Hence 

its inherent biophysics, e.g. the momentous breaking and forming of HBs, must be relevant 

for its mechanism. In contrast, in Figure 2.3, it is shown an insulin structure in solvent from 

NMR derived and restrained simulation models. This structure putatively represents an 

average structure of insulin in solution, which resembles the tertiary structure of a T-state 

protomer in a hexamer. Nevertheless, the ensemble of structures is dynamically restrained, 

and hence inferred to underestimate conformational fluctuations, although dynamics were 

to an extent inferred with other methods by Q. Hua et al. [3]. This solution model of the 

insulin monomer consists of an A-chain of 21 residues made of two 𝛼-helice’s (A1-A9 & 

A13-20), separated by a central region of extended polypeptide. The B-chain of 30 residues, 

has two strands separated by a central 𝛼-helix (B8-B19). The two chains are linked by two 

interchain disulphide bonds between A7-B7 and A20-B19, whereas the A-chain has an 

intrachain disulphide bond between A6-A11. This model is congruent with previous 

understanding of the insulin monomer, derived from e.g. crystallography and NMR [1, 3, 

4]. That is to say that the interior of the monomer is mainly hydrophobic and the surface 

having a composition of hydrophobic, polar, negative and positive charge; whereby one 

surface are largely hydrophobic, being flat and mainly aromatic and buried upon dimer 
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formation; another hydrophobic surface being buried when the dimers assemble to form 

hexamers [106]. 

 

Figure 2.3: Tertiary structure of a restrained insulin 

model in solution . This depicts the NT B-chain loop 

in the T-state. The atoms and bonds of disulphide 

links coloured yellow.  Shown is the 7’th model out of 

20 reported for conditions 298 K, 0.1 mM salt 

concentration, pH 7.4. Structure obtained and 

published by Q. Hua et al. [3] and reported in PDB 

2KJJ.   

 

 

 

 

2.4 Quaternary structure of insulin in T-state hexamer crystals 
 

Unique structures of crystal insulin hexamers have been determined for various cosolvents 

and mutations of residues, for which characterization has been reviewed elsewhere [68, 

106]. For the native insulin hexamer, a few different kinds have been discovered, with an 

equilibrium between the T and R states of its monomer components. That is to say, 

depending on the allosteric cosolvent; the six monomers can form two trimers T-state (T6) 

[1, 26], or two trimers R-state (R6) [107], or one trimer of each T-, R-state (T3R3) [108]. If 

an insulin monomer has the B1-B8 residues in an extended β -strand, closer to the 

hydrophobic core, it is called the T-state. On the other hand, when B1-B8 form a continued 

𝛼-helix from B9-B19, it is referred to as the R-state. Contrasted to when the helix only 

extends from B4 to B19, and the B1-B3 residues being extended or “frayed”, it is referred 

to as Rf-state [109, 110]. The intricate structure and in particular the B1-B8 residue contacts 

are thus not the same in the different forms of hexamers [68]. Apparently, the R-state has 

only been observed within hexamers, as also stated elsewhere [111]. Noteworthy is that the 

storage of insulin within vesicles have been speculated to take the form of T3R3, or even 

𝑅6 like structures, due to the R-state forms being more stable and allosteric ligand sites 

being preserved in many vertebrate species [112]. Remarkably, insulin putatively has 

averagely a T-state like conformation when it circulates in the blood as a biologically active 

monomer. Hence here it is chosen, to investigate the T-state hexamer surfaces more 

thoroughly. A detailed report of the crystal structure of 2Zn porcine insulin hexamer in 𝑇6 
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form was written by Baker et al. [1], being often cited it has been referred to as a bible of 

insulin structure [18]. The original report has information of residue contacts and hydrogen 

bonding, of the hexamer structure, including also other atoms such as zinc and water. The 

hexamer consists of three asymmetrical dimer-units monomer 1 and 2, here it is inferred 

the protein dimer and hexamer contact surfaces, as illustrated in Figure 2.4 (and Figure 2.2). 

Between the monomers of a dimer are the form of the flat hydrophobic and mainly aromatic 

surface, the three dimers are assembled by zinc and water coordination [1, 113], with polar 

and non-polar residues being buried between them. The inter-dimer packing surface is 

looser than that of the intra-dimer. There is a strong interaction of four hydrogen bonds that 

stabilizes each dimer, between the strands of the two CT B-chains.  

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic of binding surfaces 

of monomers in a 𝑇6  hexamer. Trimer of 

monomer 2 at front, and of monomer 1 at 

back. In the middle, each monomer of a 

trimer contributes a 𝐻𝐵10 for coordination 

with a zinc-ion (dark-gray), respectively. 

Only showing the residues (both MC and 

SC) at approximate binding surfaces, 

inferred by VMD that have any non-

hydrogen atom-moiety within 5 Å. However, 

with residues at surfaces being varying in 

symmetry for monomer 1 and 2 but have 

same residues near binding surface. 

Residues located at the dimer surface 

(brown) and at hexamer surface (dark-

blue), same as in Figure 2.2 (c.f. [1, 4, 30, 

68]). Structure from PDB 4INS 

(biological assembly 3, configuration A), 

the depiction here is without hydrogens, 

and atom-colour overlap for residues that 

are in both surfaces [1].  

 

 A note on Lispro 

 

An insulin analogue, Lispro, are used in treatment of diabetes, being the active component 

of pharmaceutical Humalog® (Eli Lilly and Co.) [12]. Compared to native human insulin, 

Lispro, has an interchange of two B-chain CT residues (𝑃𝐵28 ⇔ 𝐾𝐵29), hence may also be 

referred to as 𝐾𝐵28𝑃𝐵29-insulin, or KPI (KP-insulin) for short [109]. The accompanying 

perturbation at the dimer interface, gives an accelerated disassembly of the zinc insulin 

hexamer, upon subcutaneous injection. Since the 𝐾𝐵28𝑃𝐵29 interchange of KP-insulin, was 
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found to disrupt the otherwise hydrophobic effects of 𝑃𝐵28 , with residues B20-B23, 

moreover weakening the hydrogen bonds between residues 𝐹𝐵24 and 𝑌𝐵26, being critical 

for dimer formation [109]. The interchanged residues B28-B29, is believed not to alter the 

receptor binding surface of the hormone, since KPI retains full biochemical potency [3]. 

This is particularly mentioned since the solvent model(s) of Figure 2.3 were obtained by 

the LisPro analogue. 

 

2.5  Ligand binding to its cognate receptor 
 

Insulin receptor binding has been a much studied topic and a great many pieces has been 

collected, some appear more blurred than others and the complete puzzle is yet to be 

discovered. There is a wealth of information, however incomplete, regarding the structural 

features that constitute the ligand receptor binding domain, and conjointly the full 

molecular mechanism of receptor engagement. Somewhat different views and sometimes 

contradicting statements has been reported through the years. Thus this section is 

attempting to consolidate a range of literature, regarding the insulin receptor binding puzzle, 

and to add a conjecture of multiple insulins activating its receptor.  

 

2.5.1 Insulin receptor  
 

The insulin receptor (IR) belongs to the receptor tyrosine kinase family of cell-surface 

receptors; whose variation, relation and physiological significance are described elsewhere 

[25, 114-118]. A homologous family is that of the ligand/receptor insulin-like growth factor 

(IGF), with hormones IGF-I and IGF-II [116, 119]. 

There are two different isoforms of IR (IR-A and IR-B). These differs in the sequence-

length of 12 residues at the CT end of the 𝛼-subunit (𝛼CT), with IR-A numbering inserted 

between 716 and 717 before the 𝛼CT end at residue 719 [120]. The number of residues of 

IR-A is 1346 and of IR-B is 1358 [121-124]. The IR-A form has about 1.5 stronger affinity, 

and a 2-fold higher dissociation rate; reasoned to be due to the extra 12 residues of IR-B, 

obstructing insulin binding and dissociation [125]. Congruent with the larger IGF-II peptide, 

binding IR-A with high-affinity and activating differing kinase activity, but not for IR-B 

[126, 127].  

Furthermore, a structure of the unliganded IR-A ectodomain (apo receptor) in complex with 

four antigen-binding fragments (2xFab 83-7, 2xFab 83-14), has been solved, revealing a 

folded over “Λ” conformation [120, 128, 129]. The insulin receptor (domain schematic in 
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Figure 2.5) is a dimer of two identical αβ half-receptors, each composed of an α-subunit 

and a β-subunit. The extracellular α-subunit is a chain of about 720 amino-acid residues, 

moreover heavily glycosylated. The β -subunit (about 650 residues) starts on the 

extracellular side and spans the membrane to the cytoplasmic side, where it ends in the C-

terminal end segment (CE). Each ectodomain part of monomer contains a leucine-rich 

repeat (L1), a cysteine-rich (C) region and a second leucine-rich repeat (L2) domain, 

followed by three fibronectin type III domains (F1, F2, F3) [130]. Where F2 contains an 

insert domain (𝐼𝐷𝛼, 𝐼𝐷𝛽) of about 120 residues, within which lies the α-β cleavage site 

[31, 131, 132]. Each α-subunit is linked to a β-subunit via disulphide bonding, to form an 

αβ receptor monomer, in addition, the two receptor monomers have binding interactions 

between and are linked by a few disulphide bonds [31]. The receptor monomers β-subpart 

are continuing CT to the F3 domain; in a single transmembrane (TM) helix; followed by an 

about 40-residue intracellular juxtamembrane (JM) region; followed by the TK catalytic 

domain; and then by an about 115-residue CT end (CE) [32, 130, 131].  

The ectodomain of the IR has two identical insulin binding regions, each having two 

binding sites. Putatively in a binding region, site 1* are composed of L1* and the αCT helix 

[69, 129]. In addition, at least partly, site 2 is thought to be in the proximity of the junction 

between F1 and F2 domain [31, 32, 71, 131, 132], near site 1* in the apo-receptor [129]. In 

addition, regions of L2 has been implicated as involved in site 2 binding [4, 18, 132, 133].  

The second identical insulin binding region being composed of site 1&2*. Putatively the 

high affinity cross-linked binding are in a 1:2 stoichiometry [18], however (as conjectured 

in e.g. §2.5.2.2) a 2:2 stoichiometry with equal binding affinity appears plausible.  

Nevertheless, the binding of ligand(s) translates as a signal across the TM domain, 

concomitantly causing trans-phosphorylation of tyrosines in the two β-subunits TK, 

initiating cascade signal pathways [14, 25, 31, 132, 134, 135].  

There are 13 intracellular tyrosines in each endo 𝛽-subunit, where a number of them may 

be phosphorylated in response to ligand binding including; Y960  in the JM; 

Y1146, Y1150, Y1151 in the TK activation loop (occluding the kinase catalytic active site in apo-

IR);  Y1316, Y1322 in the CE tail [136-138]. Where the auto-phosphorylation creates phospho-

tyrosine recruitment sites for downstream signalling proteins such as the IR substrate (IRS) 

[86].  
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the dimeric insulin receptor sequence. Left to right NT to CT direction 

(continuing from 𝛼CT to ID𝛽, wherein monomers are cleaved). One receptor monomer is coloured 

in red (without asterisk used also naturally in main text as a general abbreviations for both 

monomers), the other in blue having domain names with an asterisk ‘’*’’ (if distinguishing from 

other monomer in main text or other figures also), purple region for 𝛼CT segment (704-719) in both 

monomers. Gold-coloured links denote disulphide bonds. See text for further explanation. 

 

2.5.2  Characteristics of insulin receptor binding and signalling 
 

2.5.2.1 Some previous understanding & model of one insulin binding 

activation 
 

Insulin binding to the receptor homodimer, is long known to be characterized by negative 

cooperativity among the receptor binding regions. In addition, by curvilinear Scatchard 

plots, i.e. a plot of “bound/free traced ligand” as a function of bound unlabelled ligand, 

linear in the case of simple non-cooperative binding. In addition, by a bell-shaped dose-

response curve for the tracer insulin dissociation-acceleration effect by unlabelled insulin 

[18, 30, 139, 140].  

These features have been explained with a model, by which the 𝛼-subunits of the receptor 

monomers are arranged in an antiparallel symmetry, each having two ligand binding sites 

[30]. Insulin was proposed, to bind with low affinity to first e.g. site 1*, then to form a high 

affinity cross-linked binding to site 2. The formation of this cross-link, between e.g. the site 

1* & 2 pair, reduces the capacity of ligand to form a cross-link of the alternate site 1 & 2* 

pair (i.e. negative cooperativity), though maintaining ability of insulin to bind singly to the 

individual components of the alternate site 1, 2* pair (i.e. a bell-shaped dose response) [31]. 

This model have been formulated in a mathematical “harmonic oscillator” model (Figure 

2.6), that were shown to be fitting kinetic parameters, relating to insulin receptor binding 

[32, 125, 141]; whereby the binding of insulin to both site 1* and 2 (or alternatively site 1 

and 2*), produces a conformational change in the insulin receptor, required for its activation. 

The insulin receptor were assumed, to change from its inactive symmetrical conformation, 

to an activated tilted conformation, concurrent with e.g. the site 1*, 2 pair being moved 
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closer, and the other site 1, 2* pair being separated [141]. This tilted (activated) 

conformation, being at a higher free energy state. Moreover in the absence of insulin, 

equilibrium being shifted strongly, to the energetically more favourable symmetrical 

(inactive) conformation [141]. Fitting of the insulin receptor model to experimental data, 

gave 𝐾𝑑  values of 6.4 nM  for site 1*, and 400 nM  for site 2, and 0.19 nM  for the high 

affinity cross-link of sites 1* and 2 (or 1 & 2*); this in good agreement with experiment 

[31, 141].   

Several other more or less varying models of IR activation mechanism has been 

hypothesized and has been described elsewhere [14, 31, 32, 70, 142-144]. 

Previous models apparently have not discussed the possibility, that multiple insulins can 

bind simultaneously at different parts to the receptor and its relation to internalization. 

However, very recently published as a prewrite by Gutmann et al. [145] of a cryo-EM IR 

ectodomain structure (very insulin saturated i.e. 50 𝜇M); whereby two insulins are found 

bound at sites 1*&2 and 1&2*; however, two additional insulin binds at new binding 

regions. Their findings and discussion do appear to redefine the notion of a primary and 

secondary region crosslink. That their site “1”, “1’” are the site 1*&2, 1&2* cross-link 

respectively; and the new binding cross-links, site “2” are residues in L1*, F1, in addition 

to site “2’” at residues in L1, F1*. The structure and discussion Gutmann et al. may 

rationalize and redefine to some extent the harmonic oscillator model and previous 

understanding.  

 

Figure 2.6: Simplified schematic of the IR 

harmonic oscillator model . Site 1 for 

primary and 2 for secondary binding site. 

Identical sites are indicated with a 1*, 2* 

respectively. Association constants a1 and 

a2 for binding sites 1, 2 respectively. 

Dissociation constants d1 and d2 for 

binding sites 1, 2 respectively.  With 𝐾𝑐𝑟 

being the cross-linking constant. Major 

pathway full arrows, supplementary 

pathway dashed arrows.  (Schematic 

based on figure 1 of Knudsen et al. [125], 

figure 6 of Kiselyov et al. [141]. See these 

references for elaborate details). 
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  “A weight on the seesaw lever that causes the rock to fall down the mountain” 
 

Furthermore, it is believed that the nestled receptor 𝛼 -subunits functions as allosteric 

enzymes, which inhibits the kinase activity of the 𝛽-subunits. Since the cleavage of the 𝛼-

subunits results in activated kinase in a similar fashion as insulin [124, 146], it suggests that 

insulin provides the binding mechanism, that have the analogy “a weight on the seesaw 

lever that causes the rock to fall down the mountain”. For example indicated by the tryptic 

activation by cleaving peptide bond in an 𝛼-subunits (implied to be R576-R577 in the F1 

domains), correlating in an identical manner with insulin, activating the intracellular 

kinases, suggesting a releasing conformation change in 𝛼-subunits, that were transmitted 

through each TM domain [147].  

 

2.5.2.2 A conjectured rationale for two (or four) ligand activated IR being 

needed for full auto-phosphorylation and internalization 
 

So far no found literature has exclaimed the possibility that two (or 4) insulins can be bound 

at the same time, with equal binding affinity, and further connected it to its biological 

meaning and significance. Here explaining a model of two insulin activation (and if 4 

insulins are required for full activation which is not certain). 

Are the internalizing recycling of IR being initiated when 2 insulin ligands have bound to 

respective binding region cross-link, site 1*&2 and 1&2* (or 4 insulins bound if site “2”, 

“2’” are necessary as defined by Gutmann et al. [145]). This idea seems plausible according 

to an old study by Terris et al. [95, 148, 149], who observed that from prebound 𝐼125 -insulin, 

a linear relationship of extra insulin binding to the internalisation of receptors (slower 

without prebound 𝐼125 -insulin), having a dissociation constant of 3.5 nM.  

The above dissociation constant appears to bear remarkable congruence with that of the 

measured dissociation constant of 3.5 nM for soluble IR ectodomains, for that of two 

insulins binding with equal affinity, to the corresponding site 1*&2 and site 1&2* cross-

links [150]. Similar values for the soluble ectodomain dissociation constant, with a linear 

scatchard plot, has been measured and indicated [151, 152]. Hence, I conjecture that, in 

vivo, it suggests a fast dissociation when two insulins have bound, that can be replaced by 

other insulins with a dissociation constant of ~3.5 nM; plausibly this should be verified by 

further sources until confirmed. Further speculating, that in vivo, the weakened binding of 

the two insulins might play a role, when the receptor are internalized in the cytoplasm and 
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recycled in the endosome with insulins broken down in the liposome [97, 153].  

Furthermore, as I infer, there is a strong indication of a vital biological feature that 1 (or 2) 

bound insulin induces only part of full auto-phosphorylation of the internal IR domains, 

that 2 (or 4) or more insulin binding are required for full. This idea is strengthened by that 

auto-phosphorylation are strongly indicated to increase steadily; either with time (for 

insulin 1 uM) [136, 154]; or with increasing insulin concentration (sub nM to uM), even 

shown in some studies an inhibition at above 100 nM (as seen also for accelerated 

dissociation) [126, 135, 155-158]. In addition, even a noticed increased internalization 

(10−11 to 0.5 × 10−6), which looks like an inverted sigmoidal curve to that of accelerated 

dissociation of prebound insulin [2, 126]. An increase in activating certain substrates in 

distinct pathways are also more or less in proportion to insulin concentration [126, 159]. 

A questionable order of auto-phosphorylated tyrosines upon 1 to 2 (or 2 to 4) insulin binding, 

considering those in both receptor 𝛽 -subunits, are in the following order; Y1150 , Y1146  , 

Y1151 (in the activation loop near the TK enzymatic site) and then for Y1316 and Y1322 (in 

the CE domain), and less certain the order of region Y953 and/or Y960 (in the JM)  [116, 

136, 138, 160-162]. For these residues, it has been measured part full auto-phosphorylation 

at low insulin concentration (10 nM) and more or less double for higher (100 nM) [126, 

127], which may be indicating a conformational change to a symmetrical IR (𝛼2𝛽2) upon 

a second insulin binding. Further it may suggest that 2 (or 4) insulin bound are necessary 

to reach full intracellular auto-phosphorylation, and a regulating feature of activating 

signalling pathways, moreover internalising recycling.  

A nestled symmetric TK dimer unit was asserted to be a plausible model for the two fully 

activated catalytic sites (having Y1150 , Y1146  , Y1151  in both subunits phosphorylated) 

[163], which may be indicative to that 2 (or 4) insulins are subsequently bound in order to 

reach such a symmetrical conformation.  

That the TMs are apart in the apo-IR, and upon 1 to 2 (or 2 to 4) insulin binding acquiring 

a closer association (and in effect the fibronectin domain legs), indeed appears believable 

[163-165]. 

The initial apo-IR relation between the two TK domains of each receptor subunit, are 

however not clear. Where the putatively TM helical segments are separated, albeit 

conceivably inclined towards each other [166], the intracellular 𝛽-units may be inhibited 

by this separation. However that the TKs are initially in a dimer inhibition-state has also 

been suggested as plausible [138, 163]. Notwithstanding, it is believed that the TK catalytic 
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site activation entails releasing cis-inhibition, catalytic site activation-loop 3 tyrosine auto-

phosphorylation, and allosteric dimer formation [163]. That before ligand binding each sub-

unit is believed to have a cis-inhibiting conformation involving a JM critical residue Y972 

(IR-A numbering) [158] and Y1150 in the kinase active site [138, 143].  

The TK domains have also been postulated to respectively be unactivated and near inverted 

(i.e. NT/CT with respect to the IR sequence direction across membrane), and upon ligand 

binding released in a near “yoyo” like fashion [32]. The idea of inverted TKs is partly based 

upon a finding, that a CE conformational change takes place upon ligand binding, leading 

to a shortlived state that can bind ATP, and upon phosphorylation driving another distinct 

conformational change involving regions in the JM, TK and CE domains [167, 168]. Where 

the JM and CE domains are putatively unstructured polypeptide segments, except for 

possible 𝛽-turns in the JM region near Y953 and Y960 [138, 169]. 

The kinase catalytic active site is located in between the junction of the NT and CT TK 

lobes, which can bind an ATP as a substrate and facilitate phosphorylation on tyrosine 

residues. Putatively necessary are the auto-phosphorylation of Y1146, Y1150  and Y1151 for 

activating the kinase towards exogenous substrates, even going from the double to triple 

auto-phosphorylated form may also play a role in regulation [136, 160, 170-172].  A crucial 

side-chain of the active site is a lysine, K1018, since its mutation to alanine renders the active 

site inactive [173]. Putatively the TK enzymatic sites act primarily via inter-subunit (trans) 

tyrosine auto-phosphorylation, rather than of the same subunit (cis), appearing to even 

concern at least some of the 3 tyrosines of the activation loop [138, 160, 174].   

Evidently, an inactivating mutation (K1018 → A) in one or both TK domains, showed that 

trans TK auto-phosphorylation of the respective 𝛽-subunit is vital, albeit a minor (3 fold) 

cis auto-phosphorylation were found (with 1 of 2 TK active site inactivated). Further 

concluded, were that both TK active sites needs to be functional, in order to activate the TK 

catalytic sites towards exogenous substrate [175-178].  

 

 A conjecture of the broadview structural model of the entire receptor 

transcending from 0 to 1 to 2 (or 2 to 4) insulin ligands fully bound 

 

Here is further conjectured a novel broadview model, of how insulin may induce large 

domain movements in the IR (illustrated in Figure 2.7); as was partly discussed above and 

more elaborated here.  

To visualize the IR domain movements, one may further consider that the following 
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structures are at least coarsely solved: an 0 insulin bound apo-IR ectodomain [129];  an 1 

insulin high affinity bound ectodomain [2]; an 2 insulin weaker affinity bound soluble 

ectodomain [70]; and a saturated 4 insulin bound ectodomain [145]. In addition, that the 

TM structure are indicatively known [166] and that the JM and CE segment may be coarsely 

modelled. In addition, that the TK domains have been indicated of being functional dimers 

in the activated state [163, 179, 180]. In addition to other literature mentioned here. 

 

Apo-IR upon insulin binding 

 

As I elaborate from the apo-IR by Croll et al. [129] (schematic ectodomain in Figure 2.7a), 

there are two large cavities that can accommodate an insulin binding. Considering the first 

binding region cavity would have insulin putatively dock at site 1* (L1*, 𝛼CT), and site 2 

residues near the F1-F2 junction [120]. May be some site 2 residues are at the C*-L2*, or 

even in the ID𝛼, since it looks like there is enough room for insulin to enter from two 

directions in respective binding regions “cavity hole”.  

Furthermore, the 𝛼CT-helix are closely bound to L1* and the junction in F1-F2, and further 

from C*-L2*. Moreover stabilizing interactions are between L1* to C* and F2-F3 (in 

addition to the IDs) domains respectively [164]. At least these interactions are apparently 

more or less disrupted by 1 (or 2) insulins binding. The favourable interactions (of e.g. L1* 

with F2-F3) that the binding of 1 (or 2) insulin perturbs, speculatively relaxes the entire 

𝛽*-subunit, causing the release of inhibitory mechanisms, and initiation of at least part of 

full auto-phosphorylation. Conjectured here, is that the first insulin binding to one binding 

region, e.g. site 1*&2 (and maybe additional insulin to  e.g. site “2”), causes either or both 

sub-units (𝛼𝛽 or 𝛼𝛽*) to more or less relax, leading to the unleashing of the trans auto-

phosphorylation kinase activity; altogether causing a change in conformation that perturbs 

the alternate binding site 1&2* (causing negative cooperativity).  

 

Holo-IR with 1 insulin bound upon 2 (or 4) insulin binding 

 

How does the 1 insulin high affinity bound IR look like in its entirety in a biological cell? 

Plausibly there must be (at least in part) some correspondence to the proposed IRs 

“signalling conformation”, IR∆β-zipInsFv, by Weis et al. [2], schematically corresponding 

to Figure 2.7b3 ectodomain (which are here provided possible other alternative for). For 

which insulin is bound to L1*, 𝛼CT, F1 and close to C*-L2* (and further from L2), with 
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the 𝛼CT closely bound to L1*, C*, L2* and F1 and also somewhat close to F1* and C-L2. 

The pre-tethered F3 to F3* domains have ~ 25 Å center-of-mass distance (c.f ~ 100 Å 

center-of-mass distance in apo-IR). In addition, one ectodomain receptor subunit L1*-C*-

L2*-F1*-F2*-F3* being slightly straightened, notwithstanding leaving the other binding 

region perturbed (but largely intact). Interestingly, this perturbed but preserved secondary 

binding region (including L1,  𝛼CT*, F1*-F2* junction), plausibly indicates why a second 

insulin would bind at a slower rate (negative cooperativity) [2].  

Since the unbound form, IR∆β-zip, has native IR curvilinear Scatchard plots [2], it appears 

indicative of negative cooperativity and accelerated dissociation. Hence, I posit that 1 (or 

2) more insulin can bind IR∆β-zipInsFv and break the binding affinity of the L1 domain to 

the stabilizing contacts (including to F1*-F2*); relaxing the second 𝛼𝛽-subunit, whilst the 

other receptor subunit (L1*-C*-L2*-F1*-F2*-F3*) stays straightened. This 2 (or 4) insulin 

bound IR∆β-zip, I’d surmise would have a similar schematic shape as the ectodomain in 

Figure 2.7c. As a deduction then, why the IR∆β-zipInsFv has only one bound insulin, would 

be due to that is from incubated low insulin concentrations (~100 pM?): since moreover 

Weis et al. assumed that the 83-Fv antibodies had negligible effect on structure.  

Furthermore, since the F3 domain tethered fibronectin “legs” of IR∆β-zipInsFv, appears 

symmetrical, I posit are in an alike conformation, when 2 (or 4) insulins are bound with 

equal but lesser affinity to site 1*&2 and 1&2*. Further, I presuppose, that the “legs” 

already may be in a similar conformation as the, in vivo, fully phosphorylated IR 

endodomain, with the TM and intra-domains of both receptor subunits nestled and fully 

trans auto-phosphorylated.  

However, I posit that the 1 (or 2) insulin bound IR, more likely have only one of its two 

receptors subunits relaxed, i.e. like in either of the schematics in Figure 2.7b12; whereby 

at least one of these schematics may represent the "/Γ"-shape (or “II”) of Gutmann et al. 

[165]. Their "/Γ”-shape of ectodomain, appears to have the fibronectin legs still separated 

(but close), if this peradventure represents a 1 (or 2) insulin induced relaxation of 1 receptor 

subunit (possibly with 2 insulins simultaneously bound to the other site 1&2*). Whose 

relaxed subunit have at least partly trans auto-phosphorylated and nestled itself to the other 

subunit (explaining the intracellular dense region seen in their “II” conformation).  

Interestingly, seen in their “T”-shape conformation [165], are the F1*-3*, F1-3 and TM* 

and TM appearing in close proximity. Moreover a strong “intracellular” density which were 

presumed to be interacting 𝛽 -subunits, this density may be the fully trans auto-
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phosphorylated activated TK dimer, that are possibly structured as indicated by Cabail et 

al. [163]. In support of the idea  “T”-shape, are the very ligand saturated “T”-shaped 

ectodomain, with two cross-linked bound insulins, in addition to two insulins bound at top 

of “stalk” region (which may be stabilizing the “T”-shape) [145]. 

Here it is then conjectured, that the fully intra IR auto-phosphorylated signalling 

conformation may be for 2 (or maybe even 4) bound insulins (schematic in Figure 2.7c). 

Hence the schematic in Figure 2.7b3, I suppose is only the “signalling conformation” of 

the insulin high affinity bound region, but maybe not the ectodomain or IR as a whole. 

 

 Summary of the conjecture of apo- to holo-IR upon insulins binding 

 

Since the accelerated dissociation of insulin follows a bell-shape, it suggests that at low 

concentrations (sub nM) of insulin only 1 insulin occupies the site 1*&2 cross-link (or if 2 

insulins also to e.g. site “2” crosslink) will be occupied. Higher concentrations (supra nM) 

adds the likelihood that the perturbed alternate site 1&2* will also form a cross-link (or if 

additional insulin cross-linked to e.g. site “2’”), reaching the “T”-shape ectodomain, and 

resulting in the weaker binding affinity of the site 1*&2 and 1&2* cross-links, increasing 

the chance of each to dissociate and reassociate (and maybe insulins dissociating and 

reassociating to site “2”, “2’”). 

Moreover, initial supra-physiological concentration of (above 100nM) is indicative of 

impeding the dissociation of the firstly bound insulin e.g. at site 1*&2 (maybe for insulin 

at e.g. site “2” also). This may be due to that with the increased concentration there is a 

larger likelihood that the second binding region will be occupied by two insulins binding 

too either site 1 and 2*, impeding this second cross-link significantly [141, 181]. However, 

given that one of two insulin bound at site 1 or 2* may be more amenable to dissociate, 

would leave the other to acquire the site 1&2* cross-link.  

Speculatively then a second insulin forming a cross-link to sites 1&2* (or also to e.g. site 

“2’”) would relax the second receptor subunit and fully activate the kinase sites, driving a 

full concurrent trans auto-phosphorylation with concurrent intertwisting of intracellular 

subunit domains. 

Moreover since that Gutmann et al. [145] has found two new binding regions of insulin 

(however very ligand saturated) site “2” and site “2’” that respectively appears to stabilize 

the site *1&2 or 1&2* cross-links and maybe even impeding their dissociation, perhaps 

also plays some role in stabilizing the final “T”-shape of receptor. Hence Gutmann et al. 
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results and discussion, may indicate, that actually the order of insulin binding for full auto-

phosphorylation are; first insulin binding site “2”; second insulin to site 1*&2 cross-link; 

third to the other site “2’”; fourth insulin to site 1&2* cross-link; or any other order or 

combination. 

As the previous subsection indicated in literature, I posit that the 2 (or even 4) insulin IR 

binding, may signal the cell to internalize the receptor with 1 to 2 (or 3 to 4) still bound 

insulins, if not dissociating in the process. However, that at least a part initiation step, may 

actually be, that both receptor subunits intra-domains are fully auto-phosphorylated. 

 

Closing statement 

 

The presented simplified conjecture appears to an extent truthful, based on the literature at 

hand, though need further elaboration and verification, by biological and structural studies.  

Furthermore, the accompanying cytoplasmic signalling cascade pathways, with inherent IR 

substrates attaching to the activated IR intra-domains, followed by downstream linking 

substrates with further regulation, are also an important aspect, that may not be completely 

considered here [25, 86, 182].  The discussion here largely pertains to the IR-A isoform, 

but may hold some truth to various hybrid IR’s with various ligand binding processes, that 

is finetuned and specified to individual celltypes, development stage and vertebrate species 

[116, 118]. Since, for example, even different ligands binding to receptor IR-A, such as 

insulin and IGF-II, whose binding affinity and specific molecular contacts, may induce 

varying auto-phosphorylation behaviour and resulting biological pathways [126, 127].  

The insulin binding to its cognate receptor hence is a very complex machinery, but the 

conjectured simplification here may be a more or less correct model, at least for the IR-A 

and IR-B isoforms.
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Figure 2.7: A conjectured model of the insulin receptor upon binding 1 to 2 insulins.(a) The apo-IR with two floating insulins in “black-frame”, which are 

illustrated with a conjectured trans-dimer inhibition and cis-inhibition partly via inverted CT/NT TKs. (b1,2,3) The conjectured alternatives for binding of 1 

insulin to site 1*&2 relaxing either 𝛼-𝛽, 𝛼*-𝛽*  or both subunits and unwinding either the NT/CT TK, TK* or both, causing a part or full trans auto-

phosphorylation of the tyrosines in the activation loop, CE and JM domains. (c) A conjectured depiction of the fully auto-phosphorylated IR. Where full trans 

auto-phosphorylation of the tyrosines in the activation loops, CE and JM domains in both subunits have occurred and have driven the nestling of JM, TK 

domains with concurrent approaching of the TM and F1-3 domains of both subunits.  

Note that the figure, doesn’t explicitly depict the other optional pathway, that two additional insulins may bind to site “2” i.e. L1*, F1 and another at site “2’” 

i.e. L1, F1*, beneath the “head” region’s two insulins bound at site 1*&2, site 1&2* respectively. That e.g. 2 insulins binding to site “2” and site 1*&2 may 

facilitate part auto-phosphorylation and then 2 extra insulins binding to the second site “2’” and site 1&2* are required for full auto-phosphorylation. See 

text for further elaboration. Also note that the conjectured model, is not a main hypothesis of thesis, however included for value of idea, in this field of research. 

”2” ”2’” 
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2.5.3 Residues putatively involved in the mechanism of insulin binding to 

receptor 

 
2.5.3.1 Putative primary and secondary site insulin residues 

 

Some suggested or putative residues involved in binding to primary site (1* or 1) binding 

are: GA1 , IA2 , VA3 , EA4 ,  QA5 , YA19 , NA21 , GB8 , SB9 , LB11 , VB12 , YB16 , GB23 , FB24 , FB25 

and YB26. Some suggested or putative ones in secondary site (2 or 2*) binding are: TA8, 

IA10 , SA12 ,  LA13 ,  EA17 ,  HB10 ,  EB13  and LB17  [4, 31, 32, 142, 183]. This is stated and 

emphasized differently in various literature, thus specific residues are more or less certain.  

The insulin monomer residues involved in primary site binding, are to some extent 

congruent with a consensus of “classical binding residues”: A1, A5, A19, A21, B12, B16, 

B23, B24, B25 and B26 [4, 18, 140, 184-186]. Which resulted early on from knowledge of 

insulin structure, and studies of biological activities and sequences from different animals 

[184]. The B-chain residues overlaps the ones involved in dimerization. However, there is 

apparently greater affinity for receptor binding, 𝐾𝑑~0.2 nM (supposed main contribution 

by primary site), than for affinity in dimerization, 𝐾𝑑~7μM, [141]. By an alike observation 

additional residues was early on proposed to be involved in receptor binding [184].  

The residues of the insulin monomer involved in secondary site binding, are to an extent 

consistent with a so called novel binding surface [4, 125]. Which are involving mutations 

of LA13  and LB17  in the hexamer binding surface, proposed [30, 187] on the grounds of 

studies of insulin analogues with abnormal binding properties, similar to those of hagfish 

[188, 189] and hystricomorph insulins [190, 191]. In addition, secondary site residues: A8, 

A10, A12, A13, A17, B10, B13 and B17, has been indicated from mutagenesis studies [31, 

192], and overlaps the hexamer surface. 

 

2.5.3.2 Alanine mutagenesis studies 
 

Substitutions or deletions of specific residues in native insulin, more or less changes the 

structure and/or receptor binding affinity of the monomer. Which is not surprising giving 

the dimensions of the insulin monomer.  

An alanine scanning mutagenesis study were performed by Kristensen et al. [105], wherein 

they measured the receptor binding affinity of various analogues having residues mutated 

by alanine. They reasoned that a disruption of affinity was due either, to that the residue 

substituted interacted directly with receptor, or otherwise supported a conformation 
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required for binding to the insulin receptor. Analogues with alanine substituted at 

IA2 , VA3 , YA19 , GB23  and FB24 , had less than 5%  of native affinity. Reasoning that these 

residues are an essential receptor binding patch, being fully exposed when the B-chain CT 

strand are away from core and enabling direct interaction with receptor. Albeit, they 

reasoned also that structural perturbations of the monomer, could have been part of this 

reduction of affinity. Analogues having alanine substitutions of EA4, NA21, YB16 and YB26, 

had 36-139% (omitting error) altered affinity for the receptor; they reasoned that these 

residues as not being main residues in functional binding. Analogues with alanine 

substitutions of residues  SA9, GB20 and RB22, resulted in a 260-405% (omitting large error) 

increase in receptor affinity. With the expression yield of analogues having substituted GB20 

or RB22 were very low and was thought to indicate structural consequences. Moreover, the 

substitution, GB8 → AB8, also had less than 5% of native affinity, thought then to perhaps 

play a structural role, since it is an initial residue to the 𝛼 -helix of B-chain. Alanine 

substitutions at NT B1-B4, had about 54-134% (omitting error) native affinity, whereas at 

B5 it was reported to be 31% [105]. Which can be compared with the substitution, LB6 →

AB6, having 1.4% receptor affinity [193], or an even further decrease, about 0.052 %, for 

substitution LB6 → GB6, indicating an important structural role for the leucine SC [193]. 

Moreover, an analogue having removed the B1-B6 residues, had about 0.041% of receptor 

binding potency [193], similar to the analogue having a glycine substituted at B6. The 

relatively smaller decreases in receptor binding affinity, are of removal of B1 to B5 [193]. 

Though the analogue with B1-B5 removed, has been reported to have markedly more 

decrease in receptor binding, than the analogue with B1-B4 removed [1, 194]. 

Studies by De Meyts et al. concluded that residues A21 and B23 to B26 are essential for 

negative cooperativity in hormone receptor binding, whereof substitutions or deletions at 

B23-B26, or deletions at A21 (substitutions tolerated), resulted in a loss of the analogue to 

accelerate the dissociation of prebound 𝐼125  -native insulin [4, 30, 140]. In comparison, 

analogues with alanine substitution at B23, B24 and B25 respectively were reported as 3-

10%, of B26 as about 36%, of A21 as about 66%, receptor affinity [105]. 

 

2.5.3.3 Amino-acid mutagenesis of the B-chain 𝜶-Helix  
 

The B-chain central 𝛼H (B9-B19) is thought to function as a central recognition element, 

in receptor binding. Since its residues are flanked, by the putative receptor binding surfaces 
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of the insulin monomer. Putatively binding to the insulin receptor at the L1* 𝛽-sheet at site 

1*, conjointly having residues binding to site 2. Thus, the B-chain central 𝛼 -helix is 

appearing to be a binding motif, serving as a linker of continual binding surface [185, 195]. 

An amino-acid mutagenesis investigation by Glendorf et al. [185], showed the relevance 

of the B-chain solvent exposed residues, for receptor binding. They asserted that 

residues VB12, YB16 and EB13, are indeed part of a binding surface of insulin. Since, YB16 

being situated in the proximity of VB12 in the dimer-forming surface,  they were also early 

on proposed to be part of the ‘classical binding surface’ [184]. Furthermore, cross-linking 

studies has inferred that YB16 maps to the L1 domain of the IR [195]. Moreover, structure 

activity relationships has inferred that VB12 interacts directly with the IR, as a “high affinity” 

contact [195]. Even though earlier reports, had inferred YB16  to not be part of binding 

residues, based on not being “evolutionary conserved” [67], moreover that the substitution 

YB16 → AB16, had ~69% of receptor affinity [105]. However, the later investigations [185, 

195], reported alanine substitution of YB16, having lower receptor affinity (~27 − 34%). 

Moreover, only phenylalanine and tryptophan substitutions at B16, maintained almost 

native affinity [185], suggesting hydrophobic or aromatic interactions of YB16 at receptor 

binding. The solvent exposed residue HB10, has been putatively implied to interact with site 

2 of the IR [31, 32]. Albeit, Glendorf et al. [185], stated that HB10 are not required for IR 

binding, due to that many of the other standard amino-acids, having similar or greater IR 

affinity. They stated though that the nearby residue EB13 , to be plausibly involved in 

receptor binding at secondary site, were only substitution to asparagine or tryptophan 

maintained close to native affinity. 

  

2.5.3.4 The detachment model 
 

The extended conformation of the B-chain CT strand facilitates the stabilizing interface of 

an insulin dimer, however, for a solvated insulin monomer, this strand can move more freely. 

A “detachment model” envisaged, that upon binding its receptor insulin undergoes a 

structural transition, in which the end of the B-chain disengages from the hormone, 

exposing an otherwise hidden binding surface [20, 69]. This exposed surface of the 

monomer was inferred to form a primary binding interface, with the insulin receptor, mainly 

through the αCT segment [32, 71, 131]. Putatively also the residues GA1, IA2 and VA3 (part 

of hydrophobic core) becomes exposed and directly contact the IR, after this detachment 
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[20, 64, 66, 69]. Congruent with studies of insulin analogues, having connecting segments 

between NT A-chain and CT B-chain of less than 3 residues, which prevented the induced 

fit and were essentially without biological activity [20, 196, 197]. In contrast, the des-

pentapeptide analogue (insulin without B26-B30), were reported with no decrease in 

receptor affinity, compared to native insulin [65]. 

 

2.5.3.5 Structures of insulin bound to site 1 and 2 in receptor fragments 
 

Supporting the “detachment model” some researchers [69, 71, 131] reported micro-receptor 

(μIR) structures. With the newest structure of μIR  (Figure 2.8a) as composed of insulin 

bounded with a fragmented complex of in part 𝛼 -subunit domains L1* and 𝛼 CT (or 

likewise L1 and 𝛼CT*). This foregoing structure reveals features of the site 1* receptor 

binding surface, depicting some overlap with insulin residues of the dimerization surface. 

A difference from the monomers in the dimer surface is that insulin has by its B-chain CT 

strand, its hinge-like B20-B23 𝛽-turn rotated, moreover an outward rotation of B24-B27, 

locating itself between strands of the L1* 𝛽-sheet and 𝛼CT residues 714-718. Side-chains 

of FB24  and YB26  are mainly towards L1* and α CT, while those of FB25  are directed 

towards 𝛼CT, congruent with previous findings of FB24 cross-linking to L1* and FB25 to 

αCT  [198, 199]. Furthermore, the dissociation constant for the μ IR were reported as, 

𝐾𝑑~7.5 nM [69], close to the site 1* reported value of, 𝐾𝑑  ~6.4 nM [141], this observation 

further indicates that this structure features a resemblance to binding site 1*.  

Recently Scapin et al. [70], obtained structures of insulin bound to soluble IR (sIR) 

structures, wherein a similar view is depicted for the lower resolution (hence with a larger 

error range) structures of either 2 or 1 insulin bound on a soluble ectodomain receptor, 

denoted as “sIR+2” and “sIR+1” respectively. Notwithstanding, the interaction between 

insulin, 𝛼CT and L1*, have a resembling binding surface [69, 70, 142], although differing 

in overall structure (orientations of MC, SC etc). Hence these structures at least support the 

location of a site 1* binding region. However, there are suggesting contacts of A7 and range 

B4-B10 with F1 residues, depicting these as plausible site 2 residues. For a sIR which binds 

two insulins, each indicated of having a proximate dissociation constant, 𝐾𝑑~3.5 nM, and 

a fast dissociation rate [70, 150, 152]. Discordantly, since the high affinity cross-link has a 

higher binding affinity (𝐾𝑑 ~0.19 nM) for 1 insulin monomer bound per receptor dimer 

(1:2 stoichiometry). Hence it appears that the “sIR+2” structure doesn’t depict a high 

affinity cross-linked state fully, however speculatively at least coarsely the double-bound 
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weaker affinity of the conjectured double insulin bound IR (Figure 2.7c).  

Even more recently a publication by Weis et al. [2], revealed a cryo-EM structure of insulin 

bound in a high affinity cross-link, where the F3 to F3* tethered (or zippered) ectodomain 

receptor (IR∆β-zipInsFv). Revealing more or less the same location of site 1*&2 as the 

above-mentioned structures, albeit with differences in resolution, and also of contacts and 

orientation of specific residues. Also remarkable is that competition binding curves of 

IR∆β -zipFv, has congruent high affinity binding and characteristics to that of a holo-

receptor (hIR) [2, 200]. However, the sIR can bind 2 monomers with equal affinity, and the 

hIR at least initially binds only 1 monomer with orders of magnitude higher affinity, 

additionally the sIR displays no negative cooperativity, whereas the hIR does [139, 140, 

187]. The source of the sIRs lower binding affinity is not certain, it were speculated to be 

related to the relatively larger separation of the apo-sIRs F2 domains where the 𝛼𝐶𝑇 and 

disulphide bridged 𝐼𝐷𝛼s are correlated  [2], however I conjecture here this may be due to 

that two insulins have bound in “sIR+2”.   

The residues vital for negative cooperativity, A21 and B23-B26 indeed each appears to have 

relevance in locating insulin with L1* and αCT to form the site 1* binding. As inferred by 

Weis et al., IR∆β -zipInsFv informs the explanation of negative cooperativity, by the 

destabilization of the second binding site, via disulphide coupling of 𝛼CTs, such that in 

theory, excess insulin could bind to this site and cause the accelerated dissociation of the 

first bound insulin. Nevertheless it is believable that at least the contiguous structure of 

insulin, in IR∆β-zipInsFv, reveals at least an approximate depiction of the high affinity 

bound insulin [2]. Appearing as the most meaningful structure in this regard, we depict 

more clearly the contacts as in Figure 2.2 and here in Figure 2.8d, showing the residues 

within 5 Å of the bound insulin. The other putative site 2 residues of insulin (A8, A10, A12, 

A13, A17, B17) are more or less not in direct contact, as speculated also by Weis et al., at 

least some of them may play a role in the mechanism of reaching or upholding the high 

affinity cross-link. 

 A confirming picture of the location of  primary & secondary binding sites (1*&2 and 

1&2*)  are from an even more recent prewrite of Gutmann et al. [145], of a very insulin 

saturated IR. That appears to rationalize the insulin residues (A8, A10, A12, A13, A17, B17) 

as involved in IR activation, where two insulins are binding to other cross-links at regions  

site “2” (L1*, F1)  and “2’” (L1, F1*).
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Figure 2.8: Diverse structures of insulin bound to receptor fragments The figures are depicting 

more or less accurate approximations of the structural relationships of insulin with that of its site 1 

and 2 residues. (a) 𝜇 IR, PDB 4OGA, 3.5 Å resolution [69], (B1-B6 and B28-B30 absent). 

(b) ”sIR+2”, PDB 6CE9, 4.3 Å resolution [70]. (c) ”sIR+1”, PDB 6CE7, 7.4 Å resolution [70]. 

(d) IR∆𝛽 -zipInsFv, PDB 6HN5, 3.2 Å resolution [2], (B1-B2 and B28-B30 absent). For each 

respective structure depicting the receptor 𝛼CT helix (purple same receptor monomer as red) and 

F1 domain (red) of one monomer, and the L1* (blue) domain of the alternate receptor monomer. 

However, for “sIR+1” the opposite colouring is chosen arbitrarily, due to its naming convention in 

its PDB. Respectively for each structure: the secondary cartoons are within 10 Å of insulin, and the 

ball-stick represented residues are those that have any non-hydrogen atom-moiety within 5 Å of 

insulin (for clarity only residues of insulin contacting to site 1 as light-green and to site 2 in orange). 

See text for further discussion.  
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Chapter 3 Method for Simulation and Analysis 
 

A description of how to Perform Molecular Dynamics and how to obtain 

an Analytical Overview for Protein Systems 

 

 

From interview to 

A. Einstein [201]. 

 

  

The Feynman lectures 

on physics [202]. 

 

 

To simulate a solvated nanosized molecule with classical molecular mechanics for 

microseconds, is indeed an endeavour that modern science allows, which were not feasible 

at the time when Einstein and Feynman lived. Much knowledge has been gathered e.g. for 

the protein insulin as seen in the previous chapter. This chapter, however, will investigate 

further knowledge and use the mathematical imagination of the mind, to analyse insulin 

structure and dynamics in a comprehensible way. Explaining some of the underlying 

concepts and methodology for the subsequent result chapters, for understanding the 

analysis of a single structure or an ensemble of them. Furthermore, describing how to 

perform and analyse MD simulations and their resulting trajectories.  

In particular regarding concentration and construing plausible ionization states for insulin 

in §3.1. Following is the background and methodology behind MD simulations, which are 

described in §3.2. Then following is a section on how the resulting MD trajectories were 

postprocessed, in addition to the various analysis methods, being described in §3.3. 

“I am enough of the artist to draw freely upon my imagination. 

Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is 

limited. Imagination encircles the world.” 

 

 
“… everything that living things do can be understood in 

terms of the jigglings and wigglings of atoms.”  
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3.1 Inclusion of molecules and choice of amino-acid ionization states 

for insulin 
 

To perform MD simulations of insulin, one need to consider what concentration of water, 

ions or other solvent to include. In addition, if the concentration of the insulin monomer in 

a NMR experiment, will be directly comparable to an insulin monomer in a “box” of a MD 

simulation. Furthermore, for inferring plausible ionization states, a review is provided. 

 

3.1.1 Concentrations of solvent 
 

The following are describing the choice, for including a number of solvent molecules, in a 

MD simulation. 

 

 Inclusion of water  

 

 Approximately 4995 water molecules, of the Tip3p model, are included in a “box” of a 

MD simulation of the insulin monomer, having a density of ~985
g

L
, which gives a molarity 

of 54.676 
mol

L
 . During subsequent equilibration this will be modified, and the effect of 

possible different density, we concluded to be negligible, using the expected molarity of 

55.5
mol

L
  [25, 28], in following inclusion of molecules calculations.  

 

 

 

 

 Inclusion of ions mimicking that of human blood serum  

 

The ion concentration of electrolytes in human serum is ~0.14 M for sodium and ~0.1 M 

for chloride ions, other ions of lower concentration not included in MD simulation [203, 

204]. Hence one can determine the number of 𝑁𝑎+ and 𝐶𝑙− ions to include in the water 

box [4995 𝐻2O × (0.1 
𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
) (55.5 

𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝐿
)⁄ = 9 𝐶𝑙− ]. For example, at human serum pH  of 

7.4 [25, 203], we assume that the insulin monomer, has a net charge of −2𝑒. Hence a choice 

of 10 Na+  and 8 Cl−  will make the system neutral, maintaining an approximate salt 

concentration of 0.1 M. This assignment, however, may slightly underrepresent the sodium 

concentration (where the Na+, Cl− ratio in human plasma may be 1.21:1 to 1.54:1 [203]). 

The volume that are occupied of e.g. 4995 water molecules, 

4995 H2O

55.5 
mol

L

= 1.4945 × 10−22 L = 149.45 × 10−21 mL = 149.45 (nm)3; 

(1 L = 1(dm)3 = 1024(nm)3 → 1(nm)3 = 10−21 mL). 
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3.1.2 Concentration of a molecule in a cubic volume 

 
Here pointing to the likelihood of insulin to occupy any space, for e.g. in receptor binding 

experiments. This is not related to the use of periodic boundaries and use of long range 

cutoffs in MD, it is merely a concentration viewpoint of occupying a nm sized space. 

Furthermore in a NMR experiment, the insulin monomer concentration of about 0.5-1.5 

mM may be used of a solution containing separated monomers [3, 20, 62, 63]. One can 

verify that it is likely separated monomers they are measuring, moreover that a monomer 

in box calculation will be a good comparison. For a solvent having an insulin monomer 

concentration of 0.5 mM, it is imaginable such a solvated system divided into cubes of a 

volume, 𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒  of (5.45 nm)3 , each being large enough to encompass 1 monomer. The 

expected occupancy of insulin monomers, in one cubic box, is then 4.87 × 10−2 (see below 

calculations). This has the meaning that it is quite unlikely to find an insulin monomer in 

any of those cubic volumes. For example, if occupancy equals 1, then we’d expect to find 

an insulin monomer in every volume, 𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 , filling the entire solvated space. And if 

occupancy were instead 2, we’d expect to find 2 insulin monomers in every cube, and so 

on. In the monomer MD simulations, we simulate one monomer in a box of volume, 𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 

equal (5.45 nm)3, hence comparable to NMR experiments of distant monomers.  

 

3.1.3 Choice of ionization states of residues in insulin 
 

This section is a review, of ionization states of insulin in various environments, as reported 

in the cited literature. Here we also try to infer what constant ionization state, should be for 

each amino-acid for a solvated insulin monomer, when simulated over microseconds. This 

is a lesser way of modelling reality, since ionization states are fluctuating over time, with 

protons diffusing in water [47, 205]. Nonetheless, having a residue-wise constant ionisation 

state, may still serve as an average approximation for the solvated monomer.  

Shown by calculations: 

𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 = (5.45 nm)3 = 161.88 × 10−27m3 = 161.88 × 10−24L ; (1 L = (0.1 m)3 =

10−3 ×m3). 

 To further obtain the occupancy, or number of expected monomers in a volume 𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒; 

0.5 m
mol

L
× 𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 = 0.5 × 10−3 ×

6.0221420 × 1023 monomers 

L
× 161.88 × 10−24 L  

                                  = 4.87 × 10−2 monomers. 
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3.1.3.1 General about proteins amino-acid ionization states 

 

Any protein’s native state and dynamics are thermodynamically determined by temperature, 

pressure and type of solvent. Furthermore, by the intra- and inter-molecular 

electromagnetical interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, hydro-phobicity/-philicity and 

van der Waals forces. Moreover, a proteins structure, stability, solubility and function, 

depends on its net charge and the ionization state of the individual residues [206, 207]. 

Variations of pH (proton concentration) in the solution, will alter the charge on residues 

having ionisable side chains, dependant on how much these residues are exposed to solvent. 

At a certain pH, the ionization state equilibrium for an ionizable group, is determined by 

its pKa value; for example, with pH equalling pKa, the ionized state equals the deionized 

state. However, the pKa  value are dependent upon temperature and the chemical 

environment, of the residues ionisable group; comprised of nearby residue-moieties and 

solvent [25, 206]. Hence in reality the biochemistry of a protein in solution is dynamic, thus 

their pKa values will also depend on the momentous conformation of structure, which may 

not be fully modelled by MD.  

 

3.1.3.2 Insulin’s ionizable chemical groups 
 

For the insulin monomer, there are seven amino-acid SCs, in addition to the NT amino and 

CT carboxy groups, which readily ionizes between pH 1 and 14 [25, 206]. For SCs of 

asparagine’s, glutamine’s, tyrosine’s and cysteine’s, their ionisable groups are uncharged 

below their pKa, and negatively charged above their pKa. For SCs of histidine’s, lysine’s, 

and arginine’s, their ionisable groups are positively charged below their pKa and uncharged 

above their pKa. Hence, the native human insulin monomer contains a total of 16 ionisation 

transferable groups; 2 NT amino CαNH2 (GlyA1, PheB1), 2 CT CαCOOH (AsnA21, ThrB30), 

4 glutamate CγCOOH  (GluA4,A17,B13,B21 ), 2 histidine imidazole (HisB5,B10 ), 4 tyrosine 

phenolic (TyrA14,A19,B16,B26), 1 lysine CϵNH2 (LysB29), and 1 arginine guanidium (ArgB22).  

 

3.1.3.3 Reported ionization states of insulin in various environments  
 

Diverse pKa values of the ionisable groups in insulin, has been reported in literature [207-

210], here shown in Table 3.1. In addition it are assumed that these values differ for each 

report, due to varying methods of determination, solvent conditions and protein aggregation 

etc.  
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Firstly shown, are continuum electrostatic calculations [208], of the bovine insulin 

monomer (Table 3.1: col. A, B). Which have values differing to some extent, dependent on 

whether they were calculated for a closed or a more open conformation (GlyA1, AlaB30 not 

in close contact). Averaging over both conformations, AsnA21(CαCOOH)  and 

AlaB30(CαCOOH)  has a pKa of 2.325 , and the glutamates GluA4,A17,B13,B21(CγCOOH)  a 

pKa  of 3.7. These average values are overall congruent for the open and closed 

conformation, indicating that these 𝑝𝐾𝑎 values of glutamic and C-terminal carboxy groups 

are separable. Excepting the discrepancy for the closed conformation for which 

GluA4(CγCOOH)  has a pKa  of 2.3 and AlaB30(CαCOOH)  has a pKa  of 3.7. Furthermore, 

the N-terminal CαNH2 , have pKa  values, that suggests those being protonated at 

physiological pH. Authors of this report [208], performed 95 ns molecular dynamics of 

insulin varying from pH 7-1, for four systems (O, H, HE, HEC), whereby when pH were 

lowered, the ionizable sites were successively protonated in the following sequence: (5 <

𝑝𝐻 ); HisB5,B10  ( 2 < 𝑝𝐻 < 5 ); GluA4,A17,B13,B21  ( 1 < 𝑝𝐻 < 2 ); C-terminal carboxy 

groups of AsnA21, AlaB30( 𝑝𝐻 < 1).  

Next are the NMR low pH titration studies of an insulin analogue (SerB9 → Asp) [210] 

(Table 3.1: col. C), of which were reported that the pKa values of glutamic and C-terminal 

COOH  groups are not separable and that HisB5,B10  had a pKa  close to 7. However, 

throughout this investigated pH range (𝑝𝐻 < 7), they report that insulin existed more or 

less as a dimer. Albeit, at pH 7.5, this analogue was found to be mainly monomeric, 

indicating that HisB5,B10  being deprotonated at this pH. However, another NMR study [207] 

has reported the histidines (HisB5,B10) of insulin, to have a pKa close to 7 (not in table).  

Next is another NMR pH titration study of an insulin analogue (GluB13 → Gln ) (Table 3.1: 

col. D), for which insulin are stated to be in different aggregation forms when varying pH 

[209]. Moreover, the titratable groups were reported in sets, such that individual residues 

can have ambiguous values. Here the COOH  groups of glutamate’s and C-terminals are 

ambiguous, and the HisB5,B10  has a pKa  of 6.85. Their study also identified insulin 

dimerization as a factor inducing perturbations to 𝑝𝐾𝑎 values. Which also implies that the 

pKa values for a monomer, are likely different from higher oligomers.  
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Table 3.1: Sources of ionization states values of insulin and analogues (column A-D). In addition 

are shown average pKa values of proteins in general, (column E-F). Amino acids are colour coded 

by type; hydrophobic green, polar orange, acidic and C-terminal 𝐶𝛼-carboxy group red, basic and 

N-terminal 𝐶𝛼-amino group blue. 

Col. A, B: pKa values of monomeric bovine insulin, calculated by continuum electrostatic 

calculations [208]; col. A closed as in crystal structure, col. B open conformation. 

Col. C: 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝐵9 → 𝐴𝑠𝑝  analogue. NMR low pH titration studies at 295 K [210]. 

Col. D: 𝐺𝑙𝑢𝐵13 → 𝐺𝑙𝑛  analogue. NMR pH titration studies at 296 K and 0.1 mM KCl [209]. 

Col. E: Typical 𝑝𝐾𝑎  values of ionisable groups in proteins from ref. [25],  

Col. F: Average of 541 tabulated 𝑝𝐾𝑎 values of 78 folded proteins under various conditions [206]. 

Residue(group) A B C D   E F 

AsnA21(CαCOOH) 2.2 2.2 3.17 3.4, 4.66  3.1 3.3 

ThrB30(CαCOOH) 3.7 (Ala) 1.2 (Ala) 2.38 3.4, 4.66 3.1 3.3 

GluA4(CγCOOH) 2.3 3.6 2.62 3.4, 4.66 4.1 4.2 

GluA17(CγCOOH) 3.9 4.3 > 3.7 3.4, 4.66 4.1 4.2 

GluB13(CγCOOH) 3.5 4.0 2.20  4.1 4.2 

GluB21(CγCOOH) 4.1 3.9 3.71 3.4, 4.66 4.1 4.2 

AspB9(CβCOOH)   2.6  4.1 3.5 

HisB5(imidazole) 6.1 6.4 6.915 6.85 6.0 6.6 

HisB10(imidazole) 5.3 5.6 7.04 6.85 6.0 6.6 

PheB1(CαNH2) 8.7 9.5  7.85, 9.33 8.0 7.7 

GlyA1(CαNH2) 16.9 9.3        7.85, 9.33 8.0 7.7 

LysB29(CϵNH2) 11.2 11.9  9.83 10.8 10.5 

TyrB16(CζOH) 10.8 11.2         11.23 10.9 10.3 

TyrA14(CζOH) 10.7 12.3  11.23 10.9 10.3 

TyrA19(CζOH) 14.6 15.6  11.23 10.9 10.3 

TyrB26(CζOH) 16.0 15.0         11.23 10.9 10.3 

ArgB22(guanidium) 12.9 11.1  11.23 12.5  

 

 

3.1.3.4 Presumed average ionization states of the insulin monomer in solution 
 

The two sources giving 𝑝𝐾𝑎  values typical of amino-acids in proteins, agree quite well 

(Table 3.1: col. E, F), whereby glutamates, CT carboxy and histidines are separable, similar 

as for the insulin monomer in Table 3.1(col. A, B). Here it is made the following informed 

presumption, about the ionization state for an insulin monomer without oligomerization. 

That is to say, by varying pH from 7-1, a separation can be made to the systems into 

successive protonation at pH ranges: none (5 < 𝑝𝐻); histidines (2 < 𝑝𝐻 < 5); glutamates 

(1 < 𝑝𝐻 < 2); carboxy groups ( 𝑝𝐻 < 1).  

A more or less coarse approximation may be seen from the Henderson-Hasselbalch formula 

[25], which gives the ratio of protonation of a chemical group: 

 

 
[𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑]

[𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑]
=

[𝐴−]

[𝐻𝐴]
= 10𝑝𝐻−𝑝𝐾𝑎𝑅  (3.1) 
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Where a difference of 1 (𝑝𝐻 − 𝑝𝐾𝑎 = ±1), yields a factor difference of 10, from protonated 

to deprotonated amino acid, whereby the following simplifying assumption are made; if the 

pKa values are separated by at least 1, between amino-acid types histidines, glutamates and 

CT carboxy groups, one can infer that these amino-acid types are separable. Thus, for the 

MD simulation to be closer to physically meaningful, the amino-acids should be separated 

by type, with their pKa values differing at least by 1. Which we infer from the discussion 

above, appear largely plausible for histidines, glutamates and CT carboxy groups. Although 

because of the complex nature of the dynamics, and the apparent change of pKa values 

upon oligomerization, this is not a strong assumption. Hence the line of reasoning here, 

should be regarded just as an informed presumption, of the average pKa values of an insulin 

monomer in solution, at different pH. Since for MD simulations, as used in this thesis, over 

microseconds, it is restricted to use a constant ionization state, for the ionisable residues. 

 

3.1.3.5 Standard ionization state of pH 7.4 for insulin systems studied 
 

Since insulin monomers bound in hexamers or separate in solution or bound to IR-

fragments are compared in this thesis, each having elaborate structures. Hence, the same 

protonation states, representing pH 7.4, are chosen, to allow a direct comparison of these 

structures. This is an oversimplification, that ought to be considered for, when regarding 

these systems. Howbeit, for this pH the following ionization states are chosen; the carboxy-

groups deprotonated, glutamates being deprotonated, histidines deprotonated, tyrosines 

protonated, moreover the lysine and arginine group being protonated. This choice of 

protonation yields a net charge of the insulin monomer of -2.  

 

3.2 Molecular dynamics simulations 
 

Molecular dynamics (MD) or a.k.a. Molecular Mechanics (MM) is included in the term 

Computational chemistry, which is a term that covers a range of mathematical and 

computational techniques in chemistry. Computational chemistry encompasses quantum 

mechanics of smaller molecules, to classical mechanics of larger molecules or complexed 

aggregates. Including also semi-classical methods, e.g. modelling active sites of enzymes 

with quantum-mechanical approximations and the rest of the enzyme with classical 

mechanics.  

Molecular dynamics which is a classical molecular mechanics technique, have the goal of 
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explaining realistic chemical systems with a simplified atomic model. Such a simplified 

model may enable understanding and prediction of atom-scale properties and in effect even 

macro-scale properties of a chemical system [211]. Biological applications of MD had its 

dawning in the 1970’s [212-214], since then, MD have been used for simulating more or 

less complex biological systems, e.g. proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, nucleic acids, or a 

combination thereof [29, 51, 215-217]. 

Simulations by MD are developed in order to give an atomic to macro molecular picture, 

of time averaged observables from an experiment [48]. Where average values can be 

obtained from experiment, but we can’t see the molecules giving rise to the measured 

quantities, i.e. models or simulations are needed to explain what’s been measured.  Thus, 

there is mutual interdependence of experiment and simulation. Since MD simulations are 

calibrated and tested against experimental data [218, 219]. On the other hand MD 

simulations are used for giving atomistic models, enabling explanation of experimental 

results [220].  

The surrounding information about MD are covered in great detail elsewhere [211], and is 

outside of the scope here. However, its concept can be simplified as following [221, 222], 

for MD simulations, the classical or Newtonian equation of motion are solved, for a system 

of N interacting atoms: 

 

 𝑚𝑖

𝜕2𝒓𝑖
𝜕𝑡2

= 𝐹𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1…𝑁. (3.2) 

 

The negative derivatives of a potential function 𝑉(𝒓1, 𝒓2 , … , 𝒓𝑁), gives the forces: 

                                                                     

 Fi = −
∂V

∂ri
 (3.3) 

 

The potential includes many terms, relating e.g. to bonded interactions such as vibration 

and torsion, also for non-bonded electrostatic interactions. In small time-steps the equations 

of motion are solved simultaneously for each atom. The system is first followed for some 

time, taking care that the pressure and temperature is stable at the required values. After 

this initial time, the system will usually reach an equilibrium state. The coordinates and 

velocities are written to an output file at regular intervals, which represent as a function of 

time, a trajectory or ensemble of the system. By averaging over an already equilibrated 

trajectory, many macroscopic properties can be extracted from the output file.  
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A particular functional and parameter form of the potential is referred to as a force-field, 

where numerous ones have been developed and improved over the years [223]. The 

reliability of a MD methodology will depend on the force-field of choice and its 

parametrization. Since what goes into a MD simulation program is metaphorically 1 and 

0’s and what comes out is 1’s and 0’s to analyse, i.e. GIGO (Good In Good Out). 

One other limitation of MD simulations is of which, how to determine if the MD simulation 

of e.g. a protein have been accurately sampled. Moreover, if enough sampling has been 

done, to observe a particular conformational change, that are of interest to the researcher. 

Molecular dynamics being based upon statistical mechanics, hence care have to be taken 

how to interpret conformational changes of e.g. a protein, that one sees in a simulation. Just 

because one has seen a conformational change once, does not give the statistical certainty, 

that it will happen every time during a certain time-period.  

To assess the accuracy of a simulation, one may calculate observables and compare with 

experimental properties. In addition, various statistical analyses can be done to assess if a 

simulation or calculated observable has converged [60]. Further expected are that the 

statistical quality will increase with the simulation time-length, since the conformational 

space are sampled more exhaustively. Notwithstanding, a simplified model that has been 

sampled well, may be more valuable, than a detailed model with poor statistics. However, 

the average of several relatively shorter simulations, may give better convergence of 

observables, than of one long simulation [224]. To note also is that several other studies 

have also indeed indicated, that the calculated observables from a MD simulation may 

depend significantly on e.g. the starting structure and initial velocities [224-226]. Hence a 

proper starting structure, that reflects a reasonable biological profile, may give more 

trustworthy results. 

 

3.2.1 Simulation Method for Molecular Dynamics 
 

The MD simulations were performed using software v. 5.0.4. GROMACS [48, 49]; wherein 

force-field chosen was CHARMM36 (mar. 2014) with TIP3P water model, (see mdp 

parameters in Appendix S3.1); the method and parameters were largely suggested from 

tutorials, GROMACS websites and relevant articles [227-234]; the initial structure of 

insulin, were taken from the protein data bank [235].  

 

3.2.1.1 Replicas  
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For validating the MD simulations, the conformational space was sampled by performing 

replicas; the three different ones of any MD system being referred to as 𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑜.  Firstly, an 

initial structure was selected, that had the lowest RMSD to all structures in a set of 

structures (see §3.3.1.3). The three replicas (𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑜) had their respective initial structure 

slightly altered using modeller [236, 237], resulting in varying coordinates, see Figure 3.1.  

In hindsight three coordinates from the original set of DGR models could have been chosen, 

nevertheless, they still provide an initial set of starting coordinates, that are resembling of 

the mean structure of the respective set of DGR structures. Each replica also having 

different random seeds in the initial velocity generation, which add to the stoichastic 

variability, in addition to the different independent starting structures causing a further 

variation. Hence the respective replica (𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑜) are used to refer to a starting structure and 

a particular seed. Furthermore e.g. replica “m” has the same value for seed regardless if 

original starting structure are from PDB 2KJJ or 2HIU or if a change in temperature. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Different initial starting coordinates for MD of a solvated insulin monomer 

Respectively designating replica m (purple), n (cyan), o (orange), generated via modeller from the 

mean structure of an ensemble of reported ensembles. (a) From PDB 2KJJ. (b) From PDB 2HIU. 

 

3.2.1.2 Simulation procedure 
 

The following procedure is a standard example for this thesis, for simulating molecular 

dynamics of insulin monomers. Differences in parameters to simulations of other 

conditions, such as temperature and solvent, is noticed in the method sections of result 
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chapters. 

The insulin monomer initial structure was placed in a cube of side 5.45 nm , with a 

minimum distance of 1.0 nm  to the box edge. Then adding solvent in the box yielding 

4995 water molecules. Then steepest descent minimization was performed by replacing 

water with a concentration of ions, 10 𝑁𝑎+  and 8 𝐶𝑙− , to counterbalance an insulin 

monomer overall charge of −2𝑒. Then, another steepest descent energy minimization was 

performed. Then the system was taken through three equilibrium simulations with position 

restraints on the protein. First under a NVT ensemble to stabilize temperature of system at 

300 K, using V-rescale thermostat with coupling groups for protein and non-protein, with 

respective time constant of 0.1 𝑝𝑠. Generation of velocities was commenced only in this 

equilibration step, by a different random seed for each replica. Then under two NPT 

ensembles to stabilize the density and average of pressure to ~1 𝑎𝑡𝑚 , with a coupling 

constant of 1 ps.  That is equilibration with Berendsen for 400 𝑝𝑠, followed by equilibration 

with 400 𝑝𝑠 of isotropic pressure coupling to a Parrinello-Rahman barostat, both with the 

same V-rescale thermostat. Then continuing with production simulation by the latter NPT 

ensemble without position restraint for 1499 ns. Due to the position restraint released after 

0 ns and system not fully equilibrated, only the last 9 to 1499 ns (omitting 0-8 ns), were 

chosen to be considered in the analysis of any MD trajectory (though included in plots such 

as RMSD). 

 In equilibration and production simulation, the following parameters were used: 

Integration of Newton’s equation of motion was performed using the Leap-Frog algorithm 

at 300 K with a time step of 2 fs. The cutoff scheme was Verlet with neighbour lists updated 

every 20 fs. Electrostatics was treated with particle-mesh Ewald (PME), using a coulomb 

cutoff of 1.2 nm and gridspacing of 0.1 nm, with a sixth-order interpolation. Van der Waals 

interactions was determined with force switching [228] between 1.0 − 1.2 nm. Covalent 

bonds to hydrogen atoms were constrained [228, 230] by LINCS. Periodic boundary 

conditions were applied in the x, y, z directions. No long range dispersion correction was 

applied [231, 238]. In minimization the same parameters were applied, except for using 

steepest descent integrator time step 1 fs and no constraints. 

 

3.2.1.3 Nomenclature to distinguish MD ensembles 
 

For distinguishing the resulting MD time dependent structure ensembles, with different 

parameters to the procedure described above, we apply a nomenclature. For example, 
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ensemble 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 , E for say experiment conditions, kpi acronym for the specific insulin 

analogue (KP-insulin), MD for molecular dynamics simulation; the notation 𝒎  being a 

replica identifier (other two being 𝑛, 𝑜) and is included when referring to a particular replica 

or several replicas (e.g. as mn). 

 

3.3 Analysis of any ensemble of structures 
 

Here it is described the method of analysis for a static crystal structure and DGR or MD 

structure ensembles, which are presented in the results chapters. For all calculations of 

statistics (definitions in Appendix B ), for MD time dependent structure ensembles 

(trajectories), it were only included times 9-1499 ns, if not otherwise indicated. Since all 

structures were renumbered consecutively, e.g. chain A is numbered 1 to 21 and chain B to 

22-51, if considering larger structures other chains were renumbered subsequently, which 

are important in understanding the calculation of e.g. residue-wise distances. However, 

when referring to any residue in main text it is referred to its conventional chain-numbering, 

however consecutive numbering (if not also conventional) is shown in plots. 

 

3.3.1 Geometry equations SASA, RGYR, RMSD, RMSF 

 

3.3.1.1 Solvent accessible surface area 
 

The solvent accessible surface area (SASA), is an estimate of the surface area of a molecule 

that is accessible to a solvent. Which were calculated for the insulin monomer, with a probe 

sphere of 1.4 Å. The VMD program, measure sasa [50, 239],  was used to calculate this 

quantity. 

 

3.3.1.2 Radius of gyration 
 

To have a measure for the compactness of a protein structure, one can calculate the radius 

of gyration (RGYR): 

 

 𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑟
2 = (

∑ 𝑚𝑖|𝐫𝑖 − 𝐫𝑐|
2

𝑖

∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑖
) 3.4 

 

, where 𝑚𝑖 is the mass of atom “i” and 𝐫𝑖 the position of atom “i”, 𝐫𝑐 is the center of mass 

of the molecule. A lower RGYR value indicates a more compact structure, as such it is a 
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measure of a protein structure conformational compactness and stability. The VMD program, 

measure rgyr, was used to calculate this quantity [50, 239].  

 

3.3.1.3 Root Mean Square Deviation 
 

The root mean squared deviation (RMSD) is defined as [240, 241]: 

 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 =  √
∑ (𝒓𝑖(𝑡) − 𝒓𝑖(𝑡𝑟))

2𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

𝑖=1

𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠
  3.5 

 

, where Natoms is the number of atoms whose position is considered, the vector 𝒓𝒊(𝑡) is the 

position of atom i at time t, moreover 𝒓𝑖(𝑡𝑟) is its position at a reference time 𝑡𝑟. Noting 

also that the variable, 𝑡, can just as well refer to a model in an ensemble of model structures. 

A RMSD value comparing a residue segment of a reference structure (e.g. the mean 

structure) to all other structures in the ensemble, were obtained for different residue 

sequences. For instance, seeing how much the residues B1-B5 or B25-B30 differ during a 

trajectory, compared to same residues in a reference structure. All RMSD calculations of 

this thesis includes all atoms for the residues compared. 

 

3.3.1.4 Root Mean Square Fluctuation 
 

The root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) is a measure of the deviation between the 

position of atom ‘i’ and its reference position:  

 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹𝑖 = √
∑ (𝒓𝑖(𝑡) − 𝒓�̅�)2
𝑇
𝑡=1

𝑇
 3.6 

 

, where T is the total numbers of structures in an ensemble (for 𝑡 > 8 𝑛𝑠 for MD trajectory), 

over which one wants to average, and 𝒓�̅� is the ensemble averaged position of the same 

atom “i”. This equation may be used to calculate the RMSF for a particular atom over an 

ensemble. A difference between RMSD and RMSF, is that in the former the average is taken 

over the sum of atoms giving time specific values, whereas in the latter it is averaged over 

time giving a value for of each atom “i”. The average RMSF value of each residue were 

calculated in three quantities SC, MC (including amino or carboxy atoms for MC terminal 

residues) and all atoms (AA). Each atom in a residue’s atom-selection is separately 
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calculated and the average RMSF is returned for any indicated residue, hence the notation 

e.g. 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉 for the average RMSF of all SC atoms as a function of any residue. Further 

averaging over a chain or chains of residues are noted as 〈𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉〉. The VMD program 

measure rmsf [50, 239] were used for this calculation.  

 

 B-factor to RMSF conversion 

 

Some structures of insulin reported in PDB format (e.g. 4INS), includes B-factors 

(temperature factors or thermal parameter), for each atom of every residue. The magnitude 

of an atomic B-factor is formally a reasonable estimate of the mean square displacement of 

respective atom from its mean position, whereby the RMSF for each atom “i” can be 

defined as related to its B-factor value, 𝐵𝑖, by the equation [1, 54, 55, 242-251]: 

 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹𝑖 = √
3𝐵𝑖

8𝜋2
 3.7 

 

Then the reside specific average RMSF value for any selection of atoms, SC, MC or all 

atoms (AA), with notation e.g. 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉 as a function of any residue.  

 

3.3.2 Script protocols for structure ensemble analysis 
 

3.3.2.1 Postprocessing and obtaining a mean structure 
 

The MD time dependent trajectory (or structure ensemble) obtained by method in §3.2.1, 

were postprocessed, whereof including concatenating the 3x500 ns, removing certain 

‘’artefacts’’ of the simulation, centring the protein in the box, and superimposing on a 

moiety of a structure (at a reference time). This was performed using GMX commands and 

tailored VMD scripts (see S3.2).  

The MD simulation effectively yields a trajectory (or structure ensemble), of 1500, in 1 ns 

time-frames, i.e. the whole system, with protein and solvent, is outputted at time 0 ns, 1 ns, 

2 ns … 1499 ns. Nevertheless, at each time-step, the protein and solvent, is in a random 

configuration. Hence, for enabling analysis of the protein, the protein and solvent had to be 

superimposed on a common moiety, e.g. a selection of atoms in the protein. Thus, 

translation and rotation were removed, by superimposing the whole system at a reference 

time of the trajectory, with regards to a moiety of the protein (𝐶𝛼 atoms of residues B11-
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B17). This was performed with VMD program measure [50, 239] and GMX trjconv [211], 

that can obtain a transformation matrix [252]. This matrix when applied, will best align the 

coordinates of 𝐶𝛼 atoms of residues B11-B17, for each 1 structure of the 1500 structures, 

with the coordinates of the same atoms at a reference time (e.g. 508 ns). The reference time, 

was chosen as the time, having the mean structure (MS) with lowest RMSD (Eq.  3.5) 

(including only all atoms of the protein), to all other structures in the 1500 structure 

trajectory (above equilibration time, 𝑡 > 8 ns). Thus, for each time in this trajectory, the 

whole protein along with solvent, is transformed by this transformation matrix. Moreover, 

for each time in trajectory (or insulin and solvent structure ensemble), keeping relative 

coordinates of protein and solvent perfectly intact. This final ensemble trajectory was then 

used as input for all subsequent analysis.  

 

 Mean structure 

 

The above obtained reference time (e.g. at 508 ns) has the protein structure with the lowest 

difference to all other protein structures at all other times (above 8 ns), hence this reference 

time contains the mean structure (MS). The MS of an ensemble of e.g. the 20 insulin 

structures in PDB entry 2KJJ, were simply the structure with the lowest RMSD (Eq.  3.5), 

to all other structures in the ensemble. Superimposing analogously via a transformation 

matrix the 20 structures on the MS (via 𝐶𝛼 atoms of residues B11-B17). 

 

3.3.2.2 Representation of structure ensembles and mean structure backbone 
 

 Flexibility of ensembles 

 

From the MD structure ensemble (or time trajectory) obtained above, which already being 

superimposed on its reference time, containing the mean structure (of protein insulin), 

whereof was drawn 20 models on top of each other (from time 19 to 1499 ns, in 74 ns steps), 

using VMD program mol drawframes. For comparison to the DGR structures, reported in 

e.g. PDB 2KJJ, these were also superimposed on the reference time (e.g. 508 ns) of MD 

trajectory (via Cα atoms of residues B11-B17). Then this 20 structure ensemble was also 

drawn with mol drawframes. 

 

 Mean structure backbone 
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Separately compared are the mean protein structure of the MD and DGR ensemble, 

(superimposed via the Cα atoms of the B11-B17 residues). Also shown in this comparison, 

for the DGR and the MD ensemble, are the respective ensemble averaged positions of the 

Cα atoms (for MD ensemble 𝑡 > 8 ns). 

 

3.3.2.3 Fractional Occupancy of Protein and Solutes 
 

The choice of solutes should influence a protein’s biophysics in a MD simulation. To 

measure a particular presence in space, the fractional occupation during a trajectory, of 

protein, water and ions were calculated with VMD volmap [50, 239]. This program 

separates the analysis-box encompassing the solvent and protein (with their specific atom 

coordinates), into 3D gridcubes (of chosen sidelength 0.2 Å). Where atoms are regarded as 

spheres with radius being the atomic-radii of the atom-type. A number 1 is counted in any 

gridcube if it is encompassed by an atoms sphere; averaged over each 1 × 1500, hence a 

fractional occupancy are calculated. The whole 0-1499 ns was considered here, since an 

option was not available to choose the 9-1499 interval. However, the effect of the few 0-5 

ns of stabilization of a MD production run is assumed to be negligible. The fractional 

occupancy was then visualized with VMD isosurface; whose iso-value can be tuned to 

show regions having equal or less than that fractional occupancy. For example, an iso-value 

0.30 for a selection of molecules, will visualize the gridcube surfaces having up to 30% 

occupancy during a trajectory.  

 

3.3.2.4 Distances between residues 
 

Distances between each amino-acid residue of a protein, were obtained for every unit of a 

structure or trajectory ensemble. For example, the total number of residue pairs to compare 

in the 51 residues of the insulin monomer is 1275[= 1 + 2. . +50 = 51(51-1)/2]. The 

residue distances were calculated with regards to the geometric centre between the 

following atom-selections; SC to SC; CA-atom to CA-atom; SC to MC; MC to MC. These 

distinctions are made in order to reveal certain interactions between residues and are useful 

to determine if e.g. two SCs interact during a trajectory ensemble.  The geometric centre of 

each residue’s atom-selection, were obtained by adding the 𝒓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) vector coordinates of 

each atom in any selection (including hydrogens), then dividing by its number of atoms. 

The following nomenclature are used to calculate the average distance between any atoms 

or geometric centre of any atom-selections: 
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 〈𝑟(𝐴𝑆1,𝐴𝑆2)
(𝑅1,𝑅2) 〉 =

1

𝑆
∑ |𝒓𝐴𝑆1

𝑅1 − 𝒓𝐴𝑆2
𝑅2 |

𝑠

1
 3.8 

 

, where S means the total number of considered structures in an ensemble, R1 is residue 1, 

R2 residue 2, AS1 for atom-selection 1 and AS2 for atom-selection 2. For a MD trajectory 

ensemble only the 1490 insulin structures at times, 9-1499 ns, were considered in averaging. 

For only a single structure this equation simplifies to 𝑟(𝐴𝑆1,𝐴𝑆2)
(𝑅1,𝑅2)

 . The distances were 

represented in matrices with the following division: First matrix; upper left (𝑖 > 𝑗) “SC to 

SC”; lower right (𝑖 < 𝑗) “CA to CA”; diagonal (𝑖 = 𝑗) distances zeroes; Second matrix: 

upper left (𝑖 > 𝑗) “SC to MC”; lower right (𝑖 < 𝑗) “MC to MC”; diagonal (𝑖 = 𝑗) distances 

0’s. Since the calculation of the distances were calculated residue-wise only once, for the 

unequal atom-selections of say “SC of R1” to “MC of R2”, is that this was only calculated 

and depicted in matrices for the case where (R1<R2). The GRO files used in this thesis 

were calculated from CHARMM and VMD convention, which defines its GLY SC hydrogen 

as D-chiral, whereas the other amino-acids SCs are of course L-chiral, hence should be 

noted in these calculations. 

 

3.3.2.5 Hydrogen bonds calculation and statistical comparison 
 

Hydrogen bonds (HBs) being a fundamental interaction in proteins, hence it was considered 

for any single structure or ensembles of them. A description and specific definition used for 

calculating HBs are described in Appendix A.3. The calculation of HBs is a measure 

inherent of a structure, i.e., each structure is independent of e.g. atom-selection used in 

superimposing a trajectory. Hence this measure can tell something more about e.g. a 

proteins regional stability, than e.g. the quantity of RMSF. Here the criteria used are the 

distance range, “|𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å ”, and angle range, “𝜑 < 90° ”, which are considered to 

cover most of the HBs in proteins [253, 254]. The strongest HBs, tend to be of lesser angles, 

such that the three atoms of a HB lies closer to a straight line [25], reason why it are 

distinguished between three angles ranges in this thesis (𝜑 < 30° <  60° < 90°). The HBs 

were calculated with VMD hbonds [50, 239], which were incorporated into an elaborate 

TCL script. This script could infer every possible HB, including multiple hydrogens of 

duplicate donor atoms, e.g. arginine hydrogens of its nitrogens, in addition to duplicate 

acceptor atoms, e.g. the two oxygen atoms of a CT COO- group. Hence all geometrically 
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possible HBs, with stated criteria, were included. This script also revealed, of a considered 

structure ensemble, the percentage for each possible HB fulfilling respective criteria of 

distance and angles. The HBs were represented in matrices (inverted with respect to row 

index i) with the following division: First matrix; upper left (𝑖 > 𝑗) “SC to SC” & “SC to 

MC” & “NH3+ involved as a donor hydrogen”; lower right (𝑖 < 𝑗) “MC to MC (including 

CT carboxy oxygens)”; diagonal (𝑖 = 𝑗) any HB within same residue. For ensembles of 

structures, the HBs were represented in different matrices with varying percentage of 

ensemble, e.g. a separate matrix including only HBs existing for more than 25% of 

structures. 

In addition, for the insulin monomer, three structural HB classes are defined (I-III): intra-

chain HBs, including stable α-helices and β-turns, that are within the AC (I) and BC (II) 

respectively, and inter-chain HBs between the AC and BC (III). The sum of HBs in 

respective class were considered (if given also the sum of all classes) in the format:  

“sum intra-chain HBs in AC”_”sum intra-chain HBs in BC”_sum inter-chain HBs between AC and 

BC”_(“sum of preceding 3 sums”). A python script was written to compare the overlap 

between these different classes of e.g. ensembles and/or single structures. Considering that 

through a structure ensemble there may be e.g. 3 possible hydrogens (H1, H2, H3) of NT 

GNH3+
A1  within the limit of the HB criteria to e.g. CT oxygens (OT1, OT2) of TCOO−

B30 , whereas 

in a single structure only 1 of its hydrogens (e.g. H3) and oxygen (e.g. OT1), may satisfy 

the criteria.  

 

3.3.2.6 Dihedral angles 
 

The dihedral angles (DAs) is a characteristic structural feature and hence can be used to 

compare insulin structures between themselves. The concept and definition I’ve found 

difficult to find explanation for in literature, however the basic concepts are explained in 

Appendix A.2. The actual atom definition of the DAs as used in calculations are defined in 

Table A1. Moreover, the 𝜙 , 𝜓  and 𝜒  angles were calculated for every structure in an 

ensemble e.g. 0-1499 ns of a MD (insulin) structure ensemble. 

 

3.3.3 Comparison to NMR derived restraints 
 

One of the predominant methodologies, for studying dynamics and structure of 

biomolecules, are nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). There are NMR observables e.g. 
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chemical shifts, 𝐽3  -coupling frequencies, nuclear over-hauser effect (NOE) intensities, 

whereof e.g. dihedral angle restraints and NOE distance upper bounds can be derived and 

structures can be determined [255-257]. Furthermore, it can be calculated from MD 

simulations geometrical observables, which are comparable with the experimentally 

derived ones [216, 220, 258, 259]. Particularly, NOE spectroscopy can display pairs of 

hydrogens that are in proximity, i.e. if two protons are less than about 5.5 Å apart. In other 

words, the effect provides one means of measuring the average distance and relative 

location of hydrogens [25], hence elucidates the three-dimensional structure of a protein in 

solution. 

 

The following procedure was used for calculating NOEs from an ensemble of insulin 

structures. Moreover, for comparing these to respective experimental NOEs and derived 

hydrogen distance upper bounds [220]: 

i. Locate all pairs of hydrogens that show a NOE in the experiment.  

ii. Calculate the average distance between all possible pairs of hydrogens 𝑖 and 𝑗, of 

insulin structures in ensemble. Obtaining predicted average distances, that if less 

than 5.5 Å  are counted as NOEs, which can be compared to the corresponding 

experimental NOE distance bounds. The averaging of distances is described by the 

following equations, where a is an integer, e.g. 6 or 3 or -1, with the summation 

being over the whole ensemble of insulin structures, e.g. 20 for DGR and 1500 for 

MD ensembles: 

 

 𝑅 = 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−𝑎〉−1 𝑎⁄ = (

1

𝑆
∑ |𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗|

−𝑎𝑆

1
)
−1/𝑎

 3.9 

 𝑅 = 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗〉 =
1

𝑆
∑ |𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗|

𝑆

1
 3.10 

 

, where 𝑆 is total number of considered structures in an ensemble, with the latter equation 

being the unweighted averaging (𝑎 = −1) . There are 381 hydrogen atoms in a native 

insulin monomer, meaning if the distances from each hydrogen to every other hydrogen are 

compared, there would then be 72390 pairs of them [ 72390 = 1 + 2. . +380 =

381(380) 2⁄  ]. When experimentally measured intensities are transformed to distance 

bounds, the 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄   assumption are of typical usage, with regards to structure 

determination [220, 260]. By increasing the variable a of Eq. 3.9, it increasingly takes a 
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smaller fraction of the ensembles, to fulfil, that a hydrogen distance to be averaged as less 

than 5.5 Å. For hydrogen pair distances having ambiguous wildcard assignment, e.g. the 

CH3-group of ValA3 and CH2-group of GluA4, it were considered only 1 out of 3 hydrogens 

in the CH3-group of ValA3 , which had the lowest averaged distance, to any of the 2 

hydrogens in the CH2 group of GluA4. In addition, a minor notion is that R values of GLY 

HA1 were considered D-chiral and HA2 as L-chiral (opposite to the CHARMM 

convention).   

 

3.3.3.1 Comparison to restrained hydrogen and HB distance bounds 

 

There are some PDB entries of insulin analogues e.g. 2HIU, 2KJJ and 2JZQ, containing 

information about hydrogen distance restraints (RHH) and hydrogen bond restraints (RHB). 

For the RHH there are hydrogen identities of each of the two hydrogens in a pair, with the 

lower and upper bound of the distance between them. These PDB entries use the XPLOR 

[256, 261] format for distance restraints: “assign ( resid nr and name 𝐻𝑖 ) ( resid nr and 

name 𝐻𝑗) 𝑑 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥”, for example, “assign ( resid 6 and name HN ) ( resid 5 and name 

HA ) 3.400 1.600 0.00”. From the PDB 2KJJ experimental NOEs, it was located the same 

pairs of hydrogens in an ensemble of insulin structures (by calculation of 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄ ). Then 

separating each NOE: below experimental lower bound (LB), 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄ < (𝑑 − 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛) ; 

within bound (WB), (𝑑 − 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛) < 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄ < (𝑑 + 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥); or above upper bound (UB), 

(𝑑 + 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥) < 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  . In addition, it was obtained a percentage of ensemble NOEs 

ending up in the respective bounds. Moreover, for every NOE higher than the UB in a 

structure ensemble, a violation was counted:  

 

 𝑉𝑖𝑗 = 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄ − (𝑑 + 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥) 3.11 

 

For violations of an UB those were added to the beta value of each hydrogen in the pair. 

Hence specific atoms can have accumulated violations (added to beta-value) if involved in 

many restraints and be visualized with VMD. In addition, an average violation was obtained: 

 

 〈𝑉𝑖𝑗〉 =
∑𝑉𝑖𝑗

(𝑛𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠)
 3.12 

 

The same above calculations were performed for the RHBs, since the same format applies 
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for distance bounds between donor and acceptor atoms. However, assumed 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗〉-averaging 

for the two assigned distances in a structure ensemble, to be compared to each experimental 

restraint (including two restraints for D and DH to A distances). 

 

3.3.3.2 Matrices of NOEs 
 

How to sort the total number of calculated NOEs respectively from an insulin structure 

ensemble? Here it is described the procedure of obtaining 2-dimensional matrices of NOEs. 

For example, the 51 residues of insulin have 2601(= 512) matrix indices, each index can 

be assigned a number of NOEs between residue “𝑖 ” and residue “𝑗 ”. Thus, visualizing 

which residues having hydrogen pairs satisfying the NOE distance criteria (e.g. 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  

being less than 5.5 Å). In an analogous fashion, an experimental NOE matrix is built from 

the RHHs; adding a 1 to index (𝑖, 𝑗) for each RHH between those residues.  

The following division was used for all NOE matrices: upper left (𝑖 > 𝑗) “SC to SC NOEs” 

and “SC to MC NOEs”; lower right (𝑖 < 𝑗) “MC to MC NOEs“; diagonal (𝑖 = 𝑗) “SC 

and/or MC NOEs within same residue“. The scoring of the number of NOEs is used to see 

a relative intensity of each index (𝑖, 𝑗) of the matrix, visualizing which pairs of residues, 

has more comparable NOEs.  

 

 Matrix of calculated NOEs from a structure ensemble 

 

In particular for a 1490 MD insulin structures ensemble (omitting the first 8 ns of interval 

0-1499 ns) the procedure were as follows: time averaged distances, 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  , was 

calculated, between every hydrogen of residue 𝑖(row from bottom to up) to every hydrogen 

of residues 𝑗 (column from left to right). For every NOE an increment of 1 was added for 

that index (𝑖, 𝑗). For instance, for each of the 7 SC hydrogens of residue VA3, having a time 

averaged distance (e.g. 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄ ), to each of the 9 SC hydrogens of IA2, being less than 

5.5 Å, the value of that ‘upper left’ matrix index (𝑖 = 3, 𝑗 = 2) was increased by 1.  

For the 20 DGR structure ensemble reported in PDB entry 2KJJ, NOE matrices were 

obtained the same way, just using the number of models as an input for analysis. The atom 

naming format for the PDB structures, was before converted to be the same as for the MD 

nomenclature. 
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 Matrix of experimental NOEs 

 

From the RHHs reported in PDB entry 2KJJ, a matrix of experimental NOEs was obtained, 

by simply adding a 1 to each matrix index (𝑖, 𝑗), for every RHH existing between those 

residues. The 10 NOEs involving Glycine HA# (# meaning unassigned hydrogen identity) 

were omitted, however 6 NOEs involving HA1, HA2 were included, however the chirality 

of these unknown.  

 

3.3.3.3 Comparison to restrained DAs 
 

All possible DAs (as defined in Table A1) were calculated for ensembles of insulin 

structures. These were compared to respective DA restraint (RDA) from the PDB entry 

2KJJ (here redepicted in Table 3.2). Where each RDA are reported with four atoms having 

a DA e.g. -65° of bounds ±40°, hence LB -105° and UB -25°. The DA atom definition for 

the RDAs were assumed to be the same as in Table A1 (though SCs such as valine have 

two indistinguishable 𝜒1 angles), whereby respective calculated DA of each structure in an 

ensemble, were checked if within bounds (WB).  

Mean DAs being awkward to define, wherefore the DAs and congruence with RDAs were 

visualized for the mean structure (MS). Moreover, calculating the fraction WBs of 

structures in ensemble. 

 

Table 3.2: The RDAs of a solvent model of KP-insulin . Redepicted from PDB 2KJJ, containing 47 

RDAs, the bounds on all RDAs are ±40°. Personal correspondence with peers of author of Qua et 

al. [3], suggests them probably being derived mainly from 𝐶13  chemical shifts, also that the bounds 

may be rather large, and that the RDAs may not be totally accurate. 

DA abbr. DA°  A10 I(𝜒1) -60  A18 N(𝜙) -65  B6 L(𝜙) -120  

 

B17 L(𝜒1) 180 

A2 I(𝜙) -65 A10 I(𝜙) -120 A19 Y(𝜒1) -60 B10 H(𝜙) -65 B17 L(𝜙) -65 

A3 V(𝜙) -65 A12 S(𝜒1) 60 A19 Y(𝜙) -65 B11 L(𝜒1) -60 B18 V(𝜒1) -60 

A4 E(𝜙) -65 A12 S(𝜙) -120 A20 C(𝜙) -65 B11 L(𝜙) -65 B18 V(𝜙) -65 

A5 Q(𝜒1) 180 A13 L(𝜙) -65 B2 V(𝜙) -120 B12 V(𝜒1) -60 B19 C(𝜒1) -60 

A5 Q(𝜙) -65 A14 Y(𝜒1) 180 B4 Q(𝜒1) 180 B12 V(𝜙) -65 B24 F(𝜒1) 60 

A6 C(𝜒1) -60 A14 Y(𝜙) -65 B4 Q(𝜙) -120 B13 E(𝜙) -65 B25 F(𝜙) -120 

A6 C(𝜙) -65 A15 Q(𝜙) -65 B5 H(𝜒1) -60 B14 A(𝜙) -65 B27 T(𝜙) -120 

A7 C(𝜒1) 180 A16 L(𝜙) -65 B5 H(𝜙) -65 B15 L(𝜙) -65   

A10 I(𝜒2) 60 A17 E(𝜙) -65 B6 L(𝜒1) -60 B16 Y(𝜙) -65   
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Chapter 4 An Analysis and View of Monomer Bound 

Complexes 
 

Structures of Insulin Monomers Bound in Hexamers and Receptor 

Fragments 

 

The insulin monomer with its relatively small surface area can assemble into oligomers and 

form a cross-linked binding in its IR binding region. This chapter will briefly document and 

calculate some geometrical properties and binding surfaces of a few structures pertaining 

to insulin structural biology. This in order, for complementing the structures in their original 

reports, and provide some basis for comparison with solvent models. In particular, the 

structural overview elucidates otherwise unseen view-angles of these structures. Especially 

interesting is a detailed analytical representation, for the lesser resolution structure, of the 

contiguous IR-A binding region with insulin bound at high affinity. 

 

4.1 An analysis and view of insulin in T-state hexamer crystals 
 

Putatively the average conformation of insulin in solution is close to that of a T-state, hence 

there should be some similarity of intra-monomer contacts and relative fluctuation. An 

overview of the hexamer crystal structure and binding surfaces were reviewed in §2.4, in 

particular for the T-state protomer of Baker et al. [1], here it is built on this model and add 

ed some extra unreported geometrical analysis. As modern computational methods and 

power can provide another vantage-point of visualizing the structure than were done in the 

late 1980’s, hence can complement the original report. In addition, it is an evaluation system 

for the innovative analysis approach developed in this thesis, since it is one out of few well 

documented structures. Furthermore, in order, to provide a reference of comparison of 

structure and HBs, to the T-state resembling solution models of insulin, as investigated in 

this thesis. 

 

4.1.1 Comments on methods 
 

Many analysis approaches developed in this thesis, were readily applicable to T-state 

hexamer structures as reported in two PDB entries, those considered were the PDBs of 4INS 
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and 4E7T. First a conversion from the PDB to GRO format were done, i.e. these structures 

were added hydrogens and converted to charmm36(mars 2014) naming format via gmx 

pdb2gmx. Protonation states as of pH 7.4 were applied in conversion, allowing a more 

computation-able comparison to solvent models (of the next result chapters). For the crystal 

structures, with residues having reported atoms of occupancies about 50% of alternate 

configurations (A and B), for which case only the A configuration were included (as 

outputted by gmx pdb2gmx). The resulting GRO file format were used for calculation of 

the analytical properties, such as DAs, HBs and residue distances. 

 

4.1.2 A comparison of the hydrogen bonds of a T-state dimer  
 

Here regarding first a few T-state dimers, from two sources, and a simulation of a dimer of 

them, certifying their general structure and allowing a comparison. The HB network 

elucidates the structure, being a foundational scaffold for crystal protein structures. Here it 

is calculated the intra-monomer HBs of  the asymmetric dimer unit, which are shown in 

Table 4.1 (visualized for M12 in Figure S4.1), moreover for wider angles (60° < 𝜑 < 90°) 

in Table S4.2. The wider HBs may be considered weaker, since strong HBs tend to be of 

lesser angles. Moreover, the more encompassing angle criteria (𝜑 < 90°) are stated to have 

been used by Baker et al. [1, 262]. 

 

 The classical T-state hexamer structure as obtained by two sources 

 

This is the most famous structure, who Baker et al. [1] delivered an elaborate report for, 

chosen for the elaborate analysis comparison, as it is better documented. However, a 

confirmation of this T-state crystal structure (of a 𝑇6 hexamer) were done in a more recent 

report by Frankaer et al. [263] (PDB 4E7T).  Their T-state asymmetric dimer unit of bovine 

insulin, has a high resemblance to the one of Baker et al. [1]. Apparent is that M1, M2 share 

most HBs with BM1, BM2, as indeed their overall structure are congruent. 

 

 A shorter MD simulation of the asymmetric dimer 

 

About 16 years later from when Baker et al. [1] published their work, there was published 

a 5 ns simulation of this dimer unit by Zoete et al. [57]. Here were reported the HBs of this 

simulated dimer unit (MDM1 and MDM2), showing these in Table 4.1, which were present 

for more than 50% of their simulation, with similar HB criteria (|𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.2 Å  & 𝜑 < 60°). 
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Note that possibly a larger distance and angle range would have included a lot more 

potentially physically relevant HBs. Also note that Zoete et al. [57], uses M1 to refer to M2 

and vice versa, so I find it uncertain as to which monomer is which, and portray it here as 

I believe it is meant. However, a related but varying MD methodology to the one in §3.2.1 

were used in their work. At that time, a 5 ns simulation were a relatively long time-scale 

simulation, for a protein of this size (102 residues solvated with water). In addition, noting 

also, is that their simulation of M2, did not change much from the starting conformation 

until after about 2.75 ns, which indicates a lesser sampled simulation. Notwithstanding, 

some similarity of HBs to the one of the crystal structures are evident. However, they are 

in addition expected to be different, partly due to that the simulation is in a dynamic solution 

of explicit water, whereas in the crystal the dimer is a unit of periodic hexamer crystals.  

 

 Noted apparently strong common intra-dimer HBs in solvent as in a crystal 

 

Comparing only the crystal structure HBs, there are evidently seen many strong HBs 

stabilizing this structure. However, in relation to the solution structure, there appears to be 

a few strong HBs that remains especially rigid noted below. First for the AC,  there are 

some stabilizing HBs: “QHN
A5 → GO

A1 ”; “CHN
A6 → IO

A2 ”; “ IHN
A10 → SOG

A9  ”; “SHN
A12 → QOE1

A15  ”; 

“EHN
A17 → LO

A13”; “YHN
A19 → LO

A16”; “CHN
A20 → EO

A17”. Next of the BC, the HBs: “HHN
B10 → CO

B7”; 

“RHN
B22 → CO

B19”, are stabilizing the turn regions, with the evident BC 𝛼-helical HBs, indeed 

conveys the result of being most settled and rigid.  

The inter-chain HBs are also interesting, since they contribute in stabilizing the two chains; 

apart from the disulphide links and inter-monomer/-dimer contacts. A few HBs are seen to 

stabilize the BC NT strand, in particular two MC HBs between residues CA11  and QB4 . 

Moreover, stabilizing the region in vicinity of the NT BC loop, for both monomers, are the 

HB “LHN
B6 → CO

A6”. Moreover, the region in vicinity of the CT BC turn region are stabilized 

by two HBs: “NHN
A21 → GO

B23 ” and “FHN
B25 → YO

A19 ”. The only four HBs between the two 

monomers in crystal as in the dimer simulation, are the two duplicates of two HBs: “YHN
B26 →

FO
B24” and “FHN

B24 → YO
B26”. 
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Table 4.1: Intra-monomer HBs, for T-state crystal dimer units , i.e. monomer 1 (M1), monomer 2 

(M2) of PDB entry 4INS, and an explicit solvent MD simulation of a dimer. Counting the HBs in 

format of number of HBs in designated chains; “AC_BC_AC&BC (sum)”. Corresponding nr for 

X-ray with different criteria: 𝑟𝐴𝐷 < 3.5 Å  & 𝜑 < 30°  (greyed), 60° (additional in white 

background), 90°(not shown); M1 is 8_11_6(25), 19_16_8(43), 43_44_10(97); M2 is 11_8_7(26), 

19_12_9(40), 45_35_9(89). Moreover, same range for PDB entry 4E7T; BM1 9_10_5(24), 

16_14_8(38), 40_42_10(92); BM2 9_7_4(20), 19_15_7(41), 44_40_9(93). For MD of asymmetric 

dimer in explicit solvent, HBs of more than 50% occupancy: MDM1 is 9_9_5(23): MDM2 is 

9_10_4(23).  

Donor Acceptor M
1
 

M
2
 

B
M

1
 

B
M

2
 

M
D

M
1
 

M
D

M
2
 

 B4 Q(HE21) B2 V(O)    ✓   

B3 N(HD21) B3 N(N) ✓      

B10 H(HN) B7 C(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  

A1 G(H3) A4 E(OE#) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ ✓   B11 L(HN) B7 C(O)     ✓ ✓ 

A4 E(HN) A4 E(OE#) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ ✓   B11 L(HN) B8 C(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

A4 Q(HN) A1 G(O)    ✓   B12 V(HN) B8 G(O) ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ 

A5 Q(HN) A1 G(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B13 E(HN) B9 S(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓  ✓ 

A5 Q(HE21) A10 I/V(O)  ✓ 

 

 ✓   B14 A(HN) B10 H(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A5 Q(HE22) A15 Q(OE1)  ✓ 

 

 ✓   B15 L(HN) B11 L(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A5 Q(HE21) A19 Y(OH) ✓      B16 Y(HN) B12 V(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A6 C(HN) A2 I(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B17 L(HN) B13 E(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A7 C(HN) A3 V(O) ✓  ✓  ✓  B18 V(HN) B14 A(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A7 C(HN) A4 E(O)  ✓  ✓   B19 C(HN) B15 L(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A8 T/A(HN) A3 V(O) ✓  ✓  ✓  B20 G(HN) B16 L(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

A8 T(HN) A4 E(sc)      ✓ B22 R(HH21) B18 V(O)    ✓   

A8 T/A(HN) A4 E(O)  ✓ 

 

 ✓  ✓ B22 R(HN) B19 C(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓  ✓ 

A9 S(HN) A4 E(O) ✓  ✓    B23 G(HN) B20 G(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

A9 S(HN) A5 Q(O)  ✓  ✓  ✓ B29 L(HZ2) B30 (OT1)    ✓   

A10 I/V(HN) A9 S(OG) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B30 A(HN) B27 T(O) ✓  ✓    

A12 S(HN) A15 Q(OE1) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ A11 C(HN) B4 Q(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A15 Q(HN) A12 S(OG) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓   A14 A(HN) B10 H(O)       

A15 Q(HN) A12 S(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

    A21 N(HD21) B22 R(O)    ✓   

A16 L(HN) A12 S(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ ✓   A21 N(HN) B23 G(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A17 E(HN) A13 L(O) ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B4 Q(HN) A11 C(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓  ✓ ✓ 

A17 E(HN) A14 L(O) ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓   B5 H(HE2) A7 C(O)  ✓  ✓   

A18 N(HN) A14 Y(O)      ✓ B5 H(HD1) A7 C(O) ✓  ✓    

A18 N(HN) A15 Q(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓   B6 L(HN) A6 C(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A19 Y(HH) A5 Q(NE2) ✓      B22 R(HE) A21 (OT1) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓    

A19 Y(HN) A16 L(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓  B22 R(HH#1) A21 (OT1) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓    

A20 C(HN) A17 E(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓  B25 F(HN) A19 Y(O) ✓ ✓ 

 

✓ ✓ ✓  

B3 N(HD21) B2 V(O) ✓      B29 K(HN) A4 (OE2)  ✓ 

 

 ✓   
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4.1.2.2 A comparison of T-state monomers calculated RMSF of B-factors from 

a few different sources 
 

The average B-factor for residue-wise MC and SC atoms respectively, were depicted and 

discussed in the original report of Baker et al. [1]. Here it is also calculated (Figure S4.2), 

showing near identical to original values; variations assumed at least partly to be due to 

rounding errors (due to less decimal precision of the numbers calculated near mid-1980s). 

Further sources of variations are that Baker et al. included one of the OT1 or OT2 (the 

terminal OXT atom of PDB entry) in the SC atom B-factor averaging, whereas here it was 

included in that of MC. In addition, for the residues with two SC configurations, they 

included only the first (A-configuration) in the calculation, whereas here the average is over 

both configurations. Merely the M1 KSC
B29  and ASC

B30   average B-factors appears to have 

some mistake in calculation or assignment in the original report. The atom-wise B-factor 

being presumed to be directly proportional to the mean square displacement from the atoms 

mean position. From which the average B-factor over MC or SC atoms gives a measure of 

that respective selections average mean square displacement. Conjointly, the average 

RMSF (Eq. 3.7), being proportional to the square root of B-factor, gives a corresponding, 

albeit different graph, of relative proportions in residue-wise fluctuations. Nonetheless, the 

average RMSF have to my knowledge not been previously calculated and depicted in any 

report. Only B-factor derived RMSF values of CA atoms [54, 57], by Eq. 3.7, has previously 

been used in comparison to shorter time scale MD models of MDM1 and MDM2. Hence 

here the quantities of average RMSF of SC and MC atoms (or RMSF〈SC〉, RMSF〈MC〉)  are 

respectively given in Figure 4.1, as derived from the same B-factors (see §3.3.1.4). The 

smaller B-factors are expected for those atoms e.g. making strong HBs and other stabilizing 

contacts, such as the MC in αHs. The larger B-factors are the sum of atomic vibrations and 

the movements of peptide moieties as a group, e.g. in less sterically hindered spaces of 

certain residues in the crystal. Since this is merely another view of the results of Baker et 

al., one should refer also to the original report if drawing unrelated conclusions from the 

ones in this thesis. As expected, for almost all residues, the RMSF〈SC〉 are larger than or 

equal for the RMSF〈MC〉; two exceptions being for the cysteine bridge at A20-B19 and of 

FSC
B24 being buried. The different average RMSFs at CT and NT in M1 and M2 is due too 

different and looser contacts in the crystal. The higher average RMSF of M1 than in M2, 

for the AC and BC is seen. For the AC it was explained by that of M1’s fewer crystal 

contacts than M2. It appears that also the BC has less overall sterical hindrance in M1 than 
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in M2. Another bovine T-state crystal structure [263] were considered, having a high 

resemblance to the porcine insulin of Baker et al.. For which, also the average RMSF was 

calculated from the B-factors shown in Figure S4.3. Having an overall similar profile, albeit 

somewhat higher fluctuations, however verifying the common elements to some extent. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Average RMSF of crystal T-state monomers . For all non-hydrogen atoms of indicated 

selection for each residue. (a) M1. (b) M2. The statistics are separate for AC and BC where x in 

〈𝑥〉 refers to 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉, and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉 respectively. The temperature factors (or B-factors) from 

PDB 4INS (biological assembly 7). 
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4.1.2.3 Dihedral angles of M1 and M2 

 

The distinct DAs of M1 and M2 are shown in Figure 4.2. These are recalculated DAs as 

relating to the Ramachandran angles (𝜙, 𝜓), which were reported of Baker et al. [1]. Both 

sources of DAs show near identical congruence, on average 0 − 1° off, again possibly due 

to here using higher decimal precision. Here also the NT, CT (𝜙, 𝜓) are defined as zero. In 

addition, by Baker et al. the NT 𝜙-angle, were regarded as zero, however not understood 

logically, is the CT 𝜓-angle having nearer to trans orientation. In addition, here correcting 

an apparent typo of M2 𝑉𝜙
𝐵21. Notwithstanding, the 𝜒-angles was not reported originally, 

hence the DA signature of M12 in Figure 4.2, gives a complimenting graph and enables a 

reference for comparison. Albeit, considering also that only the A-conformation of alternate 

configurations were calculated here.  

In addition, as were explained in §3.3.3.3, here the DAs was compared to 47 RDAs of a 

solution model (those in Table 3.2). Here it is noted that the solvent model derived RDAs 

has a fair correspondence in a T-state monomer. There are similar discrepancies which are 

noted further in the following chapters, concerning solvent models. Here there are 39 WBs 

(within bounds) for M1, those not WBs are: Qχ1
A5, Cϕ

A6, Iχ1,χ2
A10 , Yχ1

A14, Qχ1
B4, Lχ1

B11, Vχ1
B18. And 

for M2 there are 37 WBs, those not WBs are: Iχ1,χ2
A10 , Yχ1

A14, Qχ1
B4, Hϕ,χ1

B5 , Lχ1
B11, Vχ1

B12, Lχ1
B17, 

Vχ1
B18. Noting that each bound of any specific DA designation, for these restraints, are fairly 

large (±40° ), however 𝜙 -angles that are not WBs are not far off, whereas the solvent 

exposed SCs can be understood to have some difference in angles, the core adjacent SCs 

of LB11, VB18 also have a deviating orientation. As expected, the more α-helical segments 

fulfil the 𝜙 -angle RDAs, also the disulphide bonded DAs of Cχ1
A6 , Cχ1

A7  and Cχ1
B19 . 

Noteworthy is for Lχ1
B6 in addition to Vϕ

B2, Qϕ
B4 and Lϕ

B6 being WBs, congruent with a T-state 

NT BC loop. There is an angle for Fχ1
B24 at ~60°, which indicates this as a hingepoint, even 

in solution. Moreover. interesting is that Fϕ
B25, Tϕ

B27 are WBs, partly indicating that FSC
B24, 

YSC
B26 are prone to be near the core, even in solvent. 
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Figure 4.2: The dihedral 

angles of an asymmetric 

dimer .  

(Top) M1 (Bottom) M2.  

Black hexagons (39 for M1 

37 for M2) are for those DAs 

within bounds of the RDAs 

from the solution model 

reported in PDB 2KJJ. 

Chain residues renumbered 

sequentially 1-51 (nearest 

top graph), and with actual 

residue name and chain 

number. 

Graph has zoomable vector 

graphics. 

Grid-lines for M2, M1 

respectively for AC (1-21) in 

purple, blue and BC (22-51) 

turquoise, orange.  

Grid-lines distinguished at 

NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 

and 1 steps of 1-51. 

Calculated from structure in 

PDB 4INS (biological 

assembly 7).
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4.1.2.4 Conformational analytical overview and a few residue-profiles of M12 

 

The structure of M12 are shown with chain-numbering (Figure 4.3), and with distances 

between residue-moieties (Figure 4.4), and with the sorted HBs between residue-moieties 

(Figure 4.5; same as in Table 4.1), with the residues DAs already shown above (Figure 4.2). 

In addition, demonstrating that this graphical zoom method is applicable to larger systems, 

there is a corresponding overview of symmetry and contacts of the whole hexamer (Figure 

S4.6, Figure S4.7). The original report of Baker et al. [1] has a different representation of 

each residue’s contacts and nearby structure, and should be consulted with also. Since 

residue-profiles were described in the original report, they are not elaborately repeated here. 

However, the representation here, complements the original report, since here it is given an 

elaborate overview and vantage-point of its structure in just a few graphs. This conformational 

overview is advantageous, partly for relating to other insulin models in various environments. 

From the graphs it is fairly evident, which residues that have atom-contacts within 5 Å of the 

dimer and hexamer surface, of any atom of insulin, albeit here distances are between geometric-

centres of respective atom-selections (including hydrogens). Noting some aspects of a few 

example residues explicitly, to make acquaintance with how to interpret the below graphs, 

referring to common traits in both monomers (by designating M12), if not indicated otherwise 

individually (as M1 and M2). The same selection of residue-profiles are given for the other 

insulin structure models of 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓 (§4.2.2), 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐃𝐆𝐑 (§5.2.5) and 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 (§6.2.5); providing 

a direct comparison. 

 

(A1 G): Fairly mobile in the crystal as indicated by its RMSF. Moreover, for example 〈𝑟(𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐶)
𝐴1,𝐴4 〉 

is 5.6 Å (between 5.5-6.0 Å), reflecting that the saltbridge “GH3
A1 → EOE#

A4 ”, explaining proximity 

of respective SCs. Other intra-monomer contacts are to IA2, VA3, QA5 and QA5; in addition to 

KB29 in M2 and YA19, TB30 in M1. Note also the strong HB “QHN
A5 → GO

A1”. 

 

(B4 Q): At the NT BC, close to the core, here 〈𝑟(𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐶)
𝐴11,𝐵4〉  is between 4.0-4.5 Å, reflecting two 

strong HBs: “CHN
A11 → QO

B4 , QHN
B4 → CO

A11 ”; however there is slightly longer distances in M1 

congruent with a distinctly larger RMSF. Intra-monomer contacts are to: VB2, NB3, HB5, LB6, 

SA9, IA10 , CA11, SA12 and LA13. In the hexamer interface this residue in M2 has contacts to M1 

of the second dimer, likewise this residue in M1 has contacts to M2 of the third dimer; which 

are to YB16, LB17, VB18 and GB20; moreover for M1 it has proximity to EB21 and a cross-dimer 

HB i.e. “QHE22
B4 → LO

B17”. 
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Figure 4.3: Structure with chain-numbering for an asymmetric dimer unit (Bottom) M2 (AC mauve, BC turquoise). (Top) M1 (AC blue, BC orange). (a) “Front”, 

(b) “back” (front rotated sideways 180°). The ACs, BCs and SCs being transparent, BB “metallic pastel”. The structure having only A configuration of those 

residues having alternate SC configurations in original PDB structure (M1 𝑅𝐵22, 𝐾𝐵29; M2 𝑄𝐵4, 𝑉𝐵12, 𝐸𝐵21, 𝑅𝐵22, 𝑇𝐵27). Structure from PDB 4INS (biological 

assembly 7).

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.4: Residue distances within 10 Å, matrix, of an asymmetric dimer. Diagonal as reference 0 Å (black), above 10 Å in white. (a) Upper left is SC to SC 

geometric centre distances. Lower right is CA to CA-atom distances. (b) Upper left is SC to MC geometric centre distances. Lower right is MC to MC geometric 

centre distances.  Distances divided in 0.5 steps, c.f. most of the CA-atom distances of adjacent residues are between 3.5-4.0 Å. Chains residues renumbered 

sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Graph has zoomable vector graphics. grid-lines for AC (1-21) in purple, blue and 

BC (22-51) turquoise, orange for M2, M1 respectively. Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51. Calculated from structure in 

PDB 4INS (biological assembly 7). 

 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.5: Hydrogen Bonds between residue-moieties of M12. The matrices of HBs between residues calculated with, |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, and (a) 𝜑 < 60°, 87 HBs, 

(b) 𝜑 < 90°, 190 HBs. The HBs are sorted as SC to MC and SC to SC HBs in upper left, and MC to MC HBs in lower right, diagonal any HBs. Chains residues 

renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and 

with actual residue name and number. Graph has zoomable vector graphics. grid-lines for AC (1-21) in purple, blue and BC (22-51) turquoise, orange for M2, 

M1 respectively. Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51. Calculated from structure in PDB 4INS (biological assembly 7).

 
(a) (b) 
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4.2 An analysis and view of insulin bound to receptor fragments 
 

This section is merely an objective comparison of insulin receptor complexes that have 

been reported as being near representative of receptor binding, during the later years. The 

latest structure by Weis et al. [2], of insulin in its high affinity binding state, appears the 

one of most high precision and meaningful to intricately chart its geometry. However, for 

all reported structures, we present analogous information, to assist researchers in 

understanding each respective structure, however considering their largely different 

resolutions (error ranges). Assisting in clarifying not only the similarities but also the 

differences, quantifying the general geometry and HBs that are within 10 Å of the referred 

structures. There are written a complementary review about insulin binding to its receptor 

in §2.5 (where the same naming and nomenclature are used as here); in particular, the 

insulin bound complexes presented in this section are the same as introduced in §2.5.3.5. 

 

4.2.1 A comparison of insulin contiguous residues in ectodomain fragments 
 

Various analysis tools developed and described in §3.3, are directly applicable on the 

insulin contiguous residues, in addition for the bound insulin. Here, at first, the method of 

obtaining these insulin contiguous structures are described. Afterwards comparing the 

whole IR ectodomain fragments next to each other. Following, is then a comparison of the 

resulting insulin contiguous residue surfaces, having a closer look at some properties and 

how they overlap. Following that is an in depth look of the structure by Weis et al., to 

provide an analytical view overview representation and example residue-profiles. 

 

4.2.1.1 Method  
 

The insulin contiguous receptor residues were excerpted from PDB entries: 3W11, 4OGA, 

6CE9, 6CEB, 6CE7 and 6HN5. For each of these IR fragments the residues that had any 

non-hydrogen atoms within 10 Å of the insulin bound, were then included in a PDB file; 

with the residues order being reorganised within the file. In addition, the change, “ARG 

717 to GLY”, were done, due to having missing SC atoms in PDB entries of e.g. 6CE9. 

Then a conversion could be made from the numbering in PDB format to a continuous 

numbering in GRO format (using gmx pdb2gmx which includes hydrogens). Moreover, 

between the different excerpted chains, the NT amino-groups were protonated, and the CT 

carboxy-groups deprotonated and the other residues protonated at pH 7.4 (standard 
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protonation state, see §3.1.3.5). The resulting GRO file format were used for calculation of 

the analytical properties DAs, HBs and residue distances. 

 

Nomenclature 

 

To distinguish insulin and its contiguous residues when bound to IR-fragments (CF), i.e. 

that are within 10 Å to insulin (and including insulin), a nomenclature is constructed. For 

example, for 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓, the subfix refers to insulin chain A and B and the superfix, e.g. 6HN5, 

the PDB entry. The receptor monomer 1 have red colour, and monomer 2 have blue colour 

and are marked with an asterisk. Note that the designation of 1’st and 2’nd monomer is 

arbitrarily chosen, for all structures, and is merely a way of comparing these structures. 

 

 Structure before and after the residue excerption and file conversion 

 

o The 3.9 Å resolution structure of PDB entry 3W11 (as in 3w11.pdb), referred to here 

as 𝜇 IRa, in whole are including: insulin (chain A of 21 residues and chain B of 15 

residues, B1-6 and B22-30 missing); monoclonal antibodies fab 83-7 fragment - “heavy” 

(chain C, 118 residues) and -“light” chain (chain D, 114 residues); parts of L1*-C* 

(chain E, 288 residues); 𝛼CT peptide (chain F, 11 residues). The resultant excerpted 

structure, 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟑𝐖𝟏𝟏, contains in addition to insulin, residues from chain E (20 residues), 

chain F (11 residues). 

o The 3.5 Å resolution structure of PDB entry 4OGA (as in 4oga.pdb), referred to here 

as 𝜇IRb,  in a whole are including: insulin (chain A of 21 residues and chain B of 21 

residues, B1-6 and B28-30 missing); monoclonal antibodies fab 83-7 fragment - “heavy” 

(chain C, 118 residues) and -“light” chain (chain D, 114 residues); parts of L1*-C* 

(chain E, 288 residues); 𝛼CT peptide (chain F, 15 residues). The resultant excerpted 

structure, 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟒𝐎𝐆𝐀, contains in addition to insulin, residues from chain E (35 residues) 

and chain F (15 residues). 

o The 4.3 Å resolution structure of PDB entry 6CE9 (as in 6ce9.pdb), referred to here 

as “sIRa+2”,  as a whole are including: two respective insulin bound at different sites 

(chains K, N of 21 residues and chain L, O of 30 residues); Insulin receptor ectodomain– 

monomer 1 L1-C-L2-F1 (chain A, 562 residues) and monomer 2 L1*-C*-L2*-F1* 

(chain B, 562 residues); 𝛼CT (chain P 30 residues), 𝛼CT* (chain M 30 residues). The 

first resultant excerpted structure,  𝐂𝐅(𝐊,𝐋)
𝟔𝐂𝐄𝟗, contains in addition to insulin, residues from 

chain A (23 residues), chain B (43 residues) and chain M (19 residues). The second 
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resultant excerpted structure, 𝐂𝐅(𝐍,𝐎)
𝟔𝐂𝐄𝟗 , contains in addition to insulin, residues from 

chain A (44 residues), chain B (23 residues) and chain P (19 residues). 

o The 4.7 Å resolution structure of PDB entry 6CEB (as in 6ceb.pdb), referred to here 

as “sIRb+2”, in whole are including: two respective insulin bound at different sites 

(chains K, N of 21 residues and chain L, O of 30 residues); Insulin receptor ectodomain– 

monomer 1 L1-C-L2-F1-F2 (chain A, 682 residues) and monomer 2 L1*-C*-L2*-F1* 

(chain B, 562 residues); 𝛼CT (chain M 30 residues), 𝛼CT* (chain P 30 residues). The 

first resultant excerpted structure, 𝐂𝐅(𝐊,𝐋)
𝟔𝐂𝐄𝐁, contains in addition to insulin, residues from 

chain A (23 residues), chain B (42 residues) and chain M (19 residues). The second 

resultant excerpted structure, 𝐂𝐅(𝐍,𝐎)
𝟔𝐂𝐄𝐁 , contains in addition to insulin, residues from 

chain A (43 residues), chain B (23 residues) and chain P (19 residues). 

o The 7.4 Å resolution  structure of PDB entry 6CE7 (as in 6ce7.pdb), referred to here 

as “sIR+1”,   includes: one bound insulin (chains N of 21 residues and chain O of 30 

residues); Insulin receptor ectodomain monomer 1  L1-C-L2-F1 (chain A, 528 residues) 

and monomer 2 L1*-C*-L2*-F1*-F2* (chain B, 659 residues); 𝛼CT* peptide (chain P, 

30 residues). The resultant excerpted structure, 𝐂𝐅(𝐍,𝐎)
𝟔𝐂𝐄𝟕, contains in addition to insulin, 

residues from chain A (42 residues), chain B (21 residues), chain P (18 residues).  

o The 3.2 Å resolution structure of PDB entry 6HN5, upper part (as in 6hn5.pdb), 

referred to here as IR∆β-zipInsFvU, includes: one bound insulin (chains A of 21 residues 

and chain B of 26 residues); Insulin receptor ectodomain monomer 1 L2-F1 & 𝛼CT 

(chain F, 323 residues) and monomer 2 L1*-C*-L2*-F1* (chain E, 585 residues). The 

resultant excerpted structure,  𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓 , contains in addition to insulin, residues from 

chain F (34 residues) and chain E (42 residues). 

o  The 4.2 Å resolution structure of PDB entry 6HN4, lower part (as in 6hn4.pdb), 

referred to here as IR∆β -zipInsFvL, includes: none bound insulin; Insulin receptor 

ectodomain monomer 1 L1-C, F2-F3 (chain F, 498 residues) and monomer 2 F2*-F3* 

(chain E, 202 residues).With IR∆β-zipInsFv referring to both upper and lower part. The 

Fv 83-7 epitope on domain C, were not included in PDB, moreover original authors 

assuming it to have effectively none disturbance on insulin binding to the holo-IR. Some 

unmodelled and disordered domains were ID, ID*, 𝛼CT*. 

 

4.2.1.2 B-factors of all insulin residues contiguous to insulin 
 

The B-factors of the IR-fragments considered here were included in respective PDB entry; 

however, it appears that little or no mention about their relevance in interpretation of the 
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data, were stated by the original authors. Nevertheless, for the insulin adjacent residues, 

average residue-wise B-factors, were recalculated and depicted in Figure S4.8, Figure S4.9; 

these are exceedingly large, on average on the order of hundreds of Å2 ; somewhat 

proportional to the respective reported resolution. Notwithstanding, it has been suggested 

to me, that more or less, these are relatively good quality structures; not correlating with 

the high B-factors. Albeit, the high peaks of B-factors may be a cause for caution and 

concern in respective structural model.  

Besides, in general crystallography, drawbacks of exceedingly large B-factors have been 

examined [264]; in addition to if larger than ~100 Å2, will yield negligible contribution to 

the calculation of structure factors. Nevertheless, it has been described by Wlodamer et al. 

[265], that some other published cryo-EM structures, have pushed the available resolution 

to its limits; on the expense of the validity of the resulting structures and the originating 

density-map; moreover some with unphysical B-factors.  

Nevertheless, the end-user of a structure, often not a crystallographer, should be wary to 

draw any conclusive statements of absolute geometry from any low-resolution structure. 

Though of course, random structural configurations may be expected even at optimal 

resolution. However in particular here to be wary in regards to the IR-fragments, whose 

structural aspects have widely varying certainty and may be more or less overinterpreted. 

This in proportion to their respectively varying resolution (and B-factors), which may 

indicate varying differences in flexibility and disorder. Hence, the geometrical analysis 

presented in this chapter concerns only the presented structures as presented in respective 

PDB with original reports. However, here considered the highest resolution (~3.2 Å) 

structure, 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓 , have B-factors of mean ~80 Å2  (c.f. ~20 Å2  for M12), still a large 

number. As generally understood [235], resolutions of around 1-1.5 Å (as for M12) can be 

considered enough to discern even atomic identities of amino-acids, however for resolution 

3 Å or larger, will at most discern the contours of the protein chain. Hence the atomic 

identities and residue orientation of IR-fragments, has been inferred, to more or less an 

extent, by the procedure implemented by the original authors. 

 

4.2.1.3 The complete ectodomain IR-fragments with bound insulin 

 
At first here we compare the whole IR-fragments, by showing the insulin molecule in a 

similar orientation when bound (see Figure 4.6). This reveals an interesting comparison and 

may be a serendipitous view of how insulin binds its receptor. The apparent similarity of 
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IR domain structures in “sIRa+2”, “sIRb+2”, “sIR+1” and IR∆β-zipInsFv, appears to may 

be partly due to them being modelled from PDB 4ZXB. As the first two structures (μIRa 

and μIRb) has features of a binding site, remarkably a resembling binding motif is found in 

the other structures, as is depicted here. Interestingly that in the two double-bound 

structures of “sIRa+2” and “sIRb+2”, there appears to be a “T”-shape conformation, with 

varying resolved parts of the F2 domains. One may make the conjecture, that they are 

resembling the coarse visualization of a “T”-shaped IR by Gutmann et al. [145, 165, 266, 

267].   

What is further interesting, is that the singly bound structures (“sIR+1” and IR∆β-zipInsFv), 

shows more of a “Γ”-shape, and appears largely matching. Differing to the greatest extent 

is the orientation of unbound L1-C, I assume it is explained partly by “sIR+1” being 

untethered, whereas IR∆β -zipInsFv is tethered by a 33-residue GCN4 leucine zipper 

segment at the CT ends of its 𝛽-subunits. A “/Γ”-shape structure of the activated insulin 

receptor, are apparently visualized by Gutmann et al. [165]; who however surmised it to be 

a subpart of the “T”-shape structure, merely representing another view-angle. As inferred 

by Weis et al. [2], IR∆β-zipInsFv, is a representation of the “signalling conformation” of 

the receptor ectodomain; (however a conjectured alternative “/ Γ ”-shape provided in 

§2.5.2.2).  

Interestingly, Gutmann et al. visualized, via single particle electron microscopy, 

glycosylated full-length IRs in lipid nm size discs. Where the apo-IR of “Λ”-shape were 

incubated 1h with saturating concentrations of insulin (1 𝜇M) which showed 26% “/Γ”-

shape (designated “II” in journal) and ~72% “Τ”-shape; additional insulin yielded close to 

100% of the “Τ ”-shape. Albeit, their experiments at nearer to physiological insulin 

concentration (~0.8 -12 nM), implied to them that 1 insulin bound is enough to induce a 

“Τ”-shape. Nonetheless, as a deduction, from my perspective, it may be that the “/Γ”-shape 

seen by Gutmann et al., are a structure with only 1 insulin bound (or possibly with a second 

insulin bound to either site 1 or 2* of the alternate binding site), that represents an insulin 

being bound with high affinity. Other EM studies have shown either “T”- or “Y”-shaped 

ectodomain structures (reviewed in [18]), appear to exist with saturating insulin 

concentration or time of incubation [266, 267]. One may notice a somewhat less density at 

the top and middle of “sIRa+2”, “sIRb+2” which may partly explain a “Y”-shape 

appearance in EM studies.  
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Figure 4.6: Comparative view of reported insulin bound IR-fragments. (a) 𝜇 IRa, PDB 3W11: 

chain A(orange-red), B(black), E (blue), C and D(green). (b) 𝜇IRb, PDB 4OGA; chain A(yellow), 

B(black), E (blue), C and D(green). (c) “sIRa+2”, PDB 6CE9; chain K & N(lime-green), L & 

O(brown), A and M (red), B and P(blue), chain K, L at left. (d) “sIRb+2”, PDB 6CEB; chain K & 

N(lime-green), L & O(brown), A and M (red), B and P(blue), chain K, L at left. (e) “sIR+1”, PDB 

6CE7; chain N(lime-green), O(brown), A (red), B and P(blue). (f) IR∆𝛽-zipInsFvU, PDB 6HN5 

darker upper part, IR∆𝛽 -zipInsFvL, PDB 6HN4 lighter lower part; chain A(gold-yellow), 

B(midnight-blue), E (blue), F(red). All structures are oriented as to depict the same binding of 

insulin, and with fibronectin domains pointing downwards as to an imaginary cell membrane. 
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4.2.1.4 Overlap of the insulin contiguous structures  

 

For any general structure reported in a PDB entry, the intricate details to allow an 

understanding or comparison of other structures are not straightforwardly shown; whereof 

it is one reason why in this section it is included elaborate and encompassing tables and 

graphs relating to each structure. Just looking at the structures they may look very similar 

but in essence very much differ in moiety orientations; whereby it is meant also as 

complementary information to the original journals and PDB entries with structures. Here 

then, it is focused upon the insulin contiguous residues of each IR-fragment, as an overlap 

of each other (see Figure 4.7), with a particular facet shown (rotated from that of Figure 

4.6); moreover the respective HBs are in Table 4.2. Obvious is that all the structures are 

fully complete atom structural solutions, despite that the resolutions vary from 3.2 to 7.4 Å; 

hence there are more and less large error ranges for the atomic positions. The contiguous 

fragments differ substantially in what residues are within 10 Å, however, there are some 

more or less common residues and HBs in all of them.  

The highest resolution structures 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟑𝐖𝟏𝟏, 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)

𝟒𝐎𝐆𝐀, 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓 are not identical but has much 

similar structure, arising from similar resolution and are in that regard more comparable; in 

addition to sharing many authors in respective publications [2, 69, 71]. There is some 

similarity to the other more lower resolution structures, partly due to them being implied of 

being based partly upon IR domains (PDB 4ZXB), site 1 (PDB 3W11), in addition to the 

insulin molecule (PDB 1ZNI) [70]. Indeed, it is seen that only 𝐂𝐅(𝐊,𝐋)
𝟔𝐂𝐄𝟗, 𝐂𝐅(𝐍,𝐎)

𝟔𝐂𝐄𝟗, 𝐂𝐅(𝐊,𝐋)
𝟔𝐂𝐄𝐁 and 

𝐂𝐅(𝐍,𝐎)
𝟔𝐂𝐄𝐁 have very near identical structure, obviously they were given the same solution, 

differing to some extent to 𝐂𝐅(𝐍,𝐎)
𝟔𝐂𝐄𝟕. The comparison made, highlights an important point, 

that a published structure even if reported as an atomic structure, can differ substantially in 

certainty to a biologically representative structure. Nonetheless, even with the more or less 

varying certainty of these structures, they still represent an important hallmark of insulin 

structural biology. Defining at least an approximate binding region where insulin cross-link 

to both receptor monomers. 
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Figure 4.7: Overlap of insulin 

contiguous binding residues of various 

IR-fragments, with varying resolution. 

Superimposition on 𝛼 -helical regions 

A1-7, A13-19, B11-17, 705-714. 

Backbone traced with ‘Ribbon’ light 

colour, CA-atoms as glass spheres, 

residue-atoms without hydrogens. 

Shown are the whole residues having 

at least one non-hydrogen atom within 

10 Å from any part of insulin, 

respectively for each structure (with no 

hydrogens included): 

(a) C𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟑𝑾𝟏𝟏 (dark-orange) & 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)

𝟒𝑶𝑮𝑨 

(yellow); 

(b) 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗  (ochre-brown); 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)

𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗 

(purple);  𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝑩 (red); 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)

𝟔𝑪𝑬𝑩 

(white ); 

(c) 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗 (ochre-brown); 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)

𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟕 

(lime-green). 

 (d) 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑯𝑵𝟓  (midnight-blue) & 

𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟒𝑶𝑮𝑨 (yellow). 

 (e) 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑯𝑵𝟓  (midnight-blue) & 

𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗 (ochre-brown). 

 (f) 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑯𝑵𝟓  (midnight-blue) & 

𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟕 (lime-green). 
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Table 4.2: Hydrogen Bonds for insulin bound to IR fragments, with varying resolution. The HBs are calculated with criteria:  𝑟𝐴𝐷 < 3.5 Å, & 𝜑 < 30°(shaded 

in gray), & 𝜑 < 60°. Stated with the total number of lower and medium angle HBs: Column 1. 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟑𝑾𝟏𝟏 with 19 &50 HBs ; 2. 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)

𝟒𝑶𝑮𝑨 with 27 & 66 HBs;  

3. 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗 with 24 & 59 HBs;   4. C𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)

𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗 with 25 & 58 HBs: 5. 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝑩) with 28 & 58 HBs ; 6. 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)

𝟔𝑪𝑬𝑩 with 26 & 59 HBs: 7. C𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟕 with 21 & 63 HBs, 8. 

C𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟔𝑯𝑵𝟓  with 25 & 70 HBs. Here the receptor residues have numbering as in respective PDB entries, which respectively is apparently congruent with 

conventional numbering of the insulin receptor sequence. The HBs due to NT and CT specification of excerpted chains (numbering continuous) in brackets []. 

Donor (H) Acceptor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  A19 Y(HN) A15 Q(O) ✓      ✓   

 

B23 G(HN) B19 C(O)        ✓ 

Insulin chain A(or K or N) & chain B(or L or O) A19 Y(HN) A16 L(O) ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   B23 G(HN) B20 G(O)  ✓       

A1 G(H3) A4 E(OE1)   ✓ ✓   ✓  A20 C(HN) A16 L(O) ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   B24 F(HN) B22 R(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ 

✓   

A4 E(HN) A1 G(O) ✓      ✓  A20 C(HN) A17 E(O) ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ A21 N(HN) B23 G(O)  ✓       

A4 E(HN) A4 E(OE1)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  A20 C(HN) A18 N(O)  ✓       B5 H(HD1) A9 S(O)      ✓   

A5 Q(HN) A1 G(O) ✓ ✓       A21 N(HN) A19 Y(O)        ✓ B6 L(HN) A6 C(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

A5 Q(HN) A2 I(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B4 Q(HN) B2 V(O)       ✓  [B7 C(H3) A7 C(SG)] ✓        

A6 C(HN) A2 I(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B7 C(HN) B5 H(O)        ✓ B25 F(HN) A19 Y(O)        ✓ 

A6 C(HN) A3 V(O)  ✓       B10 H(HN) B7 C(O) ✓        L1, C, L2 

A7 C(HN) A2 I(O)       ✓  B11 L(HN) B7 C(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 11 M(HN) 32 H(O)  ✓     ✓ ✓ 

A7 C(HN) A3 V(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   B11 L(HN) B8 G(O) ✓        13 I(HN) 34 E(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A8 T(HN) A3 V(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B12 V(HN) B8 G(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  14 R(HE) 12 D(OD1) ✓        

A9 S(HN) A4 E(O) ✓      ✓  B12 V(HN) B9 S(O) ✓ ✓      ✓ 14 R(HE) 12 D(OD1/2) ✓ ✓       

A9 S(HN) A5 Q(O)        ✓ B13 E(HN) B9 S(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 14 R(HH21) 12 D(OD1/2) ✓ ✓      ✓ 

A10 I(HN) A9 S(OG)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  B14 A(HN) B10 H(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 15 N(HN) 36 L(O)  ✓       

A12 S(HN) A11 C(SG) ✓        B15 L(HN) B11 L(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 15 N(HN) 37 L(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 

A12 S(HN) A15 Q(OE1) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   B15 L(HN) B12 V(O)        ✓ 16 N(HN) 14 R(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  

A15 Q(HN) A12 S(OG)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  B16 Y(HN) B12 V(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 18 T(HN) 16 N(O)       ✓  

A15 Q(HN) A12 S(O) ✓        B17 L(HN) B13 E(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  19 R(HH1/22) 12 D(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A16 L(HN) A12 S(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B18 V(HN) B14 A(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  19 R(HE) 12 D(O)        ✓ 

A17 E(HN) A13 L(O) ✓      ✓ ✓ 

✓ 

 

B18 V(HN) B15 L(O)        ✓ 20 L(HN) 17 L(O)        ✓ 

A17 E(HN) A14 Y(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   B19 C(HN) B15 L(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  32 H(HE2) 12 D(OD1)       ✓  

A18 N(HD22) A14 Y(OH)       ✓  B19 C(HN) B16 Y(O)        ✓ 32 H(HE2) 12 D(OD2)     ✓ ✓ ✓  

A18 N(HN) A14 Y(O) ✓ ✓     ✓ ✓ B20 G(HN) B16 Y(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   33 L(HN) 60 Y(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

A18 N(HD21) A15 Q(O)        ✓ B21 E(HN) B19 C(O) ✓        34 E(HN) 11 M(O)  ✓     ✓ ✓ 

A18 N(HN) A15 Q(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   B22 R(HH21) B19 C(O)       ✓  34 E(HE21) 12 D(OD1)  ✓       

A19 Y(HH) A2 I(N) ✓         B22 R(HN) B22 R(NE)       ✓   34 E(HN) 12 D(OD1)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   
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Table 4.2 continued:  

Donor (H) Acceptor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  711 N(HN) 707 D(O) ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  Insulin & 𝜶CT 
L1, C, L2 continued 711 N(HN) 708 Y(O)  ✓       A1 G(H3) 711 N(OD1) ✓        

34 E(HE21) 60 Y(OH)        ✓ 712 V(HN) 708 Y(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ A3 V(HN) 711 N(OD1) ✓ ✓      ✓ 

35 I(HN) 62 L(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   712 V(HN) 709 L(O)   ✓ ✓    ✓ 710 H(HE2) B8 G(O)  ✓       
36 L(HN) 13 I(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  713 V(HN) 709 L(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 711 N(HD22) A4 E(OE1)  ✓       
37 L(HN) 64 F(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 713 V(HN) 710 H(O)       ✓  717 R(HN) A18 N(O)        ✓ 

38 M(HN) 65 R(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 714 F(HN) 710 H(O)  ✓ ✓ ✓     720 R(HH22) A17 E(O)       ✓  
41 T(HN) 39 F(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ 717 G(HN) 714 F(O)       ✓  720 R(HH21) A18 N(ND2)    ✓  ✓   

60 Y(HH) 34 Q(NE2)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 717 R(HE) 719 S(OT1)  ✓       720 R(HH21) A18 N(OD1)     ✓ ✓   
65 R(HH11) 67 Y(OH) ✓ ✓       720 R(HN) 719 S(OG)       ✓  720 R(HE) A18 N(ND2)     ✓ ✓   
65 R(HN) 96 F(O) ✓ ✓     ✓ ✓ F1(Fibronectin-1) 720 R(HH21) A20 C(O)       ✓  
65 R(HE) 97 E(OE1/2) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓     498 R(HH21) 496 D(OD2)        ✓ 720 R(HE) A21 N(OT2)       ✓  

65 R(HH21) 97 E(OE2) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   498 R(HE) 496 D(OD1)        ✓ Insulin & F1 
65 R(HN) 97 E(O) ✓ ✓      ✓ 498 R(HN) 496 D(OD2)       ✓  B7 C(HG1) 496 D(OD1)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

67 Y(HN) 38 M(O) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 499 D(HN) 496 D(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ B10 H(HE2) 540 S(N)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   
97 E(HN) 120 E(O)  ✓       541 N(HN) 539 R(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  498 R(HH12) B7 C(O)       ✓  
99 V(HN) 97 E(O) ✓ ✓       545 S(HG1) 541 N(O)       ✓  539 R(HH12) B10 H(ND1)        ✓ 

267 K(HZ3) 276 Q(NE2)       ✓  547 N(HD21) 538 L(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  539 R(HH22) B10 H(ND1)        ✓ 

267 K(HZ3) 276 Q(OE1)       ✓  575 E(HN) 573 S(OG)       ✓  539 R(HH12) B13 E(OE2)        ✓ 

𝜶CT 575 E(HN) 573 S(O)        ✓ L1, C, L2 & 𝜶CT 
[705 F(H2) 707 D(OD2)]  ✓       Insulin & L1, C, L2 14 R(HH12) 713 V(O) ✓ ✓       
706 E(HN) 702 R(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ B24 F(HN) 15 N(ND2)  ✓      ✓ 14 R(HH22) 713 V(O) ✓ ✓      ✓ 

706 E(HN) 703 K(O)       ✓  B24 F(HN) 15 N(OD1)  ✓      ✓ 121 K(HZ2) 706 E(OE1)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 

707 D(HN) 703 K(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ B26 Y(HH) 19 R(NH1)        ✓ 121 K(HZ2) 706 E(OE2)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   
707 D(HN) 704 T(O)       ✓  B26 Y(HH) 19 R(NE)        ✓ L1, C, L2 & F1 
707 D(HN) 707 D(OD2)  ✓       B26 Y(HH) 34 E(OE1)       ✓  121 K(HZ1) 498 R(NH1)   ✓      

708 Y(HN) 704 T(O)   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 15 N(HD22) B24 F(N)        ✓ 𝜶CT & F1 
708 Y(HN) 705 F(O)   ✓ ✓     40 K(HZ3) B16 Y(OH)  ✓       703 K(HZ1/2) 496 D(OD1)     ✓  ✓  
708 Y(HN) 707 D(OD1)  ✓       40 K(HZ2) B21 E(OE1)        ✓ 703 K(HZ1/2) 496 D(OD2)   ✓   ✓ ✓  
709 L(HN) 705 F(O) ✓ ✓      ✓ 65 R(HH21) B9 S(OG)        ✓ 498 R(HH11) 706 E(OE1)        ✓ 

710 H(HE2) 706 E(OE2)        ✓ 65 R(HH12) B13 E(OE2)  ✓       498 R(HH12) 707 D(OD1)        ✓ 

710 H(HN) 706 E(O) ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓           498 R(HH22) 707 D(OD1)        ✓ 
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4.2.1.5 Note on the analysis of the insulin contiguous residues in micro-insulin 

receptors and soluble ectodomain IR-fragments 
 

Whereas some elaborate discussion of 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟑𝐖𝟏𝟏 , 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)

𝟒𝐎𝐆𝐀  like structures were described 

from another viewpoint [32, 69, 71]. However, the analysis graphs in the supplementary 

and are meant as complementary, providing more detail. There are some common authors 

to these former structures as to the one of 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓; whose intricate structure were described 

to a lesser extent by Weis et al. [2]. The structures of 𝐂𝐅(𝐊,𝐋)
𝟔𝐜𝐞𝟗 (and the three near identical 

ones) and of 𝐂𝐅(𝐍,𝐎)
𝟔𝐜𝐞𝟕, have lesser resolution, hence are not discussed here in scrutinizing 

detail. However, as they show a similar binding pose as 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓, their respective analysis 

graphs are also included in supplementary for comparison. 

 

4.2.2 Conformational analytical overview of 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓 

 

This ~3.2 Å resolution structure is credibly the most meaningful (to date) in relation to an 

insulin high affinity bound cross-link, whereof the internal contacts of insulin and its 

binding contacts may hence be the most precise in this regard, which we provide an 

overview of here. The structure are shown with chain-numbering (Figure 4.8), and with 

distances between residue-moieties (Figure 4.9), and with the sorted HBs between residue-

moieties (Figure 4.10; the low to medium angle HBs in Table 4.2 column 8), in addition to 

the DAs (Figure 4.11). Even if it was measured almost native binding for this system, I 

suspect a few caveats with the structure, in regards to the cryo-EM method by which it were 

obtained [2]. Notwithstanding a structure with resolution of about 3.2 Å, can reveal more 

or less the contours of the protein chain, hence the atomic structure has been inferred to 

some degree and may be off to some extent. Note, that only some aspects of the structure 

are explicitly mentioned here, insulin has many intricate contacts. Hence the graphs and 

tables are meant as complementary, to assist the reader to infer meaningful structure. From 

the graphs (calculated from structure with added hydrogens) it is fairly evident which 

insulin residues that have non-hydrogen atoms within 5 Å (definition here of in close 

vicinity) to the receptor (given in Figure 2.2). Here listing only a few residue-profiles to 

gain familiarity with the graphs, not necessarily all aspects of those residues noticed. Some 

overlapping selection of residue-profiles are given for the other insulin structure models of 

M12 (§4.1.2.4), 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 (§5.2.5) and 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦 (§6.2.5); whose analogous analytical overview 

provides a direct comparison. 
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 Example residues-profiles for 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓 in order A1-21 and B1-30 

 

(A1 G): This residue having in vicinity (non-hydrogen atoms within 5 Å): IA2, VA3, EA4, QA5, 

YA19 , N711 ,  F714  and P716 . With the positively charged amino group (-NH3+) having 

stabilizing HB like interactions to NO
711 , FO

714  and  YOH
A19  (𝑟𝐴𝐷 < 5 Å , 𝜑 <  60° ); moreover 

additional longer distance polar-charged interactions with NSC
711, ESC

A4 and QSC
A5. The HB “QHN

A5 →

GO
A1” is only present for a higher angle (𝜑 <  90°), hence might be perturbed by the binding. 

 

(A2 I): This residue having in vicinity: GA1, VA3, EA4, QA5, CA6, CA7, YA19, LB11, LB15, H710 

N711 and F714. The SC have here hydrophobic interactions to VSC
A3, YSC

A19, LSC
B11, LSC

B15 (c.f. M12) 

and HSC
710, FSC

714, also in vicinity to the likely less polar buried disulphide bond A6-11 [268]. The 

HB “CHN
A6 → IO

A2” are still present at a low angle, in addition there is a distant HB “IHN
A2 → NOD1

711 ; 

𝑟𝐴𝐷 = 3.94 ;  𝜑 =  81°” (the latter out of criteria hence not included in graphs or tables). 

 

(A3 V):  This residue having in vicinity: GA1, IA2, EA4, QA5, CA6, CA7, TA8, LB11, D707, H710 

and N711. The SC have hydrophobic contacts with ISC
A2 and LSC

B11, moreover is close to the 

more polar/charged ESC
A4, CSC

A7, TSC
A8, DSC

707, HSC
710 and NSC

711. There is even formed a site 1 HB 

“VHN
A3 → NOD1

711 ”, moreover the HB “THN
A8 → VO

A3” is present. 

 

(A4 E): This residue having in vicinity: GA1, IA2, VA3, QA5, CA6, TA8, SB9  and N711. The 

charged SC is still pointing towards GA1 (c.f. 〈𝑟(SC,SC)
A1,A4 〉 is 3.96 Å between 3.5-4.0 Å), with the 

saltbridge being offset “GH1
A1 → EOE1

A4 ; 𝑟AD = 5 Å ;  𝜑 =  93°”;  showing longer range 

interactions with QSC
A5 and NSC

711 (c.f. 〈𝑟(SC,SC)
A4,711〉 is 6.1 Å between 6.0-6.5 Å). The SC to MC HB 

“THG1
A8 → EO

A4; 𝑟AD = 2.8 Å ;  𝜑 = 80°”, is present.   

 

(A7 C – B7 C): These residues have in vicinity: IA2, VA3, QA5, CA6, TA8, SA9 , HB5, LB6, GB8, 

SB9, HB10, LB11, P495, D496, F497 and R498. This disulphide bond is more exposed to solvent 

in the free monomer, however here making contacts with site 2 residues. In particular, there is 

a contact with DSC
496 (c.f. 𝑟(SC,SC)

(A7,496)
 is 5.8 Å between 5.5-6.0 Å), and to DSC

498 (c.f. 𝑟(SC,SC)
(A7,498)

is 7.3 

Å between 7.0-7.5 Å). There are several strong saltbridges that R498 forms “RHH21
498 → DOD2

496  

& RHE
498 → DOD1

496 ”, in addition to E706, D707 (only D707 have no moieties between to CA7-CB7 

with minimum atom distance, 𝑟(SG,OD1)
(A7,707)

 of 5.13 Å). 

 

(A18 N): This residue having in vicinity: YA14 , QA15 , LA16 , EA17 , YA19 , CA20 , NA21 , FB25 , 
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V715, P716 and R717. The SC fits into a cavity of partly of moieties: YSC
A14, QSC

A15, YSC
A19, PSC

716 and 

RSC
717; in addition to other MC moieties, such as in HB “NHD21

A18 → QO
A15”. Some MC contacts 

include the HBs: “NHN
A18 → YO

A14” & “RHN
717 → NO

A18”. 

 

(A19 Y): This residue having in vicinity: GA1 ,  IA2 ,  QA5 ,QA15 , LA16 , EA17 , NA18 , CA20 , 

NA21 ,  LB15 ,  GB23 ,  FB24 , FB25 ,  F714 , V715 , P716  and R717 . The SC maintaining similar 

orientation as in M12, here closest to ISC
A2 , QSC

A5 , NSC
A18 , LSC

B15  and to FSC
714 , PSC

716 , stabilizing the 

𝛼 CT. Apparent charged and polar interactions are to GNH3+
A1   and QSC

A5 . Some MC contacts 

include the HB “FHN
B25 → YO

A19”.  

 

(A21 N): This residue having in vicinity: EA17 , NA18 , YA19 , CA20 , RB22 , GB23 , FB24 , FB25 , 

YB26 and R717. Where the residue is in a slightly different orientation than for M12, however 

the SC is also in contact with FSC
B25. The carboxy group “NCOO−

A21 ” has longer distance HBs (𝑟𝐴𝐷 >

3.5  Å) with RSC
717  and RSC

B22  (that is a shorter distance saltbridge in M12), appearing as 

interactions of saltbridge like character. This latter observation appears to explain, at least partly, 

why substitutions of this amino-acid are tolerated but not deletions of this residue, for retaining 

negative cooperativity when binding to receptor. The “ARG →  ALA” substitution of B22 

reported with binding affinity increase of 405% [105], may be partly explained, by a resulting 

stronger saltbridge of NCOO−
A21  to RSC

717. 

 

Next focusing upon a few example B-chain residues in vicinity to site 1 or 2, whose strands 

have significant differences to a T-state monomer. Interesting is the orientation of B3-5, 

which are seen to have a large DA shift of the MCs of residues, as compared with M12.  

 

(B3 N): This residue having in vicinity: IA10 , QB4 , HB5 , W493 , P494  and P495 . The SC are 

closest to MCs of W493, P494 and P495 in the F1 domain. Within high angle criteria there are 

only a few MC to MC HBs to QB4 and HB5. This residue being also in the hexamer surface of 

M12. 

 

(B4 Q): This residue having in vicinity: CA6, SA9, IA10, CA11, QB4, HB5 and LB6.  The SC has 

merely contact with ISC
A10. In addition in comparison to M12, here the HB “QHN

A4 → CO
A11” 

is more separated whereas the closer HB “CHN
A11 → QO

B4; 𝑟𝐴𝐷 = 4.67 Å , 𝜑 = 50°” is only 

within angle criteria (not in table or graph). 

 

(B5 H): This residue having in vicinity: CA6 , CA7 , TA8 , SA9 , IA10 , NB3 , QB4 , LB6 , CB7 , HB10 
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and P495. The SC stays close to B7-B10 (as in M12), however here it is close to NB3 and 

also close to F1 domain being in touch with P495. Moreover, the MC HB “CHN
B7 → HO

B5” is 

present. 

 

(B6 L): This residue having in vicinity: CA6, CA7, TA16, QB4, HB5, CB7, GB8, HB10, CB11, AB14 

and LB15. Where the SC has retained intra-monomer contacts to LSC
A16, LSC

B11 and ASC
B14, albeit 

closer to HB10 than in M12. Present is the expected intra-chain HB “LHN
B6 → CO

A6; 𝑟𝐴𝐷 <

3.14 Å , 𝜑 = 61.72°”. Notable is the MC DAs of HB5, LB6 and CB7, forming a curve and 

approximately maintained as in M12, albeit somewhat varying; partly explained by the 

strong interactions and/or shape complementarity of HSC
B5  and LSC

B6  with adjacent inter-

insulin residues.  

 

(B10 H): This residue having in vicinity HB5 , LB6 , CB7 , GB8 ,  SB9 ,  LB11 ,  VB12 , EB13 , 

AB14, LB15, F497 and R539. The SC being closest to LSC
B6, ESC

B13, ASC
B14, FSC

497 and RSC
539. Notable 

are the HBs “R(HH12 & HH22)
539 → HND1

B10 ”. 

 

(B12 V): This residue having in vicinity: GB8 , SB9 , HB10 , LB11 , EB13 ,  AB14 ,  LB15 , 

YB16 , FB24 , L37 , F39 , F64 , R65 , H710  and F714 . The SC making non-polar contacts in the 

primary binding interface at: LSC
37 , FSC

39, FSC
64, RSC

65 , HSC
710 and FSC

714. 

 

(B13 E): This residue having in vicinity: SB9 ,HB10 , LB11 , VB12 , AB14 , LB15 , YB16 , LB17 , R65 

and R539. The SC having apparent polar and/or charged interactions with SSC
B9, HSC

B10, RSC
65  

and RSC
539. Indeed, there is a strong saltbridge “RHH12

539 → EOE2
B13”. Noting also as an example, 

that the geometric centre distance (7.3 Å) of ESC
B13 & RSC

539 is far off, due to their long SCs 

and opposite directions. To note is that Weis et al. [2] states that there is a poorly disordered 

segment of residues 541-545, not included in structure (sequence N-D-P-K-S [129]); more 

or less close to of EB13 & R539, that may have some role in binding.   

 

(B16 Y): This residue having in vicinity: LB11, VB12, EB13, AB14, LB15, YB16, LB17, VB18, CB19, 

GB20 , FB24 , F39  and K40 . The SC next to LSC
B17 , GSC

B20  and FSC
B24 , moreover an apparent pi-

stacking [269] to FSC
39. In addition, the SC are towards KSC

40 which in turn forms a HB to 

“KHZ2
40 → EOE1

B21” (c.f. in 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟒𝐎𝐆𝐀 where the HB “KHZ3

40 → YOH
B16” is rather present).  
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Figure 4.8: Structure of IR fragment nearest to bound insulin, 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟔𝑯𝑵𝟓 . Shown are the whole residues having at least one non-hydrogen atom within 10 Å 

from any non-hydrogen atom of insulin (gold-yellow, chain A; midnight-blue, chain B), belonging to the domains of L1*, C*, L2* (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT 

(purple, chain F) and F1 (chain F). The B-conformation of  𝑌𝑆𝐶
𝐵26 shown in plain atom-colouring. (a) “Front”. (b) “Back”  (~180° sideway rotation). 

                
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.9:  Distances between residue-moieties of 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟔𝑯𝑵𝟓. The depictions are showing line-colouring for insulin, gold for chain A, midnight-blue for chain 

B. Structure with hydrogens, including the whole residues (from PDB 6HN5) having at least one non-hydrogen atom within 10 Å from any non-hydrogen atom 

of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1*, C*, L2* (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT (purple, chain F), F1(red, chain F). Distance matrices of geometric 

centres from following selections (a) SC to SC upper left, CA to CA atom lower right, (b) SC to MC at upper left, MC to MC lower right. Chains residues re-

numbered sequentially 1-122 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Vector graphics are zoomable. Grid-lines are chain coloured, 

distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-122. Actual chain and residue naming as in PDB 6HN5 [2].  
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Figure 4.10: Hydrogen Bonds between residue-moieties of 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟔𝑯𝑵𝟓. The line-colouring depiction is showing for insulin, gold for chain A, midnight-blue for 

chain B. Structure with hydrogens, including the whole residues (from PDB 6HN5) having at least one non-hydrogen atom within 10 Å from any non-hydrogen 

atom of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1*, C*, L2* (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT (purple, chain F), F1(red, chain F). The matrices of HBs 

between residues calculated with: |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, and (a) 𝜑 < 60°, 70 HBs, (b) 𝜑 < 90°, 188 HBs. The HBs are sorted as; SC to MC and SC to SC HBs in 

upper left; MC to MC HBs in lower right; diagonal any HBs in same residue. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-122 (nearest graph), and with actual 

residue name and number. Vector graphics are zoomable. Grid-lines are chain coloured, distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-122. 

Actual chain and residue-naming as in PDB 6HN5. 

       
(b) (a) 
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Figure 4.11: Dihedral angles of residues in 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟔𝑯𝑵𝟓. The depiction is showing line-colouring insulin gold for chain A, midnight-blue for chain B. Structure 

with hydrogens, including the whole residues (from PDB 6HN5) having at least one non-hydrogen atom within 10 Å from any non-hydrogen atom of insulin, 

which are belonging to the domains of L1*, C*, L2* (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT (purple, chain F), F1(red, chain F). Chains residues renumbered sequentially 

1-122 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Vector graphics are zoomable. Grid-lines are chain coloured, distinguished at NTs, CTs and 

at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-122. Actual chain and residue-naming as in PDB 6HN5.
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4.3 Concluding statement 
 

Science of different disciplines can complement each other, the skills to obtain the structural 

comparisons shown in this chapter are not common. The aspiration is that these examples, 

with an additional perspective, may be valuable for researchers studying the structure of 

biological systems such as insulin. The tools for this chapter and their assessment of PDB 

structures were developed as an example to unveil some hidden structural information in 

any protein structure (considering that resolution of some structures do not fully allow atom 

resolved depictions). Besides not having the elaborate insight from actually obtaining these 

structures, the analytical information is meant to represent additional information of the 

original PDB entries. Even if it seems redundant to have included intricate information for 

all the different systems; it serves as an example of the method used here to obtain them, 

on how to output detailed information for any analogue system of a PDB entry. Due to the 

industrious increase in computer power, worldwide, I postulate that these kinds of structural 

analysis and even more sophisticated types, could in the near future, be automatically 

outputted for any well-defined PDB structure. Which would enable any novice researcher 

to get an overview of any biochemical structure readily, and not having to spend a PhD-

period developing the tools for it. Even more so this kind of structural overview comparison 

may assist researchers in obtaining better structures, before reporting them in structural 

databases. Interestingly, a similar analysis approach was taken for the pre-write published 

[145] ligand saturated “T”-shaped ectodomain, making the results to an extent comparable.  

The structural understanding of the IR-binding process is likely to improve in the coming 

years, it is plausible that the structural analysis in this work may facilitate a better 

understanding also of future structures. That understanding the initial engagement and 

molecular mechanism of insulin reaching the high affinity cross-link, is another important 

frontier in the study of this system. Here we postulate that it may be at least approximated 

in a real-time simulated “movie” and even with time-dependent intricate detail related to 

what’s been presented in this chapter, which could provide another important vantage-point. 

This endeavour may be achieved even in the next decade by a technique akin to MD or a 

QM/MM approach, in addition visualized with encompassing analysis depictions. For 

example, the structural analysis of 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓  as depicted here, could then serve as a 

comparison to the “paused” scene in the movie; actually depicting the high affinity cross-

linked binding, validating the common aspects. 
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Chapter 5 An Analysis and View of a DGR Model 

Ensemble 
                        

Restrained structures of insulin in solution as derived from NMR 

 

 

This chapter will investigate a structural analytical overview of a solvent model of insulin. 

That is to say of experimental restraints and relevant geometry inherent to the DGR models, 

obtained from the work of Q-x. Hua et al. [3, 62]. Their methodology yielded an ensemble 

evocative of dynamic variability, but which obviously underestimates conformational 

fluctuations. Their ensemble, however, may still contain inherent geometrical information 

that are tied to insulin’s function in solution; moreover indicative of being near 

representative of physiological conditions. The structural overview presented in this 

chapter will serve as a comparison for the next chapter; where it is endeavoured to sample 

the more far-reaching conformational space for insulin in solvent, as can be obtained with 

unrestrained molecular dynamics. 

 

5.1 Restated method of the DGR model ensemble of KP-insulin 
 

Here we rewrite the method of how the DGR model (or structure) ensemble was obtained 

by Q-x. Hua et al. [3]. This ensemble is located in PDB entry 2KJJ; having assuredly 

confirmed with the authors affiliates that the referred article [3] are connected to this entry; 

albeit it had not been updated in the protein data bank. Their distance-geometry/simulated 

annealing calculations, were performed using DG-II [270]; restrained molecular dynamics 

were calculated using X-PLOR [271, 272]. Nuclear overhauser effect related and dihedral 

angle restraints, were used for the restrained molecular modelling, as described [273]. The 

restraints (with lower and upper bounds) in total being 881 (average 17.3 per residue): 

which included 803 H distance restraints (RHHs); and 31 hydrogen bond restraints (RHBs); 

and 47 dihedral angular restraints (RDAs).  The modelled structural ensemble were 40 

models whereof 20 of them with the lowest energy were reported. Hydrogen bonds are 

stated to have been inferred from patterns of amide-proton protection in D2O [274], for 
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conditions in which insulin is reported to be monomeric and stably folded [275]. A NMR 

analysis of amide-proton exchange in D2O  were used as probe of insulin stability and 

dynamics. NMR spectra were obtained in a variety of conditions. The representative NMR 

experimental conditions reported for these 20 structures are: temperature 298 K, pH 7.4, 

protein concentration 0.5 mM , ionic strength 0.1 , ambient pressure, solvent 90% H2O , 

10% D2O. Their DGR protocol enforced all the restraints simultaneously; therefore it may 

be an underestimation of conformational fluctuations, and also stated to not directly provide 

dynamic information [3]. When referring to this ensemble of 20 DGR structures, we use 

the following nomenclature, 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑, meaning native KP-insulin (kpi), system E, simulation 

method DGR. 

 

5.2 Analysis and View for 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 

 

Here it is shown some geometrical calculations of this structure ensemble.  

 

5.2.1 Flexibility in overall geometry for ensemble 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 

 

The traced CA atoms of backbone of this ensemble are shown in Figure 5.1.  

 

 

Figure 5.1: The traced CA-atoms of the ensemble reported in 

PDB entry 2KJJ. That is 20 structures, reported for conditions 

298 K, 0.1 mM salt concentration, pH 7.4. 

  

  

 

 

What is evident however, is that this solution structure resembles a T-state protomer similar 

to M12, likewise stated by Q-x. Hua et al. [3]. Which implies, that having the NT and CT 

BC strand closer to the core, is the most entropically and energetically favourable 

conformation of insulin in solution. 

Some other geometrical properties of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 is summarized in Figure 5.2 (directly related to 

its values of Table 6.1). Evident is that the SASA and RGYR has relatively low variation, 

obviously expected due to the restrained nature of this ensemble. The RMSD and Average 

RMSF moreover shows that there is higher difference in the BC than for the AC.  
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Although 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉 reveals that the SC atoms has a higher fluctuation in this ensemble, in 

particular for the more solvent exposed residues (c.f. the difference in SC atoms of e.g. 

GSC
B20   and RSC

B22 ); whereas 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉  shows that the MC atoms has a more constrained 

nature.  In addition, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉 and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉, do reveal slight variability at especially the 

terminal segments of the AC and BC. Hence indeed, this ensemble appears at least 

evocative of dynamic variability [3]. In addition, a mean insulin structure was obtained as 

explained in §3.3.1.3, this was the 7’th structure of the 20 reported; albeit they reported the 

1’st structure to be most representative; nevertheless, these two structures are among the 

most similar. 

 

 Amide proton exchange 

 

The complementary studies of amide-proton exchange (APE), revealed a contrasting view 

of the conformational dynamics of insulin. Since the amide proton (HN) of a peptide-bond 

unit is reactive and able to exchange with either a proton ( 𝐻1 ) or a deuterated one ( 𝐻2 ). 

The rate of exchange can be used to infer the amount of protection of the peptide bond, 

which depends on the local structural fluctuations leading to HB breakage and exposure to 

solvent. Their APE analysis is described in [3], hence not repeated here, however there is a 

few observations that appears coarsely inferable from their analysis. Due to the largely lack 

of protection from solvent of the NT B1-11, CT B20-30, NT A1-8 there seems to be a higher 

fluctuation of these regions enabling their exposure to solvent (and hence exchanges 

protons more readily i.e. are less protected). On the contrary, the 𝛼-helical regions A15-19 

and B12-B19 appears less fluctuating and overall more protected from solvent. These 

observations are to an extent confirmed by the MD results of the next chapter. 
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Figure 5.2: Flexibility properties of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 . (a) SASA. (b) RGYR. (c) RMSD. Reference as MS (7’th 

model), showing the deviation from this structure. (d) Average RMSF, i.e. residue-wise 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉 

and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉, respectively given for AC and BC. 
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5.2.2 A statistical comparison of intra-monomer calculated HBs and RHBs 
 

Even though 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 were inherently restrained to RHBs (in addition to RHHs and RDAs); 

here undertaking calculations of HBs as outlined in §3.3.2.5 and of RHBs in §3.3.3.1. Here 

some of the most prevalent HBs of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 are shown in Figure 5.3. The calculated HBs for 

all percentages of structures and angle ranges (see §5.2.5 for each HB sorted in matrices),  

are sorted here in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 showing also overlap to RHBs and HBs of M12. 

Furthermore, the calculated atom distances of RHBs (separated in  bounds in Table 6.4), 

have the atom-wise accumulated UB violations depicted in Figure 5.4 (violations shown in 

Table S5.3). Here it is seen that 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑  match RHBs well; only three HBs with small 

violation of UB; with the 9 below LB are only less than 0.24 Å of 1.8 Å. We can see that 

as the RHBs only include distance bounds, they are not all captured by the calculated HBs 

of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑; albeit the “D&DH to A” bounds are generous which can otherwise restrain the 

angle (𝜑). However, we see that by increasing the angle (𝜑) for the calculations, the RHBs 

are covered to an increasing extent (c.f. Table 5.1). For a higher angle (𝜑 < 90°) all 20 

structures cover most of RHBs, except three: (“A10 I(HN) → A5 Q(O)”; “A14 Y(HN) → 

A12 S(O)”; “A11 C(HN) → B4 Q(O)”); which are not within 3.5 Å and this angle range. 

Furthermore, for the calculated HBs of M12; there is some overlap to RHBs (Table 5.2); 

almost all except 5 in AC are covered for higher angle (𝜑 < 90°; for which M1 have 97 

and M2 89 HBs). In addition, there are also correspondence of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 to M12 (c.f. Table 

5.1); nonetheless its evident each structure being distinct; which can be expected due to 

different environments (M12 HBs being e.g. facilitated by water in the crystal). 

Furthermore, Hua et al. [3] classified that the majority of HBs observed in crystal structures, 

as only transiently maintained in solution, including key inter-chain contacts. Where an 

earlier solvent study by Q. Hua et al. [276], suggested that intra-chain HBs are stabilizing 

upon self-assembly, in particular “B6 L(NH) → A6 C(O)” and “A11 C(NH) → B4 E(O)”; 

i.e. that dimerization damps the fluctuations compared to an isolated monomer. Hence, at 

least a part of the solution HBs, even if they break and reform transiently, should be the 

same to the crystal structure; indeed this is affirmed by the results here. The RHBs as 

derived from insulin at low pH and D2O with 20% deuterated acetic acid, may influence 

the overall structure and hence also the HBs to some extent; this seems plausible when 

structures reported in PDB 2HIU [62] (albeit an older seemingly less refined model) 

obtained under that condition, differs markedly in structure to that of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑.
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Figure 5.3: Calculated medium angle HBs for 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹. The 28 HBs existing between SC and/or MC 

for more than 75% of the 20 models, for medium angle range (𝜑 < 60°). Bold numbers indicate 

percentage of the HBs present in the 20 structures in ensemble. The CYS disulphide bonds of A6-

A11, A20-B19, A7-B7 are omitted for clarity. These same HBs in model dependent graphs are 

depicted in Figure S5.28 with alike colour representation. Moreover the 65 HBs present for more 

than 5% (i.e. at least 1 out of 20 model structures) are each plotted in Figure S5.29. 

 

Table 5.1: Calculated HBs of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 compared to RHBs and HBs of M12 (Table 4.1). Where 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊

𝑫𝑮𝑹 

and M1, M2 are respectively calculated with criteria: “𝑟𝐴𝐷 < 3.5 Å” & “𝜑 < 30°, 60°, 90°”. Note 

that 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 compares its HB occupancy at indicated percentage (the -||- symbol designates the same 

respective range as the indices of 2nd column), showing the overlap to RHB, M12 (of presence above 

0%). In the table the nr of HBs are sorted in “nr in AC_nr in BC_nr between AC&BC” (same format 

for respective nr of overlap to the other sets of HBs). For example, at medium angle “ 𝜑 < 60°”, 

there are sorted HBs 13_11_4(sum 28) present in more than or equal to 15 out of 20 structures in 

𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 (i.e. 75% or more), having overlap of “10_8_4” with RHB (i.e. 22 of 31) and “12_9_4” of 

M1 (i.e. 25 of 43), and “11_8_4” with M2 (i.e. 23 of 40). In contrast, each structure in 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 has 

other amount of total HBs (c.f. MS at model 7 for each angle range), where the average statistical 

number at each angle range are: 〈𝑥〉(𝑆𝐷𝑥𝑖); 9.40(1.2), 34.8(2.1), 89.9(3.9).  

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 Nr HB’s (A_B_AB) Nr HBs = RHB Nr HBs = M1 Nr HBs = M2 

∑𝐻𝐵  

>= 5% 

>= 5% >= 25% -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- 

>= 50% >= 75% -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- 

MS = 100 % -||- -||- -||- 

𝜑 < 30° 
-||- 7_9_8 4_6_0 4_6_4 3_4_0 4_6_4 3_4_0 5_5_4 4_3_0 

24 4_5_0 2_4_0 3_3_0 2_2_0 3_4_0 2_3_0 4_3_0 2_2_0 

MS 3_5_0 2_3_0 2_4_0 3_3_0 

𝜑 < 60° 

-||- 30_22_13 18_17_4 13_9_4 12_9_4 16_11_4 15_11_4 13_10_4 13_10_4 

65 16_13_4 13_11_4 11_9_4 10_8_4 13_11_4 12_9_4 13_10_4 11_8_4 

MS 17_14_4 12_9_4 14_10_4 13_9_4 

𝜑 < 90° 
-||- 74_58_18 46_49_5 13_11_4 13_11_4 40_35_5 36_35_4 37_32_5 36_32_4 

150 38_42_4 33_41_4 13_11_4 13_11_4 32_32_4 29_32_4 32_30_4 29_30_4 

MS 39_45_4 13_11_4 34_34_4 34_31_4 
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Table 5.2: Calculated low angle HBs for 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 and RHBs The HBs of the 20 structures are shown 

with percentage, that of the MS with an asterisk (*). The 31 RHBs of PDB 2KJJ are indicated, 

whose numbers in or between respective chains can be sorted as 15_11_5 (AC_BC_AC&BC). The 

RHBs in common with both monomers in M12 shaded with grey, respectively calculated with 

increasing angle (𝜑 < 30°,60°,90°) 4_7_5 (shown explicitly here), 9_10_5, 10_11_5, with a few 

more matches in AC with individual comparison of M1, M2 (c.f. Table 4.1 and Table S4.2).  

Donor (H) Acceptor (A) %, RHB  B12 V(HN) B8 G(O) *100 

A5 Q(HN) A1 G O 5 B12 V(HN) B9 S(O) RHB 
A7 C(HN) A3 V (O) RHB B13 E(HN) B9 S(O) *10, RHB 

A8 T(HN) A4 E(O) RHB B14 A(HN) B10 H(O) RHB 

A9 S(HN) A4 E(O)  RHB B15 L(HN) B11 L(O) *100, RHB 

A10 I(HN) A5 Q(O) RHB B16 Y(HN) B12 V(O) 50, RHB 

A10 I(HN) A9 S(OG) RHB B17 L(HN) B13 E(O) RHB 

A12 S(HN) A15 Q(OE1) 60, RHB B18 V(HN) B14 A(O) 10, RHB 

A14 Y(HN) A12 S(OG) RHB B19 C(HN) B15 L(O) *100, RHB 

A14 Y(HN) A12 S(O) RHB B20 G(HN) B16 Y(O) RHB 

A15 Q(HN) A12 S(OG) *70 B23 G(HN) B19 C(O) 5 

A15 Q(HN) A12 S(O) 10, RHB B23 G(HN) B20 G(O) 45, RHB 

A16 L(HN) A12 S(O) RHB A11 C(HN)  B4 Q(O) RHB 

A17 E(HN) A13 L(O) RHB A21 N(HN) B22 R(O) 10 

A17 E(HN) A14 Y(O) RHB A21 N(HN) B23 G(O) 10, RHB 

A18 N(HN) A15 Q(O) RHB A21 N(HD2#) B24 F(O) 5 

A19 Y(HH) A1 G (N) 5 B4 Q(HN) A11 C(O)  20, RHB 

A19 Y(HN) A16 L(O) *90, RHB B6 L(HN) A6 C(O) 10, RHB 

A20 C(HN) A17 E(O) *100, RHB B25 F(HN) A19 Y(O) 20, RHB 

B8 G (HN) B10 H(NE2) *95 B27 T(HG1) A1 G(N) 5 

B11 L(HN) B8 G(O) RHB    

Figure 5.4: Visualized RHB violation for 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹. The 31 RHB distances depicted as dotted lines 

(only shown between the D and A atoms). Note that each RHB have a restraint to both donor and 

donor hydrogen (i.e. 62 RHBs given). Showing transparent traced CA atoms with AC black and BC 

brown. Showing only residues that has any RHB violation, in ordinary atom-colouring, to easier 

see identity. The bigger coloured atoms indicated with colour bar, depicts which atoms has 

accumulated RHB violation. The RHB assigned atoms with no violation are blue and transparent, 

i.e. the very most of RHBs bounds are satisfied by 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹. The depiction shown on model 20.

 

Accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 [Å] 

B9 S(O) 0.07 
B12 V(HN) 0.07 

A11 C(N) 0.04 

B4 Q(O) 0.04 

A14 Y(O) 0.02 

A17 E(HN) 0.02 
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5.2.3 Calculated NOEs of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 and RHH bounds comparison 

 

This section undertakes NOE calculations and experimental comparison as outlined in 

§3.3.3 (in particular in §3.3.3.1 and §3.3.3.2). 

 

5.2.3.1 Number of NOEs 
 

When calculating NOEs for larger molecules of say 129 amino-acids, an 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−3〉−1 3⁄  

averaging may be employed [220]. For a smaller molecule as the insulin monomer, though 

not apparently stated by Hua et al. [3], it were assumed that 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  averaging is more 

suitable for comparison [216, 220, 259]. With this latter measure the number of calculated 

NOEs for the 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 ensembles are 5458 (c.f. Table 6.5); which is a much larger number 

than the 793 included experimental restraints (803 with restraints having GLY HA#). Which 

is known from NMR experiments, that the total number of NOEs derived, may be a 

considerably smaller number, than would be expected from the large possible number of 

hydrogen pairs that may be within 5.5 Å; causes of which can be NMR spectral overlap and 

incomplete assignment etc [260, 277-279]. There are 381 hydrogens in the insulin monomer, 

obviously not all possible pairs can be within reach of 5.5 Å, since the insulin monomer is 

a sterically constrained protein. Nevertheless, if each hydrogen would be compared to every 

other, there would be 72390 pairs in comparison; which would then be 7.54% of all pairs 

in 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 showing a NOE (with 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗

−6〉−1 6⁄ ); and only 1.1% of the experimental NOEs.   

 

5.2.3.2 Matrices overlap of calculated NOEs and RHHs 
 

These (abovementioned) calculated NOEs from 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 and RHHs are distributed in matrices 

and overlapped in Figure 5.5. Here it is apparent the wider distribution of hydrogen pairs 

involved in NOE prediction for 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑, having overlap with almost all residue pairs found 

in RHHs. Three experimental NOEs stand out as not counted for 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 (〈𝑟𝑖𝑗

−6〉−1 6⁄ > 5.5 Å), 

however still satisfying congruence (since those RHH UBs are higher than 5.5 Å), with 

small violation: i.e. “A11 C(HN) - B5 H(HB#)” (Vij  of 0.08 Å) and “B5 H(HN) - B3 

N(HA&HB#)” (no violations). This congruent overlapping with 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑  is not surprising, 

since this structure ensemble were restrained to the RHHs (along with RHB and RDA). 

However, the overlapping does again imply a T-state like structure indeed being a prevalent 

motif in solution (made clearer in §6.2.3.3).
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Figure 5.5: Matrices overlap between calculated NOEs of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 and RHHs . (a) Some 793 experimentally derived NOEs (RHHs) from PDB entry 2KJJ. (b) 

The overlap between the RHHs and calculated NOEs of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹.  (c) The 5458 calculated NOEs of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊

𝑫𝑮𝑹. The colour-bar numbering has the counts of NOEs for 

any matrix-index. Matrices is obtained as explained in §3.3.3.2. The overlapped comparison of matrices is done by setting first all indices that have any NOE 

to 1, respectively for each matrix, then overlapping, separating colours and plotting with matplotlib [280]. Hence the overlap does not mean that all specific 

hydrogen pair NOEs agree between residue pairs. Note that here residues are numbered in N to C terminal direction as AC (1 to 21) continuing to BC (22 to 

51).
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5.2.3.3 Calculated NOEs separated in the RHH bounds  

 

As elaborated in §3.3.3.1, the calculated NOEs from the insulin structures of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑, were 

separated in respective RHH bound region (shown in Table 6.6). Where it is apparent that 

the RHHs are between residues closeby in this T-state ensemble 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 ; since even the 

majority of the calculated NOEs (86.76%), are within the limits of the LB and UB.  

Here the RHHs have an UB varying between 2.70-9.00 Å; for which there are 13.11% of 

the calculated NOEs that have a violation (see Table S5.3); however the very most are less 

than 1 Å (i.e. 12.86%).  

Moreover, the average violation of the UBs is 0.0412 Å, with the accumulated violations 

for individual hydrogens (from different RHHs) are shown in Figure 5.6. Clear then is that 

the highest violations occur with hydrogens of residues in the BC, e.g.: “B12 V(HG#1)”, 

“B15 L(HD#1)”, “B24 F(HE1&HD1)”; these mentioned residues have many other violations 

of RHHs in between themselves, but also to their nearby residues.  

Nonetheless, the RHH bounds seem to be fulfilled to a high degree. Because most violations 

are less than 1 Å, it may just be that the 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 are slightly distorted, due to being restrained 

also to the RHB and RDA bounds.  
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Figure 5.6: Visualized RHH violations for ensemble 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 . (a) Hydrogens of 0 Å and accumulated violation less than 1 Å (7 largest of 92 shown in table at 

right). (b) Hydrogens of accumulated violation more than 1 Å (shown in table at right). The whole residues are shown with smaller atoms in ordinary atom-

colouring, if at least one hydrogen has a violation (in respective range in (a) and (b)). Bigger hydrogens with colour-bar depicts which has accumulated 

violation (the hydrogens of RHH having no violation, i.e. 0 Å, are in transparent blue). For example, the atom in red “B12 V(HG21)” at value 3.42 Å is 

apparent. Note that a violation is added to both hydrogens of a restraint. Transparent BB with AC black, BC brown (curvature at CA atoms). Shown on model 

20.

 
                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                 

Accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 [Å] 

B12 V(HG21) 3.42 
B15 L(HD11) 3.3 

B24 F(HD1) 3.1 
B15 L(HD21) 2.8 

B24 F(HE1) 2.7 
B12 V(HG11) 2.6 

B14 A(HB1) 2.6 
B19 C(HN) 1.9 

B10 H(HD2) 1.8 

B12 V(HA) 1.6 
B3 N(HB1) 1.5 

A10 I(HD1) 1.3 
B11 L(HD11) 1.3 

B13 E(HA) 1.2 

A7 C(HB1) 1.2 
B13 E(HN) 1.2 

B6 L(HD21) 1.1 
A12 S(HN) 1.1 

B26 Y(HE1) 1.0 

A19 Y(HE1) 1.0 
B11 L(HD21) 0.99 

B24 F(HB1) 0.9 
A3 V(HG11) 0.9 

B1 F(HB1) 0.9 
A7 C(HN) 0.8 

B2 V(HG21) 0.8 

B27 T(HG21) 0.8 

⋮ ⋮ 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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5.2.4 Calculated DAs and RDA bounds comparison 
 

The variation in DAs of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑, is in a way reminiscent of the varying position of SC and 

MC atoms, in the residues among its insulin units,  (c.f. Figure S5.27 and Figure 5.2d). 

Here the DAs of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 are compared to the respective 47 RDAs (as described in §3.3.3.3), 

see Figure 5.7, whereof it is seen that the DAs of respective insulin structures are mostly 

WBs. Note also that the bounds are within ±40° of a specific DA in all RDAs, which may 

not be physically reasonable for some of the 𝜒 DAs of solvent exposed residues, e.g. “A10 

I(𝜒2)”. For all deviations of LB or UB are merely a few degrees e.g.: “A10 I(𝜒2)” of UB 

100 °  has values 101.60°   to 103.57° ; and “B11 L(𝜒1 )”  of LB −100° , has values 

−101.66°   to −104.04° ; possibly indicating these as not physically reasonable RDAs. 

Again, asserting the restrained nature of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑, also to the RDAs. Nevertheless many of the 

RDAs that are maintained here, are found also with congruence for M12 (c.f. §4.1.2.3), 

implying that a similar structure is maintained in solution.  
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Figure 5.7:  Dihedral angles and comparison of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 to RDA bounds. Showing the DAs of MS, the ones in circled black hexagons are inside RDA bounds. 

Lower graph depicts the fraction, “f”, of structures the respective RDA bound are fulfilled for this ensemble of 20 structures; sum of all, “∑𝑓”, being 41.30 

(47 if fraction would be 1 of all RDA bounds).
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5.2.5 Conformational analytical overview of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑  

 

The structure of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 are shown with chain-numbering (Figure 5.8), and with distances 

between residue-moieties (Figure 5.9). The HBs presented here are the same as in §5.2.2, 

however here represented in HB matrices for various percentage of trajectories and three 

divisions of the angles: 𝜑 < 30°, in Figure S6.31ab; 𝜑 < 60°, in Figure 5.10 and Figure 

S6.31cd; 𝜑 < 90°, in Figure 5.11 and Figure S6.31ef. Analogous structural information are 

given for the other insulin structure models of M12 (§4.1.2.4), 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓 (§4.2.2) and 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦 

(§6.2.5), providing a comparison. 

 

(B4 Q): Here 〈𝑟(𝑀𝐶,𝑀𝐶)
𝐴11,𝐵4 〉 is 4.27 Å (between 4.0-4.5 Å). Reflecting partly the HB “QHN

B4 →

CO
A11” are indeed seen for higher angles (𝜑 < 60 & 90°) present for at least 75% of models; 

however classified as without protection in APE. The other MC HB “CHN
A11 → QO

B4; 〈𝑟𝐴𝐷〉 =

3.65 ; 〈𝜑〉 =  20°” is there however outside of distance criteria (nevertheless this HB was 

classified as transient due to low protection in APE).  

 

(B25 F): Here, 〈𝑟(𝑀𝐶,𝑀𝐶)
𝐴19,𝐵25〉, being 6.2 Å (between 6.0-6.5 Å); however the HB “FHN

B25 → YO
A19”, 

is indicative as a strong HB, present for higher angle (𝜑 < 60 & 90°), more than 75% of models; 

anomalously no protection in APE, plausibly due to much vicinity to solvent and a transient 

breakage. In the ensemble FSC
B25 are very subtly moving about the same position, seen pointing 

outwards (alike for M2). 
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Figure 5.8: Structure and numbering for mean structure of ensemble 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 . (a) Front, (b) back, (front rotated sideways 180°). Hydrogens omitted for clarity. 

The AC and BC being transparent, and the BB are chalky and in ordinary atom colouring (SC have chain-colour in edgy-glassy look). Chain-numbering right 

of the CA-atoms. 
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Figure 5.9: Average residue-moiety distances within 10 Å for ensemble 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 . (a) Upper left is SC to SC geometric centre distances. Lower right is CA to CA-

atom distances. (b) Upper left is SC to MC geometric centre distances. Lower right is MC to MC geometric centre distances.  Distances divided in 0.5 steps, 

c.f. most of the CA-atom distances of adjacent residues are between 3.5-4.0 Å. Chains residues re-numbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual 

residue name and number. Graphs has zoomable vector graphics. grid-lines for AC (1-21) in red and BC (22-51) blue. Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs 

and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51. Diagonal as reference 0 Å (black), above 10 Å in white. 
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Figure 5.10: Hydrogen Bonds matrices between residues of ensemble 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹. The HBs calculated with: “|𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, & 𝜑 < 60°” and presence larger (a) 5% 

of models, 65 HBs (b) 25% of models, 39 HBs. The HBs are sorted as SC to MC and SC to SC HBs in upper left, and MC to MC HBs in lower right, diagonal 

any HBs. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 

1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Graph has zoomable vector graphics. grid-lines for AC (1-21) in red, and BC (22-51) blue. 

Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51.  
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Figure 5.11: Hydrogen Bonds matrices between residues of ensemble 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹. The HBs calculated with: “|𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, & 𝜑 < 90°” and presence larger (a) 5% 

of models, 150 HBs (b) 25% of models, 100 HBs. The HBs are sorted as SC to MC and SC to SC HBs in upper left, and MC to MC HBs in lower right, diagonal 

any HBs. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 

1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Graph has zoomable vector graphics. grid-lines for AC (1-21) in red, and BC (22-51) blue. 

Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51.  

   
(a) (b) 
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5.3 Concluding statement  
 

This short chapter served as a brief analysis of a model of the solvated insulin monomer. 

For obtaining geometrical properties as calculated from this DGR model structure ensemble, 

moreover for comparison to its restraints. Not surprisingly 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 is an ensemble that largely 

fulfils the restraints used to derive it. As it appears, to a lesser extent, the conformational 

uncertainty of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑  (as seen in geometry and the restraints), are evocative of realistic 

dynamics of the solvated monomer; hence 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑  appears to be an average or “molten” 

structure ensemble. Partly explained by the restraints being enforced simultaneously in the 

DGR protocol, and as implicated by Q. Hua et al., the resulting structure ensemble 

underestimates conformational fluctuations. Moreover, the higher number of calculated 

HBs, NOEs, and DAs of the structure ensemble as compared to the respective restraints, 

may suggest a higher degree of conformational motion. Nevertheless, this structure 

ensemble cannot fully depict the realistic flexibility of the monomer; however the residues 

B1-5 and B25-30 appears to be indicative of relatively higher flexibility, in addition to 

certain residue SCs throughout the monomer. The calculated HBs (at 𝜑 < 30°) of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑, 

I’d deem not as representative as average HBs in real monomer dynamics;  however a fair 

congruence was found with experimentally derived HBs, for higher angles ( 𝜑 < 60° ), 

which may imply a higher flexibility in real dynamics. The original authors performed 

complementary amide-proton exchange studies to infer some of the dynamics, and may be 

consulted with also if inferring results [3]. 

The restraints reported in PDB entry 2HIU has some weird numbers and may have used an 

older XPLOR version, hence the restraints of this PDB entry were not used in comparison. 

However the more recently obtained PDB entry 2KJJ, appears more reliable and are used 

also in restraint comparison of the MD simulations in the next chapter;  wherein the DGR 

solution model of this chapter, are the basis for initial structures used in MD simulations of 

analogous conditions; to infer if this  model  can be improved upon and provide more 

dynamical information. 
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Chapter 6 An Analysis and View of MD trajectories 
 

Sampling conformational space of insulin in solution by Molecular 

Dynamics  

 

 

In this chapter we perform multiple MD simulations, using a DGR structure from the 

previous chapter as initial conformation. Endeavouring to explore the conformational space 

available to insulin in solvent. Comparing the geometrical properties in between the DGR 

and MD insulin structure ensembles and their respective congruence with experimental 

restraints. Conjointly, testing the influence of different temperature and starting 

conformations, having otherwise the same parameters. Each simulation goes its own path 

and shows distinct behaviour; however yielding similar observable averages. Out of these 

many MD ensembles, inferring the ones which makes the most representative models for 

the solvated insulin monomer. In addition, noteworthy is the one out of nine replicas 

occurring unanticipated sampling of another state than a T-state monomer; notwithstanding 

perhaps a possible conformation of insulin in solution.  

 

6.1 Methods for MD trajectories 
 

Method of simulation of §3.2.1 was applied for the MD simulations here. The rationale for 

our choice of protonation state, of each of the ionizable amino-acids for this pH of 7.4, are 

described at end of §3.1.3. Enabling a close to an analogous comparison with the DGR 

structure ensemble (𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 ), that have experimental conditions representative for them 

(§5.1); accordingly chosen to perform these MD simulations, resulting in MD ensembles 

denoted as 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃, with close to corresponding conditions at: 300 K, pH 7.4, 10 Na and 8 Cl. 

For increasing and stabilizing the conformational sampling, the temperature was elevated 

to physiological (310 K), denoted as 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃 ; in addition to the testing of another set of 

coordinates, denoted as 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃. Initial structures for MD protocol for ensembles 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃, 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃 

are seen in Figure 3.1a and of 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃 in Figure 3.1b, where there were three replicas (m, n, o) 

for each respective trajectory considered. 
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6.2 Analysis and view for 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃, 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃 , 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃 

 

This section compares the analysis of these 9 MD trajectories; however especially that of 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 are depicted here. There is a danger of grossly misinterpreting MD simulations if not 

carefully and methodologically considering the results; which has also been stated by 

developers and users of computational chemistry simulation software [49, 211]; one reason 

why the scrutinizing approach is taken in this section. 

 

6.2.1 Overall geometry and fluctuations of MD replicas  
 

6.2.1.1 Superimposition consequence on occupancy and other analysis 
 

This section is to give the reader a feeling of the resulting 0-1499, 1 ns time-step, 

trajectories (or 1500 analysis boxes used in analysis), from each replica of the MD 

simulations. Moreover, why the superimposed region B11-17 were used for all subsequent 

analysis. With each time-frame containing a box of: the insulin molecule of 786 covalently 

bonded atoms; 10 sodium atoms and 8 chloride ions; and an ample amount of ~4986 water 

molecules (see Figure 6.1). The polar and charged solvent may too some extent affect the 

dynamics of insulin; of course the occupancy in any volume of space (excepting the protein 

region), is expected to be much greater for water. By the method outlined in §3.3.2.3, the 

fractional occupancy was calculated of: the protein (all-atom, BB, CA-atoms respectively); 

and solutes, i.e. water, sodium and chloride. Note though for the protein centred in the box, 

for all time-frames, that the most occupied area for any of atom-selections are dependent 

on the atoms of superimposition. That is to say, the superimposed atoms will be the least 

mobile area of the atoms in the box (c.f. Figure S6.35), with rest of molecules in analysis-

box moving about (with protein centred in box for all time-frames). The superimposed 

region chosen here to be the CA-atoms of B11-17, which is relatively stable within, also in 

relation to the AC 𝛼Hs and turns B6-8 and B20-24. With this choice of superimposition, 

for the all-atom protein (Figure 6.2), it is indeed understood that the monomer samples a 

large space, especially seen for the BC NT/CT strands; apparent is that the most occupied 

areas are those closest to the monomer core. A similar profile is found for the analogous 

calculation of backbone and CA-atoms of protein (not shown); however respectively 

somewhat less sampled in space, since including less atoms. 

The chloride and sodium fractional occupancy (Figure S6.32, Figure S6.33) covers almost 

all of space when considering the lowest isovalue. However, will be much less sampled in 
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distinct volumes of space, fading away to zero at less than 1% fractional occupancy. Albeit, 

it is interesting to note that there is a larger occupancy of 𝑁𝑎+ close to A14-21 and B20-24, 

not appearing to be due to the choice of superimposed region. The negatively charged 

glutamate groups GluA17, GluB13, GluB21, and carboxy group of AsnA21, may at least partly 

explain the higher occupancy of 𝑁𝑎+ around these residues. Albeit only vaguely observed, 

is minuscule amounts larger fractional occupancy of 𝐶𝑙−, found closer to positively charged 

residues.  

The water occupancy (Figure S6.34), however was noted to shrink as more time were 

included. This is obviously due to the water outside the radius of the box sidelength will 

have less occupancy (the cubic water box rotating in space around the fixed CA-atoms of 

B11-17). Nevertheless, it can be seen for water the highest fractional occupancies (or most 

occupied regions) are above 40-50%, slowly diminishing, and at 50-78% it slowly goes to 

zero around B11-17 (not notably due to its charged residues). Furthermore, the same 

conclusion of fractional occupancies was found for the ensembles 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧𝐨,  𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃, and 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃, 

though all stochastically unique. The most conformationally different ensemble are 

included for  𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 (Figure S6.50). 

 

Figure 6.1: Simulation box of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . Solutes 

shown in surface representation, water (H white; 

Oxygen red) and 𝑁𝑎+ (blue), 𝐶𝑙− (green-yellow), 

for snapshot (or time-frame) 508 ns. The box has 

a sidelength (blue lines) of 53.87 Å, whereof a 

sphere with radius of half sidelength (26.935 Å), 

are drawn in transparent grey, centred at 

geometric-centre of all atoms of protein 

coordinates, at time-frame 508 ns. Box is rotating 

around the protein fixed in space about CA-atoms 

B11-B17. The simulation was calculated with 

periodic boundary conditions, but the resulting 

trajectory will be snapshots of 1500 boxes of 

atoms, rotating around the superimposed-region 

fixed protein. Hence the sphere represents always 

occupied space in the calculation of e.g. 

fractional occupancy as the 1500 different atom 

boxes are loaded in VMD. 
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Figure 6.2: Protein amino-

acids, all-atom, fractional 

occupancy for 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . At 

respective isovalue at top-right 

(multiply by 100 to get % of 

trajectory). Most occupied 

regions respectively when 

considering varying isovalues 

(a) 1/1500 (0.0667%) (In 

transparent grey is an 

imaginary sphere of radii 

26.935 Å (analysis box half 

sidelength) centring at “protein 

geometric centre” of MS time-

frame). (b) (a) from right side 

(rotated 90°). (c) 15/1500  (1%), 

(d) 150/1500 (10%), (e) 

750/1500  (50%), (f) 1500/1500 

(100%). The figure meaning is 

that a large space are occupied 

by protein atoms, considering 

all time-frames; most 

occupation are closer to 

monomer since closer to the 

fixed in space superimposed 

protein atoms. 

 

 

6.2.1.2 Flexibility of the CA-atoms 
 

The flexible regions of the ensemble 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 are shown in Figure 6.3; mostly the NT & CT 

B-chain is shown to have the relatively highest fluctuation. Visible is that the deviation of 

the overlap of B11-17 is small, hence this region was chosen as reference (of course another 

region of superimposition would yield another picture of flexible regions). Indeed it does 

seem on average that the MSs will be close to a T-state structure as obtained by MD (by the 

measure in §3.3.2.1).  Also notwithstanding, it is seen in Figure 6.4 (c.f. Figure S6.44, 

Figure S6.47), that the MSs are more or less similar to that of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 . The stochastic 

fluctuations of the MD ensembles are explaining these variations to some extent; in a way 

reflecting the congruence structurally and experimentally (explained following sections).  
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Figure 6.3: Flexible CA-atom regions of ensemble 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎. The MS has AC yellow, BC green, in 

addition are 20 snapshots (i.e. every 74’th ns from 19 ns to 1499ns) with B1-5 coloured turquoise 

(including CT MC bond between residues B5-6), and B25-30 coloured magenta (including CT MC 

bond between residues B24-25). Superimposed region is B11-17. (a) Front. (b) Bottom (rotated 90° 
upwards). 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Traced CA-atoms of MSs of simulated ensembles 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫.  Superimposed MS of these MD 

ensembles to that of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹(7’th structure in PDB 2KJJ). Shown with respective ensemble averaged 

positions of 𝐶𝛼  atoms, displayed are the 𝐶𝛼  atoms with those averaged r(x,y,z) coordinates, 

coloured brown for 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫 and coloured purple for 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊

𝑫𝑮𝑹. That of (a) replica “m” at 508 ns. (b) 

replica “n” at 949 ns. (c) replica “o” at 1071 ns.
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6.2.1.3 Sampling fluctuations in structure 

 

In Table 6.1 are the average and standard deviation for many trajectories of properties: 

SASA, RGYR, RMSD and RMSF (see §3.3.1.1-3.3.1.4). Following are the corresponding 

properties shown for the whole trajectory of 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 in Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 

respectively. In addition one may compare with same properties of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑  in Figure 5.2, 

noting that it is obvious that the values, 〈RMSD〉 and 〈RMSF〈AA〉〉, are many times larger 

than that of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 (c.f. also RMSF〈SC〉 and RMSF〈MC〉 as a function of residues in plots). In 

addition, noting that the overlap between SASA and the number of water molecules within 

5 Å are showing that on average around 470 water molecules are close to insulin; noting 

also larger peaks when the A1-10, A11-21, B1-5 and B25-B30 show large RMSDs. 

Furthermore, as revealed by the RMSD and average RMSF, it is even more evident that the 

MD trajectory is highly stochastic and fluctuating. Noteworthy is that A1-10 are overall 

more flexible than A11-21; in addition, there are relatively larger fluctuations of the B-

chain NT & CT residues, which occasionally more or less depart from the monomer core. 

Furthermore, it is revealed the fluctuation of the SCs (c.f. 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉), especially the solvent-

exposed ones; in addition to that the MCs of some residues are highly fluctuating (c.f. 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉).  

Nevertheless, smaller variation is found for the average RMSF between replicas of 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃 

(c.f. Figure S6.36); where there are less uniformity between replicas of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃 (Figure S6.46) 

and 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃 (Figure S6.49). Even though 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃 are understandably more similar in nature to 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃, it appears that 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐧𝐨 have slightly higher fluctuations and 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 somewhat lower. 

Apparently 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧𝐨  are more similar to 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃 ; indeed it appears that the change of initial 

structures, does alter the ensembles structural trajectory to a greater extent. In contrast, there 

is anomalous fluctuation seen for 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 , observed also from the RMSD (Figure S6.48); 

from resembling a T-state undergoing a transition at ~60-120ns,  wherefrom staying close 

to its mean structure (Figure S6.47a). Though it does occur, more or less durable, large 

deviations of B1-5 in the other 8 ensembles considered here; no event where LSC
B6 departs 

from its hydrophobic cavity for an extended period of time as in 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦.  
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Table 6.1: Statistically calculated geometrical properties of insulin structure ensembles. For 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫 

and 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫 the RMSD reference structure is the MS of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊

𝑫𝑮𝑹; however for 𝑷𝒊
𝑴𝑫 it is the MS of DGR 

models in PDB 2HIU (albeit approximately same values as with MS of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹). Calculations are 

including all atoms of AC and/or BC as indicated.

 〈𝑆𝐴𝑆𝐴〉 (𝑆𝐷𝑥𝑖)  

   AC & BC 

〈𝑅𝐺𝑌𝑅〉 (𝑆𝐷𝑥𝑖) 

 AC & BC 

〈𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷〉 (𝑆𝐷𝑥𝑖)   

AC        |        BC 

〈𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝐴𝐴〉〉 (𝑆𝐷𝑥𝑖)   

AC       |       BC 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 3747 (64.2) 9.98 (0.05) 1.18 (0.31) 1.56 (0.48) 0.68 (0.39) 0.76 (0.85) 

 

 

      
𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 3986 (179.1) 10.51 (0.29) 3.53 (0.93) 5.09 (1.47) 2.41 (0.62) 2.88 (2.88) 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 4007 (190.3) 10.53 (0.36) 3.61 (0.67) 5.28 (1.60) 2.30 (0.70) 2.87 (2.89) 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 3965 (174.1) 10.46 (0.28) 3.60 (0.77) 6.50 (1.67) 2.13 (0.57) 3.06 (3.22) 

       
𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 3921 (128.0) 10.37 (0.20) 3.22 (0.46) 4.40 (0.99) 1.94 (0.55) 2.31 (2.13) 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 3998 (183.0) 10.50 (0.31) 3.70 (0.89) 5.40 (1.62) 2.37 (0.70) 3.16 (3.20) 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 4123 (161.8) 10.60 (0.29) 4.19 (0.74) 6.34 (1.65) 2.33 (0.68) 3.12 (3.04) 

       
𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 4219 (206.8) 10.99 (0.43) 6.43 (1.09) 11.4 (1.67) 3.30 (0.71) 3.29 (3.24) 

𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 3940 (139.4) 10.45 (0.19) 3.48 (0.58) 5.33 (0.74) 2.11 (0.53) 2.16 (1.83) 

𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 3923 (167.1) 10.39 (0.28) 3.45 (0.56) 4.76 (1.34) 2.12 (0.52) 2.78 (2.28) 

 

 

Figure 6.5: SASA and RGYR of the insulin structure ensemble of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . Calculated for whole 

protein (AC & BC). (a) SASA, note the congruence with water near the protein at any time. (b) 

RGYR.
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Figure 6.6: The RMSD of specific segments of the ensemble 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 , for all atoms in residues. 

Superimposed region of trajectory are CA-atoms of B11-B17. Reference structure are MS of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫. 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Average RMSF for insulin structures in ensemble 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎  for all atoms of indicated 

selection for each residue (i.e. residue-wise 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉 , 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉 ). Superimposed atoms of 

trajectory are CA-atoms of B11-B17.
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6.2.2 A statistical comparison of intra-monomer calculated hydrogen bonds 
 

An important query is what set of HBs may be the most probable of the insulin monomer 

in solution. Here the calculated lower angle HBs are shown for insulin from the 9 MD 

trajectory ensembles in Table 6.2; in particular the more probable ones are depicted for 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 in Figure 6.8. Moreover the individual HBs are statistically counted and compared, 

for the three angle ranges (sorted in matrices in §6.2.5), to other sets of derived individual 

HBs in Table 6.3. Here obviously there is a vast amount of HBs that are sampled by MD 

(e.g. 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦), even if the very most of them are relatively shortlived and intermittent.  

The structures sampled at each nanosecond in a MD trajectory are momentous and as such 

the HBs are transient, with the HB trajectory percentage indicating their probability at any 

time (e.g. for MS of 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 at 508 ns it are 24 individual HBs present). 

Plausibly the larger number of sampled HBs covers the majority within immediate 

conformational space (in comparison to 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑  and M12 which are constrained). 

Nevertheless, it is here seen that there are some correspondence to the other sets of derived 

HBs, sampled to a varying extent. Significantly less HBs are available in the limited 

conformational space of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 (c.f. Table 5.1); also interesting is that for MD trajectories, 

the average number of lower angle HBs at any time is about twice (20.2 for 𝜑 < 30°); 

however similar values for the higher angle ranges.  

By moreover counting the HB presence in all sets of MD ensembles of Table 6.2 (c.f. Table 

S6.4), some variation is apparent. Even though there is a great similarity among many of 

the HBs of all the different MD replicas, there is apparently a greater difference due to the 

variation in starting structures, rather than the change in temperature. In addition, as 

expected, the higher temperature of 10 Kelvin gives an overall higher amount of sampled 

HBs. Notwithstanding, 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃 and 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃, gives overall an agreeing picture of the prevalent 

HBs, albeit their RMSF profile looks slightly different (c.f. Figure 6.7, Figure S6.46). 

Similar but lesser congruence is found for 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧𝐨, with some notably different HBs being 

sampled. Larger deviation is of course for 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 having an irregular conformational change 

of the NT B-chain; with a greater number of HBs due to sampling a larger part of 

conformational space. Furthermore, there are some larger number of HBs in agreement for 

the MD replica ensembles, also when just comparing individual MSs, though some 

variation in agreement to RHB and M12 (c.f. Table S6.4).  
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 .  

Figure 6.8: Hydrogen bonds for ensemble 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎.The 28 HBs existing between SC or MC for more 

than 25% of times 9-1499 ns, for a lower angle range (𝜑 < 30°). Note that e.g. “B22 R(HE)→A21 

N(OT#)” has presence 50/43 assigning both wildcard atoms (OT1/2), whose average are given in 

Table 6.2. The HBs in purple “between MC atoms” are represented by whole arrows and “SC to 

SC” or “MC to SC” by dotted arrows (donor start and acceptor end). These HBs are shown on an 

akin structure representation in Figure S6.38. These same HBs in time-dependent graphs are 

included in Figure S6.39, in addition to the other HBs present for more than 5%. 
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Table 6.2: Intra-monomer HBs for 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫, 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊

𝑴𝑫, 𝑷𝒊
𝑴𝑫above 5% presence for low angle (𝜑 < 30°). 

Note for wildcards (#) the average of all possible interactions is given, as such the average 

probability is given here; note however that the HBs with a “#” respectively combine to a larger 

presence during a trajectory. With the huge amount of HBs below 5% omitted for clarity, even if 

present in any other MD replica. The HBs in common to RHB and M12 are shaded with grey, 

respectively calculated with increasing angle: (𝜑 < 30°,60°,90°) 4_7_5, 9_10_5, 10_11_5; (shown 

here for 𝜑 < 30°, same ones shown in grey in Table 5.2). These same (atom-specific) HBs in time-

dependent graphs are included in Figure S6.39 for 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫. 

Donor (H) Acceptor 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐧 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐨 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐧 𝐏 𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 

A1 G(H#) A4 E (OE#) 12 *11 *11 11 *12 *12 13 11 *11 

A4 E(HN) A4 E(OE#) 11 10 *9 9 12 11 13 *10 10 

A5 Q(HN) A1 G(O) *68 *61 *71 71 *74 *71 64 *70 66 

A6 C(HN) A2 I(O) *79 *67 *84 *81 *82 *76 *77 *81 *73 

A6 C(HN) A3 I(O)         5 

A7 C(HN) A3 V(O) 35 37 *33 31 *39 *65 *70 *29 56 

A8 T(HN) A3 V(O)         8 

A8 T(HG1) A4 E(O) *64 *63 *61 *63 *66 *56 *64 *69 56 

A8 T(HN) A4 E(O) *27 *31 26 28 *35 *30 37 21 27 

A8 T(HN) A5 Q(O) 5 6 8 8 7 7 9 9  

A9 S(HG1) A5 Q(O) *23 18 31 *31 19 13 15 *33 6 

A9 S(HN) A5 Q(O) 26 23 25 15 29 *40 43 16 16 

A10 I(HN) A7 C(O)       7   

A11 C(HN) A6 C(O)       8   

A12 S(HG1) A15 Q(OE1)  *10  *9  6  8  

A12 S(HN) A15 Q(OE1) *16 20 19 *23 12 13  22  

A15 Q(HN) A12 S(OG) 35 30 *33 *33 *36 28 42 31 35 

A15 Q(HE22) A15 Q(O)    6 6     

A15 Q(HE22) A19 Y(OH)  7  5 6     

A16 L(HN) A12 S(O) *67 *61 *61 *65 *70 *52 *62 *63 *60 

A17 E(HN) A13 L(O) *67 *75 72 *79 *72 *67 *84 83 *76 

A18 N(HN) A14 Y(O) 30 40 *45 *39 *38 *46 *73 *67 *51 

A18 N(HN) A15 Q(O) 8     5    

A18 N(HD2#) A15 Q(OE1) 5    5  9 *6 *11 

A19 Y(HN) A15 Q(O) 8 11 10 11 12 10 *40 30 *14 

A19 Y(HN) A16 L(O) 28 22 *24 24 21 *22 5 6 19 

A20 C(HN) A16 L(O)  7 8 6 6 7 34 21 10 

A20 C(HN) A17 E(O) 31 23 *22 26 23 *21  *12 24 

A21 N(HN) A18 N(O)       19 *28  

A21 N(HD2#) A21 N(OT#)   6       

B1 F (H#) B4 Q (OE1)    5    5  

B2 V(HN) B10 H(ND1)      14    

B4 Q(HE2#) B2 V(O) 10 *13 9 *10 9 6 8 5  

B4 Q(HE2#) B5 H(O) 5   8    7  

B5 H(HE2) B26 Y(OH)       *12   

B6 L(HN) B10 H(ND1)      5    

B7 C (HN) B5 H(ND1)       6   

B10 H(HN) B7 C(O) 10 6 7 9 12   5  

B11 L(HN) B7 C(O) 23 34 26 24 29 *40  27 *42 

B11 L(HN) B8 G(O) 7   6    6  

B12 V(HN) B8 G(O) *36 *48 39 *34 *39 60 *66 *34 *67 

B13 E(HN) B9 S(O) *79 *83 *83 *82 *76 82 72 *84 *79 

B14 A(HN) B10 H(O) *61 68 *66 *66 66 71 59 *61 *66 
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Table 6.3 continued. 

 

B15 L(HN) B11 L(O) *87 *85 *89 *86 *87 *86 61 *77 *85 

B16 Y(HN) B12 V(O) *81 *80 *80 *80 *82 *79 *76 *82 *82 

B17 L(HN) B13 E(O) *62 *58 61 *62 *66 61 34 44 *62 

B18 V(HN) B14 A(O) *78 81 *76 *82 *83 *84 *69 *85 *82 

B19 C(HN) B15 L(O) *90 *93 *92 92 *94 *93 *73 *81 *89 

B20 G(HN) B16 L(O) *22 22 *28 20 24 22   20 

B20 G(HN) B17 L(O)    *   17 17 5 

B22 R(HN) B19 C(O) *50 *53 51 51 55 50   *42 

B22 R(NE) B19 C(O)         6 

B22 R(HE) B20 G(O)       51 11  

B22 R(HH21) B20 G(O)       13   

B23 G(HN) B19 C(O)    *  6    

B26 Y(HN) B16 Y(OH)       59 69 11 

B26 Y(HN) B24 F(O)   *7       

B29 L(HN) B27 T(OG1)         5 

B30 T(HG1) B27 T(O)       9   

B30 T(HG1) B30 T(OT#)   7 6 * 5    

A3 V(HN) B26 Y(OH)   8       

A11 C(HN) B3 N(O)         38 

A11 C(HN) B4 Q(O) 7 *39 8 24 10 8  10 20 

A19 Y(HH) B25 F(O)  12 10 21 16 *33   *14 

A19 Y(HH) B26 F(O)         6 

A21 N(HD22) B22 (O)   5       

A21 N(HN) B23 G(O) *87 *89 87 *90 *91 *90   *67 

A21 N(HD21) B25 F(O)  9        

B3 N(HN) A11 C(O)         17 

B4 Q(HN) A11 C(O)  9  8      

B5 H(HD1) A7 C(O) 9   11      

B5 H(HN) A9 S(O)         *39 

B5 H(HD1) A9 S(O) 8   10      

B6 L(HN) A6 C(O) *58 62 54 *79 *41 10  *71 61 

B8 G(HN) A7 C(SG)      9    

B22 R(HH#2) A17 E(OE#)       15 *26 5 

B22(HH11) A20 C(O)       14   

B22 R(HH11) A21 N(OD1)       27   

B22 R(HE) A21 N(OT#) *47 *45 *46 *47 *48 47 5  *33 

B22 R(HH21) A21 N(OT#) *43 *42 *44 *44 *44 *44 5  31 

B25 F(HN) A19 Y(O) *60 53 23 *49 *50 26   37 

B26 Y(HH) A4 E(OE#)       12   

B26 Y(HH) A19 Y(OH)        5  

B29 L(HN) A4 E(OE#)       6   

B30 T(HN) A4 E(OE#)     8     

B30 T(OG1) A4 E(OE#)     7     
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Table 6.3: Calculated and compared intra-monomer HBs of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 to those in other systems. The HBs of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊

𝑴𝑫𝒎, 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 (in Table 5.2) and M12 

(Table 4.1) are respectively calculated with criteria: “𝑟𝐴𝐷 < 3.5 Å ” & “𝜑 < 30° , 60° , 90° ”. Note that 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎  compares its HB occupancy at 

indicated percentage (the -||- symbol designates the same respective range as the indices of 2nd column), showing the overlap to all other HBs, in 

respective angle range, of sets RHB, 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹, M12. That is to say, 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊

𝑴𝑫𝒎 compares its HB presence at each indicated percentage to all other sets 

whose HBs are of presence above 0%. The total nr of HBs are as sorted in “nr in AC_nr in BC_nr between AC&BC”, same format for respective 

nr of overlap to the other sets of HBs. For example, at low angle “ 𝜑 < 30°”, there are sorted HBs “12_9_7(sum 28)” present in 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 (i.e. in 

25% or more of interval 9-1499 ns), having overlap of “6_7_3” with RHB (i.e. 16 of 31 HBs), “4_6_3” with 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 (i.e. 13 of 150 HBs), “4_9_3” 

with M1 (i.e. 16 of 25) and “7_8_4” with M2 (i.e. 19 of 26). In contrast, each structure in 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 (i.e. in each ns of interval 9-1499 ns), has a lower 

total amount of HBs (c.f. MS at time-frame 508 ns for each angle range), where the average statistical number, at each angle range are: 〈𝑥〉(𝑆𝐷𝑥𝑖); 

20.2(2.9), 35.9(3.4), 88.8(5.3). 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 Nr HB’s (A_B_AB) Nr HBs = RHB Nr HBs = 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐃𝐆𝐑 Nr HBs = to M1 Nr HBs = to M2 

∑𝐻𝐵  

> 0% 

>= 5% >= 25% -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- 

>= 50% >= 75% -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- 

MS = 100 % -||- -||- -||- -||- 

𝜑 < 30° 
-||- 26_15_10 12_9_7 8_9_4 6_7_3 5_6_3 4_6_3 7_9_5 4_9_3 10_8_5 7_8_4 

358 5_8_4 1_5_1 2_7_3 0_5_1 1_5_3 0_5_1 2_8_3 1_5_1 3_8_4 1_5_1 

MS 9_10_5 4_8_3 2_6_3 3_9_3 5_8_3 

𝜑 < 60° 
-||- 41_30_19 19_13_7 12_11_5 8_9_3 20_15_4 12_10_3 15_13_7 10_12_4 17_12_6 12_11_4 

514 11_11_7 7_9_4 6_9_3 5_8_2 9_9_3 7_8_2 7_11_4 6_9_2 8_11_4 6_9_2 

MS 13_14_6 6_8_3 9_9_3 7_11_3 8_10_3 

𝜑 < 90° 
-||- 83_96_24 50_45_9 12_11_5 10_10_3 43_47_4 35_35_3 36_39_8 31_34_5 42_35_6 35_32_4 

746 39_33_7 27_26_4 9_10_3 7_9_2 32_31_3 25_25_2 28_32_4 22_26_2 31_31_4 23_26_2 

MS 42_40_8 8_8_3 25_28_3 22_27_3 27_25_3 
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6.2.2.1 RHB bounds comparison 

 

As in above section inferred, a vast number of HBs were sampled by MD, moreover part-

coverage of the RHBs were found (Table 6.3). Here the distances were separated in the 

bounds of the respective RHBs (calculated as in §3.3.3.1) and shown in Table 6.4. As an 

example the atoms and their accumulated violations being depicted in Figure 6.9 for replica 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 (individual violations shown in Table S6.5); from whence it is obvious the lesser 

congruence of RHBs (as compared to 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 c.f. Figure 5.4). Overall the best fit is found for 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦,𝐧

 and 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦.  

Nevertheless, seen for all MD replicas, are null or minor violations of most of the RHBs in 

the BC 𝛼-helix, also for adjacent RHBs e.g. “B6 L(N&HN) → A6 C(O)” (a larger violation 

for 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨  and 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦 ). Hence the MD simulations strengthens a notion, that the BC 𝛼 -

helical region are indeed relatively stable, i.e. in a solution as it is in a crystal (M12).  

Mostly minor violations are found at the 𝛼 -helix of the CT A-chain, largest for “A12 

N(HN)→A15 N(OE1)”. Some other violations are in segment A4-A12, in addition between 

“B4 Q(N&HN) → A11 C(O)” and “A11 C(NH) → B4 Q(O)” (minor in 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑). The latter 

observation may partly be understood from the more fluctuating N-terminal AC and BC, 

c.f. Figure 6.7 (assumed constrained in 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 of Figure 5.2d).  

However, some intra-chain RHBs are sampled well, which have minor or null violation for 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃, 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃; i.e. “A21 N(HN)->B23 G(O)” (larger for 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃) and “B25 N(HN) → A19 Y(O)” 

(larger for 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨, 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃). In addition, a large violation of “B23 G(HN) → B20 G(O)” (c.f. 

Figure 6.9), which is explained by the peptide bond of B22-B23 flipping away, breaking 

this HB over most of the time. Moreover, for the MD replicas a large amount of HBs are 

accessible (c.f. Table 6.3, Table 6.2), transiently breaking and reforming. Hence indicating 

a range of possible HB distributions, depending on which parts of the energy 

conformational landscape being sampled by MD; influenced especially by varying starting 

structure. 
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Table 6.4: Calculated D & DH to A distances separated in RHB bounds , given in percentage and 

number. The 31 RHBs (62 with D & DH to A distance bounds) are from PDB 2KJJ. Format given 

at the top, where the lines are for separation in bounds. For example, of 
𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 there are 3 violations (0-1 Å) between atoms i.e. 4.84% of the 62 restraints, that have an 

average violation of 0.0020 Å.

Ense-

mble 

NOE bounds % (nr)  
〈𝑉𝑖𝑗〉 [Å] 

〈𝑟𝑖𝑗〉 < 𝐿𝐵 𝐿𝐵 < 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗〉 < 𝑈𝐵 𝑈𝐵 < 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗〉 

Amount of 𝑉𝑖𝑗 % (nr) 

0-1 Å 1-2 Å 2-3 Å > 3 Å 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 14.52% (9) 80.65% (50) 4.84% (3) 0.0020 

4.84% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 

 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 0.00% (0) 58.06% (36) 41.94% (26) 0.5077 

22.58% (14) 8.06% (5) 8.06% (5) 3.23% (2) 

 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 0.00% (0) 54.84% (34) 45.16% (28) 0.4189 

27.42% (17) 12.90% (8) 3.23% (2) 1.61% (1) 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 0.00% (0) 53.23% (33) 46.77% (29) 0.5716 

24.19% (15) 11.29% (7) 6.45% (4) 4.84% (3) 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 0.00% (0) 56.45% (35) 43.55% (27) 0.4112 

27.42% (17) 9.68% (6) 4.84% (3) 1.61% (1) 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 0.00% (0) 53.23% (33) 46.77% (29) 0.5969 

27.42% (17) 4.84% (3) 9.68% (6) 4.84% (3) 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 0.00% (0) 53.23% (33) 46.77% (29) 0.7907 

24.19% (15) 4.84% (3) 9.68% (6) 8.06% (5) 

𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 0.00% (0) 40.32% (25) 59.68% (37) 2.0449 

30.65% (19) 6.45% (4) 3.23% (2) 19.35% (12) 

𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 0.00% (0) 48.39% (30) 51.61% (32) 0.8503 

25.81% (16) 8.06% (5) 11.29% (7) 6.45% (4) 

𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 0.00% (0) 53.23% (33) 46.77% (29) 0.5800 

24.19% (15) 12.90% (8) 4.84% (3) 4.84% (3) 
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Figure 6.9: Visualized RHB violations for 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . (a) Atoms (D, DH and A) of accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 of 0-1 Å (8 largest of 18 shown in table at right).  (b) Atoms 

(D, DH and A) of accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 above 1 Å (all shown in table at right). The bigger atoms with colour-bar depicts which has accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 (the atoms of 

RHB having no violation, i.e. 0 Å, are in transparent blue). The whole residues are shown with smaller atoms in ordinary atom-colouring, if at least one atom 

has a violation (in respective range of 0-1 Å or above 1 Å). Note that an acceptor atom can have large accumulated violations due to two restraints assigned 

to it, which is the case for “A11 C(O)” of bond “B4 Q(N&HN)->A11 C(O)” having the largest value of 6.14 Å. Lines between restrained atoms not shown. 

Showing transparent traced CA atoms with AC black and BC brown (with curvature at CA-atoms).  Depictions shown on MS (i.e. at time-frame 508 ns).

 

                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                        

Accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 [Å] 

A11 C(O) 6.14 
B20 G(O) 5.4 
A15 Q(OE1) 5.0 

A5 Q(O) 4.4 
B4 Q(O) 3.8 

A4 E(O) 3.6 
A10 I (HN) 3.3 

B23 G(HN) 3.2 
B4 Q(HN) 3.2 

B4 Q(N) 2.9 

A12 S(N) 2.5 
A12 S(HN) 2.5 

B23 G(N) 2.2 
A11 C(N) 1.9 

A9 S(HN) 1.9 

A11 C(HN) 1.8 
A10 I(N) 1.8 

A9 S(N) 1.8 
A14 Y(HN) 1.0 

A12 S(OG) 0.9 

A12 S(O) 0.7 
A9 S(OG) 0.6 

A14 Y(N) 0.6 
A14 Y(O) 0.4 

A17 E(HN) 0.3 
B9 S(O) 0.1 

B12 V(HN) 0.1 

⋮ ⋮ 

 

(a) (b) 
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6.2.3 Calculated NOEs of MD replicas and RHH bounds comparison 
 

This section undertakes NOE calculations and experimental comparison as outlined in 

§3.3.3 (in particular in §3.3.3.1 and §3.3.3.2). 

 

6.2.3.1 Number of NOEs 
 

The number of calculated NOEs for the MD replicas and 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 are shown in Table 6.5, with 

different R averaging included for comparison. Obviously, by increasing the variable “𝑎” 

of Eq. 3.9, it increasingly takes a smaller fraction of the insulin structure ensembles, to 

fulfil, that a hydrogen pair distance to be averaged as less than 5.5 Å. The MD replicas 

increases more in NOEs compared to 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑, apparently due to the sampling of the more 

extensive conformational space. With the 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  averaging it were calculated from e.g. 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 6455 NOEs, i.e. 8.88% of all 72390 hydrogen-pairs of insulin; considering also the 

tethered dynamics of the protein. Hence the MD replicas, as for 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑, predict a much larger 

number of NOEs than those derived from experiment (as were noted in §5.2.3.1).  

 

Table 6.5: Number of calculated NOEs from MD replicas, for different R averaging (Equation 3.9, 

3.10). The experimental NOEs included from PDB 2KJJ being 793 (omitting glycine with 

unassigned HA# atoms out of the 803 reported). 

 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐨 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐧 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐨 

〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  5458 6455 6546 6471 6356 6579 6522 5843 6120 6759 

〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−3〉−1 3⁄  5125 4418 4312 4387 4551 4400 4276 4033 4575 4526 

〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−1〉−1 1⁄  4892 3642 3569 3620 3693 3545 3453 3469 3764 3583 

〈𝑟𝑖𝑗〉 4701 3104 3117 3136 3263 3095 3084 3004 3240 3071 

 

6.2.3.2 Matrices overlap of calculated NOEs and RHHs 
 

Here comparing the overlapping intra-monomer NOEs of 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 with those of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐃𝐆𝐑 and its 

restraints (RHH); shown in Figure 6.10. From the overlap matrix with RHH, it can be seen, 

that almost all residue-pairs have some overlap, excepting a few ones not counted as a 

calculated NOE (〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  > 5.5 Å), however having a fair congruence: “A11 C(HN) - B5 

H(HB#)” (Vij is 0.61 Å of UB 6.50) and “B5 H(HN) - B3 N(HA)” (〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  is 5.67 albeit 

WBs) and “A3 N(HN) - B27 T(HN)” (Vij is 0.17 Å of UB 5.50 Å). Overall evident is again 
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the plausibly over-restrained structure ensemble of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑, which has another distribution of 

calculated NOEs than what is sampled from 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 ; however the overlap is striking. 

Comparatively it may be seen the overlap with NOEs from 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 (in Figure S6.51), since 

this structure ensemble were shapeshifting from a T-state alike conformation after 60-120 

ns, and are indeed showing less congruence with the RHHs. Furthermore, that the other 

replicas have an insulin MS more alike a T-state conformation, are apparently related to a 

better congruence with the RHH.  
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Figure 6.10: Overlap of experimental RHHs, calculated NOEs of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 and 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊

𝑫𝑮𝑹. (a) The overlap of RHHs and calculated NOEs of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎. (b) Calculated 

NOEs of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 , the colour-bar numbering shows the counts of NOEs for any matrix-index. (c) Overlap between calculated NOEs of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊

𝑴𝑫𝒎  and 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 . 

Experimental RHHs are from PDB entry 2KJJ. Matrices is obtained as explained in §3.3.3.2. The overlapped comparison of matrices is done by setting first 

all indices that have any NOE to 1, respectively for each matrix, then overlapping, separating colours and plotting with matplotlib [280]. Hence the overlap 

does not mean that all specific hydrogen pair NOEs agree between residue pairs. Note that here residues are numbered in NT to CT direction as AC (1 to 21) 

continuing to BC (22 to 51).
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6.2.3.3 Calculated NOEs separated in RHH bounds  

 

As elaborated in §3.3.3.1, here it is separated into bounds the RHH congruent NOEs; 

calculated from the MD obtained insulin structure ensembles (see Table 6.6). Apparent is 

that most of the calculated NOEs are within the LB and UB (if below LB only slightly less); 

however a considerable fraction is above the UB, i.e. violations (Eq. 3.11). To illustrate for 

one replica (𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 ), a depiction are shown in Figure 6.11, displaying the accumulated 

violations of any hydrogen  (c.f. Table S6.5). Interestingly, smaller violations are spread out 

at hydrogens that are closer to the core and around the 𝛼-helices, moreover lesser at e.g. the 

C-terminal BC (B20-30). The largest violations mostly involve SC atoms, e.g. for “B10 

H(HD2)” arising mainly from assignments to “B9 S(HA)” and “B11 L(HD11&HD21)”, 

“B12 V(HG11&HG21)”. Some other larger violations are between “B13 E(HA&HG1)” and 

“B12 V(HG21)”, moreover between “A12 S(HN)” and “B3 N(HB1)”.  

Though there are common violations, the lesser number and accumulation of violations for 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 is understandable, being restrained to RHH (c.f. §5.2.3).  

Apparently as with the congruence with RHBs, here 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 and 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐧 show the second most 

violations of the UBs (having higher variability in amount but also common RHH 

violations); which in all likelihood implies that these are not the most representative, out of 

the nine considered MD replicas. However, for 6 of the replicas it shows a similar though 

varying distribution among the bounds, with the average violation (〈𝑉𝑖𝑗〉), being of similar 

magnitude.  

The worst agreement of the bounds is obviously for 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦, for which only about 70.37% 

are WBs and the violations are many and large (c.f. Figure S6.52); being understood by the 

sampling of additional conformational space. An apparently similar and analogous 

comparison of MD structure ensembles of non-native nature by Zagrovic et al. [220], also 

gave relatively similar congruence with bounds determined for respective native structures. 

That is in particular of a shapeshifting protein “Villin” (36 residues; 474 hydrogen restraints 

[281]; 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  averaging; 76.6% WB) and another high temperature denatured state of 

“Lysozyme” (129 residues; 1632 hydrogens [282]; 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−3〉−1 3⁄  averaging; 73.1% WB); 

presumedly a better agreement if compared to a MD ensemble of native structures. Hence, 

Zagrovics study illustrated that it may be relatively easy to match NOE bounds even with 

non-native MD structure ensembles [220, 283].  

Nevertheless, here the congruence of the averagely T-state structures (e.g. 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦), is still 
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remarkable, suggesting that the MD simulation methodology captures structures that fits 

the restraints quantitively well; however with the above noted uncertainty. 

 

Table 6.6: Calculated NOEs of structure ensembles divided in RHH bounds, given in percentage 

and number. The restraints are from PDB 2KJJ of 793 experimental NOEs. 

Ense-

mble 

NOE bounds % (nr)  
〈𝑉𝑖𝑗〉 [Å] 

〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄ < 𝐿𝐵 𝐿𝐵 < 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗

−6〉−1 6⁄ < 𝑈𝐵 𝑈𝐵 < 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗
−6〉−1 6⁄  

NOE nr Amount of 𝑉𝑖𝑗 % (nr) 

0-1 Å 1-2 Å 2-3 Å > 3 Å 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 0.13% (1) 86.76% (688) 13.11% (104) 0.0412 

5458 12.86% (102) 0.25% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 

 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 0.00% (0) 87.39% (693) 12.61% (100) 0.0663 

6455 10.97% (87) 0.88% (7) 0.50% (4) 0.25% (2) 

 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 0.00% (0) 87.01% (690) 12.99% (103) 0.0705 

6546 11.10% (88) 1.26% (10) 0.38% (3) 0.25% (2) 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 0.13% (1) 86.38% (685) 13.49% (107) 0.0716 

6471 11.48% (91) 1.13% (9) 0.63% (5) 0.25% (2) 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 0.00% (0) 84.87% (673) 15.13% (120) 0.0724 

6356 13.11% (104) 1.39% (11) 0.38% (3) 0.25% (2) 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 0.00% (0) 85.25% (676) 14.75% (117) 0.0783 

6579 12.61% (100) 1.39% (11) 0.5% (4) 0.25% (2) 

𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 0.13% (1) 83.10% (659) 16.77% (133) 0.1119 

6522 13.24% (105) 2.40% (19) 0.63% (5) 0.5% (4) 

𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 0.38% (3) 70.37% (558) 29.26% (232) 0.4029 

5843 15.89% (126) 5.55% (44) 3.53% (28) 4.29% (34) 

𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 0.38% (3) 80.45% (638) 19.17% (152) 0.1468 

6120 14.63% (116) 2.40% (19) 1.26% (10) 0.88% (7) 

𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 0.38% (3) 84.24% (668) 15.38% (122) 0.0820 

6759 13.62% (108) 0.88% (7) 0.63% (5) 0.25% (2) 
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Figure 6.11: Visualized RHH UB violations of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎. (a) Hydrogens of accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 of 0 or less than 1.0 Å.  (b) Hydrogens of accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 equal or 

above 1.0 Å (shown in table at right). The bigger hydrogens with colour-bar depicts which has accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 (the hydrogens of RHH having no violation, 

i.e. 0 Å, are in transparent blue). The whole residues are shown with smaller atoms in ordinary atom-colouring, if at least one hydrogen has a violation (in 

respective range in (a) and (b)). The atom in red “B10 H(HD2)” shows the largest accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 of 14.4 Å. Analogous MD simulations of 6 replicas with 

B5, B10 protonated show more or less same (also for “B10 H(HD2)” but varying violations and higher at “B5 H (HD2&HE1)”. Note that a violation (𝑉𝑖𝑗) is 

added to both hydrogens of a restraint. Transparent bb with AC black, BC brown (curvature at CA atoms). Depictions shown on MS (time-frame at 508 ns).

 

                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                        

Accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 

B10 H(HD2) 14.4 
B12 V(HG21) 8.7 
B11 L(HD11) 4.6 

A12 S(HN) 4.6 

B13 E(HA) 4.5 
B12 V(HG11) 3.9 

B3 N (HB1) 3.2 
B11 L(HD21) 2.6 

B18 V(HG11) 2.3 
A13 L(HB1) 2.0 

A16 L(HN) 1.9 

B16 Y(HN) 1.9 
B11 L(HN) 1.8 

A16 L(HA) 1.7 
B9 S(HA) 1.7 
A6 C(HN) 1.6 
A11 C(HB1) 1.5 
B13 E(HG1) 1.4 
B6 L(HB1) 1.4 
B14 A(HN) 1.4 
A7 C(HN) 1.3 
A16 L(HD21) 1.2 
B10 H(HA) 1.2 
A6 C(HB1) 1.2 
B6 L(HD21) 1.2 

A9 S(HB1) 1.0 
A7 C(HB1) 1.0 

A18 N(HN) 1.0 

 

(a) (b) 
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6.2.4 RDA bounds comparison 
 

The insulin structure ensembles from respective MD replica has unrestrained motion (apart 

from the physically geometric force-field); observed especially for the DAs in a way that 

reflects the more or less fervid motion of respective residue’s SC and MC atoms (c.f. Figure 

6.6 and Figure 6.7). The time-dependent DAs is a feature for depicting any structural 

change in a residue at any time of a MD trajectory; hence these are included for  

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦  in Figure S6.37.  

Furthermore, here it is compared how well the DAs compare to the respective 47 RDAs (as 

described in §3.3.3.3), see Figure 6.12. The better congruence for  𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 are obviously due 

to being restrained to the bounds of RDAs (c.f. §5.2.4), whereas for the MD replicas having 

distinct trajectories, are also seen to a fair extent satisfy the RDAs (see Table 6.7). 

Interestingly, the DAs outside of RDA bounds are predominantly of residues at the more 

flexible regions and those exposed to solvent. Here 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨  and 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦  shows the least 

fraction of DAs that are WBs of the RDAs. An example of an interesting DA to note is the 

“B24 F(𝜒1) ~60°”, being satisfied (for all except 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦,𝐧

); apparently pivotal for making 

the SC fit in the hydrophobic core. 

 

Table 6.7: Summed fraction of DAs within RDA bounds for DGR and MD insulin structure 

ensembles . The RDAs are those from PDB 2KJJ. The amount, “f”, is obtained by adding the 

fraction, “f”, of ensemble structures satisfying each respective RDA (c.f. Figure 5.7, Figure 6.12). 

 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐨 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐧 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐧 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐨 

∑𝑓 
41.30 36.71 35.40 35.56 36.98 35.56 32.84 32.07 35.74 34.89 
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Figure 6.12: Dihedral angles and comparison of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 to RDAs. Shown are the insulin mean structure DAs, the ones in circled black hexagons are WBs of 

RDA. Lower graph depicts the fraction of time, “f”, the respective restraint is fulfilled during the trajectory, sum of all, “∑𝑓”, being 36.71 (47 if “f” could be 

1 of all bounded DAs). 
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6.2.5 Conformational analytical overview and residue-profiles of 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 

 

Since the MD replicas are highly flexible and dynamic, having independent trajectories that 

are varyingly congruent (in a way reflected by their respective RMSFs and HBs). However, 

here is provided a structural overview of 1 out 9 replicas showing the most optimal 

congruence with other replicas and experimental restraints. Only a selection of the 51 

residues are included below; however the reader can infer some structure themselves, if 

wanting to figure out the specific structure for any particular residue. Much aspects of 

𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 are already presented in the previous sections; moreover, here the insulin structure 

are shown with chain-numbering (Figure 6.13), and with average and time-dependent 

distances between residue-moieties (Figure 6.14; Figure S6.41). The atom-specific HBs 

presented here are the same as in §6.2.2; however here sorted in HB matrices for various 

percentages of trajectory (9-1499 ns) and three divisions of angle-ranges: 𝜑 < 30° , in 

Figure S6.42 (counting atom-specific HBs whereas averages of wildcards are in Table 6.2); 

𝜑 < 60°, in Figure 6.15; 𝜑 < 90°, in Figure 6.16. Again the time-dependent and residue-

specific DAs and strongest lower-angle HBs are in Figure S6.37, Figure S6.39 respectively. 

Analogous depictions are given for the other insulin structure models of M12 (§4.1.2.4), 

𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓 (§4.2.2) and 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐃𝐆𝐑 (§5.2.5), providing a direct comparison. 

 

 (A1 G): Here this residue are stabilized by the low-angle HB “QHN
A5 → GO

A1; 68 % presence; 

𝝋 < 30° ”, moreover by a strong saltbridge “GH#
A1 → EOE#

A4  ; estimated ~70% accumulated 

presence; 𝝋 < 30°”, (interestingly these two interactions are seen in M12 albeit perturbed in 

𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓 and in contrast much less present in 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐃𝐆𝐑). One may note how relatively fluctuating 

distances are to EA4, QA5, NA21, TB30 etc (Figure S6.41). In particular, the distance to TB30 are 

highly fluctuating with an average distance being off the matrix depiction (c.f. 〈𝑟(𝐶𝐴,𝐶𝐴)
𝐴1,𝐵30〉 is 13.2 

Å i.e. beyond 10 Å in Figure 6.14). 

 

(A2 I): Here this residue have a low-angle HB “CHN
A6 → IO

A2; 79 % presence; 𝜑 < 30°” (same 

HB in M12 of Table 4.1). Whose SC is also seen to be flexible as noted in the RMSF (Figure 

6.7), being in the core there are some similar contacts as in M12 whose RMSF (Figure 4.1) is 

more constrained. In comparison, it is seen in the time-dependent distances to YA19, LB11, LB15, 

FB25, TB27 (Figure S6.41) and DAs (Figure S6.37), that there are quite some flexibility in the 

core. 
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 (A21 N): The CT carboxy group appears important in negative cooperativity. Interestingly 

there is a saltbridge “RHE&HH21
B22  → NOT#

A21”, seen for most of the other replicas (seen also in M12, 

and close but not within criteria in 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓, and minorly in 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐃𝐆𝐑); appearing to stabilize the 

orientation of the SC and MC (in an akin conformation as found in binding surfaces of M12 

and 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓, but more varying for structures in 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐃𝐆𝐑). Interestingly the MC HB “NHN
A21 → GO

B23” 

is most of time present (even in M12 and 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑), plausibly making nearby region more stable. 

 

(B4 Q): At the NT BC, a quite mobile residue, staying still somewhat close to core, here 

〈r(MC,MC)
A11,B4 〉 is 6.9 Å (between 6.5-7.0 Å); reflecting that the HBs “CHN

A11 → QO
B4; QHN

B4 → CO
A11” 

are indeed seen for higher angles (𝜑 < 60 & 90°) though only present for less than 10 %.  

 

(B6 L): The SC indeed functions as a hinge-point, overall showing a good fit into the hydro-

phobic pocket, with minor fluctuations in its position (Figure 6.7). Even an intermittent 

breakage of the low-angle HB “LHN
B6 → CO

A6; 58% presence; 𝜑 < 30°” (c.f. Figure S6.39), as 

in the other replicas deviating mostly for 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐨, 𝐏𝐢

𝐌𝐃𝐦 with 10%, 0.5% presence 

respectively (Table 6.2). This observation, may point to an amenability of forming an R-state 

(in allosteric hexamer forms), where the HB “LHN
B6 → CO

A6” are not formed, and may be partly 

explaining the improbable transition of B1-8 in 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦. 

 

(B22 R): Interestingly the SC does not have a saltbridge with ESC
B21 (c.f. 〈𝑟(𝑆𝐶,𝑆𝐶)

𝐵21,𝐵22〉 is 8.8 Å), 

due to these residue being in a loop with side-chains oriented away. Where the SC are rather 

towards the polar/charged residue-moieties of A17-21, in particular there is a saltbridged HB 

“RHH21&HE
B22  → EOT#

A21” (see stability in Figure S6.39). Appearing like longer range charged 

interactions with ESC
B17, albeit there are zero HBs present above 5% (Figure 6.16a), compare 

with some 9 unique HBs very minorly present (0.13-2.75%) between SC to SC and/or MC 

“RHH##
B22  → EOE#&O

A17 ; 𝜑 < 90” (Figure S6.43e).  

 

(B25 F): The RMSF (Figure 6.7) and time-dependent DAs (Figure S6.37) of this residue 

reveals a highly mobile residue. There is the anticipated MC HB “FHN
B25 → YO

A19; 60% 

presence; 𝜑 < 30”, albeit transient (Figure S6.39), it is a contributing hinge HB of the BC 

CT strand (c.f. 〈𝑟(𝑀𝐶,𝑀𝐶)
𝐴19,𝐵25〉 is 5.9 Å). During the trajectory, FSC

B25 are very mobile, however it is 

seen in the MS (Figure 6.13) to be pointing outwards, alike for 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 (Figure 5.8) and M12 

(Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 6.13: Structure and numbering for mean structure of ensemble 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎, i.e. the MS at time-frame 508 ns. (a) Front, (b) back, (front rotated sideways 

180°). The hydrogens are omitted for clarity, moreover the AC and BC being transparent, and the BB are chalky and in ordinary atom colouring, and SCs have 

chain-colour as “edgy-glassy”. The chain-wise residue-numbering is at right of each of the CA-atoms. 
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Figure 6.14: Average residue-moiety distances within 10 Å of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎  . (a) Upper left is SC to SC geometric centre distances. Lower right is CA to CA-atom 

distances. (b) Upper left is SC to MC geometric-centre distances. Lower right is MC to MC geometric-centre distances.  Distances divided in 0.5 steps, c.f. the 

CA-atom distances of adjacent residues are between 3.5-4.0 Å. Chains residues re-numbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name 

and number. Graph has zoomable vector graphics. grid-lines for AC (1-21) in gold-yellow and BC (22-51) lawn-green. Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs 

and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51. Diagonal as reference 0 Å (black), above 10 Å in white. 

   
(a) (b) 
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Figure 6.15: Sorted HBs in matrices between insulin residues of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 , calculated with “|𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å & 𝜑 < 60°”. (a) The 90 HBs present at least 5% of 

time (9-1499 ns). (b) The 39 HBs present at least 25% of time. The atom-specific HBs are sorted as “SC to MC”, “SC to SC” HBs in upper left; “MC to MC” 

HBs in lower right; diagonal any HBs within a residue. Chains residues re-numbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and 

number. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Graph has zoomable vector graphics. grid-

lines for AC (1-21) in gold-yellow, and BC (22-51) green. Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51.  

   
(a) (b) 
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Figure 6.16: Sorted HBs in matrices between insulin residues of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 , calculated with “|𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å & 𝜑 < 90°”. (a) The 203 HBs present at least 5% of 

time (9-1499 ns). (b) The 104 HBs present at least 25% of time. The atom-specific HBs are sorted as “SC to MC” and “SC to SC” HBs in upper left; “MC to 

MC” HBs in lower right; diagonal any HBs within a residue. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name 

and number. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Graph has zoomable vector graphics, 

grid-lines for AC (1-21) in gold-yellow, and BC (22-51) green. Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51.  

   
(a) (b) 
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6.3 Discussion & conclusion  
 

This chapter, building a solvated insulin model on top of that as obtained by Q. Hua et al. 

[3], whose experimental restraints and geometry were compared. The MD replicas indeed 

showed a much higher fluctuation and flexibility than 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑,  hence there was much more 

dynamical information obtained by MD. There is some uncertainty if these MD replicas, 

actually provide the most representative picture of the dynamics of insulin in solution (at 

conditions considered). The restrained DGR structure ensemble understandably matched 

its own restraints better; however the MD replicas being highly flexible in nature, showed 

a fair degree of correspondence to these restraints. Some uncertainties arise, if the RHBs 

(due to being derived for another solvent condition) is actually a good representation of 

HBs for a physiological solution condition. Moreover, the large amount of HB 

configurations sampled by MD (e.g. 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 ) and as calculated from 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐃𝐆𝐑  and M12, 

indicates a plasticity of this protein under various conditions.  

The RHHs indeed showed a fair degree of congruence, albeit especially the restraints 

including HHD2
B10  had many violations. However speculatively, there may be some ionization 

state variation or dynamics that are not captured by this MD method (if not a mistake in the 

RHH assignment). Considering especially that the SC of histidine may have some sort of 

proton exchanging dynamics near physiological pH. However, 6 MD replicas with HB5 and 

HB10 protonated did not change the HHD2
B10  violation anomality, significantly. Though HB10 

is involved in Zn2+-coordination in storage-hexamer and apparently in the IR high affinity 

cross-link in contact with charged ESC
B13  and RSC

539 , there may be some effect due to the 

charged solvent (seemingly deuterioacetic acid) used in obtaining the RHHs.  

Moreover that some RDAs, e.g. those of 𝜒-angles, are freely rotational in space, hence does 

not seem reasonable to have bounds on, albeit may represent probable configurations.  

The stochastic nature of the 9 different MD replicas, even if merely a few parameters 

between, revealed varying structural congruence with restraints. Starting from another set 

of three replicas, of markedly different initial starting structures, indeed had a larger effect, 

than merely changing temperature by 10 Kelvin. Hence this MD technique, apparently will 

sample another part of conformational space, if started in a markedly different energy-

landscape. Indeed, a very different conformation was sampled by 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦, which would have 

been missed if this simulation was run for less than 60 ns. Deviating MD replicas, showing 

abnormal conformations were also seen when I simulated other pH conditions, often 1 of 3 
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replicas (not shown in this thesis). This latter observation may have meaning for other less 

known proteins than insulin, to sample and study multiple replicas, in order to ascertain 

that a particular structural profile is reasonable. In addition, a MS from a simulation isn’t 

necessarily “the” representative physical structure: for example, the calculated HBs of the 

MS does only depict these in a transient structure and not their probability during a full 

trajectory. In addition, the MD replicas that have a large sampled conformational space, do 

display structural variances at any time, though for most times constrained to a smaller 

space. Notwithstanding, the MSs of at least six out of nine replicas, have indeed on average 

a resembling structure to that of 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 . Hence it is to an extent verified, that the most 

probable average motif of insulin in solution is of T-state character. The most representative 

replica of the nine considered here, appears to be 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦, albeit at least five others of near 

similar profile; this is in regards to having most experimental and structural congruence 

with the restraints, also with other experimentally derived HBs.  

Moreover, ascertained by the HBs of MD replicas (also for M12) and RHB is the stability 

of the HBs in the BC 𝛼H. With known importance of the solvent exposed residues of the 

BC 𝛼-helix (c.f. §2.5.3), i.e. in regard to being emphasized as a central recognition element 

in binding to the IR; in addition involving residues that binds to both site 1* & 2 [185, 195]. 

Hence it is conceivable that the stability of this central BC 𝛼-helix, are vital for the insulin 

monomers ability to dock with the receptor. Moreover, the MD replicas points to a much 

higher possible flexibility of insulin dynamics, and also an ability of structural movements 

and transitions. The latter observation may have more meaning than so far known, in 

relation to the process of reaching the high affinity bound state. 

 The importance of verifying MD simulation results, before publishing them as accurate 

findings, has at times been carelessly overlooked in the field of computational chemistry. 

The number of replicas included in the analysis may seem redundant; however, the intention 

of the chapter is also to show differences in results due to small variations in parameters. 

Here it was observed that no MD ensemble are exactly the same, an important point was 

noted: that the intricate results can differ substantially if markedly different starting 

structures. Nevertheless, the combined analysis still gave reasonable statistical profiles of 

the most probable movements and behaviour. A full structural overview was only provided 

for one of the replicas, hence this were chosen as a model of solvated insulin under 

physiological conditions. 
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Chapter 7 Summary & Epilogue 
 

 

Similar wording from phone 

conversation, in year 2013, by 

novice PhD student prospect in 

Sweden and future supervisor in 

Melbourne. 

 

To visualize and depict the complex biochemical molecules of life by the use of 

computational physics, is indeed an area that shows great promise in the decades to come; 

that so far only a glimpse has been realised of the capacity available to discover [284]. As 

of today, the simulation and experiment capability, allows to obtain models of rather 

stochastic nature. Future potential of visualization may provide a more determinant picture. 

The molecular dynamics model of the solvated insulin monomer is of stochastic character; 

however replicated many times for the particular conditions; here also dependent upon 

another solution model, inferred from NMR data of its dynamics and structure. The main 

aim of this thesis has been to provide a structural overview, of various models of the insulin 

monomer in different environments, to serve as a chart for understanding of its structure 

and dynamics. 

 

7.1 Summary of thesis 
 

This thesis has focused on models of the insulin monomer, the key in IR activation and a 

building-block in oligomeric storage forms. It was developed a conjecture of the insulin 

activation pathway in a novel framework. Moreover, models of insulin simulated by MD  

in explicit solvent were developed, analysed and compared to other experimental 

observables and their derived models. A similar analytical representation of the various 

models was developed, in order to chart structure and readily able make comparisons. 

Hence the analysis method of chapter 3 and the results chapters 4 to 6 (with supplementary) 

are intimately mathematically congruent, wherefore only example residue-profiles are provided. 

That is for allowing the reader to infer structure and dynamics themselves, one reason why the 

extensive figures of vector graphics are included in the supplementary.  

 

 

Henry: “I think that one day any matter can be 
simulated realistically … ”  
 
Brian: “Absolutely!” 
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 Chapter summaries  

 

 
➢ Chapter 1: Thesis introduction and prologue were the beginning chapter.  

 
➢ Chapter 2: Here was provided a brief review of the insulin biology and where the solution 

monomer fits. Further reviewing plausible residues involved in its binding mechanism. 

Here introducing the structure of a T-state hexamer, since it is close in structure to a solvated 

monomer. In addition, reviewing IR activation, even though it remains somewhat enigmatic 

a lot of puzzle-pieces has been collected, the information was taken from a subset of 

literature, whereof some information which are rather cryptic. Notwithstanding, a 

conjectured model for the initial apo-IR binding zero, one, two (or 4) insulins were pieced 

together from various knowledge of its structural and functional biology. Nevertheless, this 

picture will likely be further verified how accurate it is, i.e. in the coming years as the full 

insulin IR binding process is unravelled and visualized. 

 

➢ Chapter 3: Here was written a methodology for performing an MD simulation and analysis 

of insulin and proteins in general. Some biophysics and an MD simulation procedure were 

described for simulating a solvated protein. Methodology for relevant analysis of MD 

simulations (or any structure ensemble) were developed and explained. The methods 

applied are not exclusive to insulin, and can be applied to any protein of interest, as such 

it can serve as a guideline for other MD practitioners.  

 

➢ Chapter 4: Here it was calculated some geometrical properties of published atomic 

structures, with highly varying atomic resolution. The analytical overview representation 

of e.g. HBs and distance matrices revealed structure in an innovative way for the M12 

asymmetric units from a highly resolved T-state hexamer crystal. The structure of M12 is 

an interesting comparison to other insulin structures, in this chapter to the lower resolution 

approximative structure of the high affinity bound insulin (𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓), which apparently 

rationalizes at least some structural biology expectations. The highly varying resolution 

of the so far published atomic-structural IR-fragments, also of 𝐂𝐅(𝐀,𝐁)
𝟔𝐇𝐍𝟓, partly suggests 

that this picture can be improved upon. That one of the next important milestones is to 

confirm the observation by providing an alike highly detailed analytical overview of 

insulin reaching the high affinity cross-link to the apo-receptor, by means of e.g. 

simulation and analysis.  
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➢ Chapter 5: Here it was calculated and depicted an analytical overview of a DGR solution 

model that were obtained by Q. Hua et al., comparing this insulin structure ensemble to its 

own restraints. Giving the conclusion that it contains rational geometry, but scarcely 

reflects any realistic biophysical fluctuations, not surprisingly appearing as a restrained 

average. Hence the analogous depiction of this insulin structure ensemble to that obtained 

by MD in chapter 6, enabled a straightforward overview and provided a basis for 

comparison. 

 

➢ Chapter 6: Here it was obtained multiple MD trajectories starting from varying 

coordinates and temperature. Culminating in an analytical overview of its structure that are 

readily comparable to the other insulin structural models (as presented in the other result 

chapters). Obviously, there are a wide range of conformational plasticity of the systems 

compared. However also a great deal of common structural elements, e.g. the HBs of BC 

𝛼 -helices, and various HBs stabilizing the monomer. Hence this study has revealed 

plausible HBs, relative degree of fluctuation etc, important for insulin’s structure, 

moreover its function. Hydrogen bonds are inarguably one of the most fundamental 

geometrical property of biochemical structures. Nevertheless, as congruent the dynamic 

model of insulin may seem, with the other presented models with experimental data; this 

MD model may need to be verified or improved upon by further research or validation. 

The intricate details provided for HBs and distances etc may serve as a comparison chart 

for direct measurements of observables, hence can serve as a reference. Notwithstanding, 

it must be emphasized that it is merely another solution model presented in this work. This 

model however has in effect been validated to an appreciable extent in this thesis, by 

scrutinising its degree of validation from experimental statistics and empirical observations. 

Some general observations of this MD model hence have a lot of truth to it, but one have 

to remember, it is a computer simulation that are of stochastic nature, whose real QM 

biophysical nature in solution may even hold hidden information of its dynamics. 

Nevertheless, this is a thorough classical mechanics modelling study of the solvated insulin 

monomer. A model of a key with its intricate dynamical structure, that upon binding fits 

the lock of the IR’s binding regions, opening a cascade of vital biochemical pathways. 

 
➢ Chapter 7: Thesis summary and epilogue.  
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 Significance of work 

 
The significance and innovation of this work is the filling in of missing puzzle-pieces and 

improving the depiction and visualization of various aspects of insulin structural biology; a 

puzzle that is yet not completely solved. The work is another step towards allowing a better 

visual and comprehensive understanding of insulins (and proteins in general) structural and 

dynamical biology. Since, rational drug design benefits, from having as clear of a picture and 

understanding as possible, of the physiological and molecular biology of insulin, which still in 

parts are unascertained. This report aimed to facilitate and improve current and future 

understanding; which it has done by pointing to apparently unseen aspects of molecular biology 

and gathered structural data from various different models of insulin; culminating in an 

experimentally rational dynamical model of the solvated insulin monomer. 

 

7.2 Improvements in future analysis and visualization 
  

Matter in a biological system is a fuzz of moving mass and energy. Though many 

biochemical conformations can be approximated by MD or a.k.a. classical molecular 

mechanics (MM); there are also quantum mechanical (QM) effects involved, e.g. diffusion 

of protons through solvent and breakage and forming of covalent bonds [285-289]. The 

computational biochemistry field, hence anticipates the rise of improved hybrid QM and 

MD methods [290]. Even in the last two decades an increasing use of QM/MM have been 

for the studying energetic properties of proteins and enzymes reactions; in particular 

relevant here are for kinase catalysed phosphorylation reactions [291-297]. 

In the past 25 years computer capacity for computational chemistry has increased 

immensely. A maybe not very realistic prediction based on Moore’s law [47, 290] is that 

the computer power might be scaled by a million fold by 2040; however dependent on if 

world development are either destructive or benevolent and if there are innovations in 

software and hardware; hence this estimate may be off (lower or higher) by many orders of 

magnitude. Concomitantly improvements in the field of computational chemistry, along 

with algorithms used in QM/MM methods; possibly in conjunction with microscopy 

techniques; here postulated to allow simulations of intricate details of biochemistry of much 

larger size- and time-scales. There will also likely be an increase of “black box” calculations, 

making it easier for practitioners of computational chemistry to output reliable results; as 

of today it may be a varyingly cumbersome process to get an analytical overview of 
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simulated biological systems. Hence it is not difficult to imagine that eventually a realistic 

simulation and analysis of the insulin (and akin molecules) to cognate receptor binding 

processes will be possible; visualizing completely an intricate mechanism on how insulin 

activates its cognate receptor. 

 

Improving simulation of insulin analogues and hexamer storage forms 

 

The attempt in this thesis has been to, with relatively simple means, capture structural 

transitions, that may be important for the solvated insulin’s biological function. 

The solvated insulin model of this thesis, were obtained by classical MD simulation of 

multiple 1499 ns replicas, having various starting coordinates and temperatures. Since the 

main model coordinates were well chosen from a refined DGR model; which evidently 

sampled a substantial part of conformational space; appearing in large parts reasonable 

experimentally. However, the choice of a more deviant initial structure, apparently gave 

quite different dynamical behaviour and sampling. There are other advanced methods such 

as accelerated MD and Replica Exchange MD [298], that could possibly sample 

conformational space in a more exhaustive manner; overcoming some high energy barriers 

between different conformational states, that may otherwise not be sampled.  

Indeed choice of: pH, starting coordinates, temperature, parameters and force-field, may 

more or less influence the observables from a MD simulation [299]; to a varying extent 

ascertained by other insulin MD simulations performed (not included).  

Furthermore, having constant ionization states in a MD simulation may not fully model 

nature, since it should dynamically depend on momentous chemical environment. There 

are other methods such as constant pH MD, that possibly can sample the effect of 

protonation state variability on conformational space, in a more realistic way [205, 300]. 

Even choice of solvent model used for MD simulations may play a role [301-305]; there 

are however progress in adaptive QM/MM solvent treatment [306-309], e.g. the ions 𝑀𝑔2+, 

𝑍𝑛2+ has been better modelled with a QM/MM approach [310]. Nevertheless, we have 

taken care in choosing parameters and choice of force-field for the MD simulations. 

Notwithstanding, considering that a solvated insulin system is relatively small (~6000 

atoms), an interesting comparison would be to treat it by QM/MM; to see if some 

biophysics (e.g. histidine ionization state variation) can be better understood [311], and if 

results are comparable to this thesis.  
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An interesting validation of a force-field adapted for crystallography, would be to perform 

an at least 𝜇s  long simulation of the periodic hexamer structures, with the pertaining 

experimental conditions; confirming the atomic fluctuations and average structure of the 

asymmetric periodic unit M12 by Baker et al. [1]. Furthermore, with present-day QM/MM 

it might be possible to perform accurate longer time-scale simulation, of hexamer packing 

within pharmaceutical storage forms; even to resemble storage within entire vesicles inside 

the pancreas. Which might provide further insights, e.g. how insulin can be better stored 

for use in diabetes treatment. 

 

Simulating insulin and other ligand receptor binding  

 

Albeit present binding sites appears largely well-defined: there may be useful procedures 

to dock insulin to the already available IR-fragments, in order to obtain more precise 

definitions of insulin binding [312, 313]. However, the simulating of insulin binding (and 

unbinding upon dissociation) to its cognate receptor, is likely to eventually be fully 

simulated by QM/MM. Which would then be a milestone in understanding the biophysical 

dynamics of this binding process and its activated signalling pathways. Further it would 

also serve as a model or extension for accurate simulations of other ligand receptor systems; 

particularly for the related types of IGF hormones and cognate receptors. Would this be 

achieved reliably then possibly single amino-acid mutations of either insulin or IR may be 

studied, in order to better understand various types of disease [124]. Analytical overviews 

of the IR to be compared with other IGF ligands and receptors, would possibly provide 

important referencing. Moreover, it could provide a test-system for various other related 

alternate ways of activating the IR. For example one could visualize how a 24-residue 

peptide having the TM sequence can activate the TK domains by putatively disturbing the 

TM domains [314].  

In principle it may be possible even now, to start with the unbound monomer with the apo-

IR ectodomain structure (known to a substantial degree [129]); with the CT F3 and F3*   

possibly tethered to a point in space or to a lipid membrane (with appropriate assumptions 

about dynamic spring-forces); which can then be solvated, equilibrated and simulated of 

reaching the high affinity cross-link via MD (if not so far unidentified vital QM effects are 

necessary in the ectodomain).  

Some pioneering simulation attempts of parts in the ligand receptor puzzle has been 

performed by Vashisth et al. [315-320]. 
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Vision of simulating and analysing the hypothetical mechanism of 1 to 2 (or more) 

insulins binding to IR with consequental tyrosine kinase activation 

 

An attempt of an atomic model architecture depiction by Kidmose et al. [321] of the full 

human insulin receptor, were combined by an ectodomain structure [129], TM [166] 

(inserted into model lipid bilayer membrane) and with separated TK domains [322].  

Here however the model are as presented in §2.5 (in particular §2.5.2.2, Figure 2.7) which 

are represented as an atomic 3D model in Figure 7.1, which is a summarizing depiction of 

an imaginative ligands receptor binding simulation. 

The apo-IR structure of Figure 7.1a, have its ectodomain modelled from “model S1” [129], 

whereas TM domains are from PDB 2MFR [166], JM and CE segments loosely modelled 

and the unactivated TK domains are from PDB 1IRK [180], with the unbound insulin 

monomers being the dynamical model of this thesis (i.e. the structure in Figure 6.13).  

The two different alternatives in Figure 7.1b1&2, of a 1 insulin bound IR ectodomain; half 

activated ectodomains are more or less devised (altered) from the combined “model S1” , 

PDB 6HN4 & 6HN5; with half-activated TK domains modelled by one subunit of PDB 

4XLV and one from PDB 1IRK. The insulin bound “signalling conformation” ectodomain 

of Figure 7.1b3 are merely PDB 6HN4 & 6HN5, with the fully activated TK domain 

modelled by PDB 4XLV. A structure of the here fully activated conjectured 2 insulin bound 

Τ-shape ectodomain receptor Figure 7.1c, was here modelled by insulins, 𝛼CTs and F1-L1-

C-L2 domains from PDB 6CE9 and F3-F2 domains from PDB 6HN4, where the fully 

activated TK domains are modelled by PDB 4XLV.  

The above structural conformations inspires the idea that at least eventually, one can 

construct an entire structural “box” containing a resolved full-atom representation of the 

human insulin apo-receptor, solvated with water and other relevant molecules and ions, in 

an energy-minimized and equilibrated state, to be given in a PDB entry. The need for 

constructing a full-scale structurally reliable model, moreover with the developing of a 

suitable MD or QM/MD method is postulated here to be paramount, if these advances are 

made reliably, one may then in principle add a physiological probability of insulin 

monomers into this box simulating the mechanism of binding. Then initially before binding, 

the solvated insulin in this box, could verify the common aspects of that of the structural 

dynamics as presented in this thesis. Following analysing and viewing the full atomic-

mechanism of insulins binding conforming and twisting with the receptor monomers, 

reaching the high affinity bound conformation and beyond.  
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Figure 7.1: The figure depicts an imaginary view of the insulin receptor activation mechanism as would be played in a realistic MD/QM simulated movie. One 

may even imagine that this is an excerpted box of a much larger system entailing more insulins and other biomolecules of the insulin signalling pathway. 

Hypothetically a simulation would involve all atoms mostly modelled by MD and QM for the phosphorylation of tyrosine’s in the activation loop and in other 

sites that promotes the recruitment of the consequent IR substrates being links in the signalling pathway. The exclamation and question marks designate that 

this presented model is based on more or less certain elements of what the apo-, holo-IR ecto and cytoplasmic domains looks like. Here only explicitly showing 

the secondary structure as a ribbon model, insulins in all-atom surface, implicitly shown are all-atoms, moreover possible extra unbound/bound insulins, 

moreover molecules such as e.g. ATP/ADP, ions and possibly other supporting or scaffolding structures. Directly comparable to schematic of Figure 2.7 in 

§2.5.2.2. Picture made in VMD, see text for further explanation.
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Appendix A  Atoms in Amino-acids Naming and Bonding 
 

A.1 Amino-acid structure and naming nomenclature 
 

Here it is defined the structure and atom-naming of some amino-acids (see Figure A1), 

whereby the residue and atom-names are used as abbreviations when referring to them in 

the main text, figures or tables. The atom-naming follows the convention that were 

implemented in GMX v.5.04. CHARMM36 (mars 2014 version), that were used for the 

MD simulations.  

Consecutive chains e.g. for the insulin  monomer of two chains, the A-chain (AC) and B-

chain (BC), are sometimes named with the residue-numbers restarting at the beginning of 

a subsequent chain, i.e. the chain numbering may respectively be A1-A21, B1-B30 (same 

if for contiguous fragmented chains). In addition for consecutive chains, e.g. for insulin the 

chain-numbering continues from the CT AC to the NT of BC, it is designated as B22-B51, 

if proper in the text it may be written as B1(22)-B30(51) to clarify in explaining analysis 

(same if for contiguous fragmented chains).  

The MC atoms are defined (if not noted otherwise) as anything not being a SC atom, i.e. 

the following atoms; HN, N, C, O, CA. The physiological protonation state NT and CT 

atoms (H1, H2, H3, OT1, OT2) are designated as MC atoms when calculating atom or 

residue distances. The SC atoms are defined as any other atoms of residue connected to a 

CA atom, not being part of the MC atoms.  

When referring to an amino acid within insulin, it is distinguished with its position in a 

polypeptide, and if adequate referring to an atom or an entire selection of atoms or a 

property. Where the following nomenclature are used, e.g. for insulin: Leucine at position 

6 (or 27) in BC, as LB6, also if not clear from context, when referring to a DA (e.g. 𝜒1), or 

an explicit atom e.g. HN, or an entire atom-selection e.g. SC or MC, then respectively Lχ1
B6, 

LHN
B6  or LSC

B6 may be used. Albeit interchangeably the nomenclature “B6 L”  and in particular 

“B6 L(HN)” may be used especially when referring to an atom, e.g. “HN”, in HBs or in 

hydrogen pair distances. In addition, as an example, nomenclature “LHN
B6 → CO

A6”, may be 

used when referring to a specific HB.  

The colour scheme of atoms in thesis (if not indicated otherwise) are as in general chemistry 

convention, i.e. the following: hydrogen as white, carbon as black, oxygen as red, nitrogen 

as blue, sulphur as yellow. In figures depicting structures the MC is atom-coloured, 

however the SC atoms may have an alike respective colour as implied in Figure A1.
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Figure A1: Structure and atom-naming nomenclature for amino-acids . Here shown is the backbone 

atoms and the less-polar or hydrophobic (a.k.a. non-polar) residues. Tetrahedral sp3 hybridized 

carbons shown in Fischer projection (see Figure A2). The atom notation is shown with an example, 

for the MC central alpha atom which is named, 𝐶𝛼
𝐶𝐴 , where main letter 𝐶  means carbon-atom, 

subscript 𝛼 means alpha position, and the superscript CA is the atom-name used in simulations. 

Thus, we may refer to notation 𝐶𝛼, in a general sense in the text, and possibly its atom-name CA 

when referring to results derived from simulations, or interchangeably. 

The logic for the greek alphabet used in naming are in order (lowercase:uppercase): 

 (𝛼: 𝛢), (𝛽: 𝛣), (𝛾: 𝛤), (𝛿: 𝛥), (𝜖: 𝛦), (𝜁: 𝛧), (𝜂: 𝛨), where in atom-naming G is used for 𝛾, and D is 

used for 𝛿, instead of the uppercase greek symbols. 
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Figure A1 continued: Atom-naming format for amino-acids. Here shown are acidic, basic and 

polar amino acids. Indicating different protonation states with arrows between the two forms. For 

the deprotonated case of Histidine either 𝑁 1
𝑁𝐷1  , 𝑁 2

𝑁𝐸2  can be protonated, depending on the 

adjacent chemical environment. 
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Figure A2:A Fischer projection, equalling a stereo-chemical rendering which after rotation has 

different orientation in space of each bond.  That is, for a tetrahedral geometry as for a 𝑠𝑝3 

hybridized carbon with four single bonds to other atoms. The angle between two of any of the bonds 

are 109.5° . Above generic example. Below with example atoms, note the molecular formula 

equivalence of the −𝐶𝐻2 − . That is to say that hydrogens can be implicitly included, still 

maintaining the information of stereo chemistry. In a Fischer projection, the bonds to the central 

carbon are represented by horizontal and vertical lines, from the substituent atoms to the carbon 

atom at the centre of the cross. By convention, the horizontal bonds are assumed to project out of 

the page toward the viewer, whereas the vertical bonds are assumed to project behind the page 

away from the viewer [25]. 

 

A.2 Dihedral Angle Definition 
 

A protein being constituted of polypeptide chains and inherently flexible related to the 

allowed degree of torsional rotation around covalent bonds. The peptide bond connecting 

different residues in a protein is rigid, because of its in part double-bond character [25] 

(Figure A3), thus restraining the conformational space of a protein. 

 

 

Figure A3: Resonance of the peptide-bonds in a protein . The peptide bond is kinetically stable. 

With a rate of hydrolysis being extremely slow, closing in to 1000 years, in an aqueous solution, 

with the absence of a catalyst [25]. 

 

However, the single covalently bonded atoms of each residue, are freely rotatable, though 

restricted by steric-hindrance from other chemical groups. To calculate these rotations, it is 
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consensually defined a dihedral angle between 4 atoms, as defined in Figure A4. In addition, 

the nomenclature used for describing main-chain angles are described in Figure A5. 

 

 

Figure A4: Definition of a dihedral angle of bonded atoms . From left to right: clock-wise 

+90° rotations of atom 4 relative to atom 1, where the central bond of atoms 2-3 is the rotating axis. 

 

 

Figure A5: Definition of the peptide main-chain dihedral angles . (a) Excerpt of a peptide chain, 

indicating the 𝜔,𝜙, 𝜓 dihedral angles. Atoms of the residue in black for which the angles belong, 

adjacent residues in grey. (b) The amide-bond dihedral angle, 𝜔, here showing the most common 

trans (±180°) configuration. The N-terminal residue of a peptide chain do not have this 𝜔 angle. 

(c, d) 𝜙, 𝜓 angles, which respectively can range between cis (±0°) and trans (±180°) conformation. 

Restrained by steric hindrance from chemical groups such as the side-chain (R) or main-chain. The 

𝜙 angle is defined to be zero at the N-terminus of an amino-acid chain, while the 𝜓  angle can vary. 

Likewise, the 𝜓 angle is defined to be zero at the C-terminus of an amino-acid chain, while the 𝜙 

angle can vary. 

 

In particular, it may be defined dihedral angles for the singly covalent bonds between atoms 

of side-chains, referred to as 𝜒 angles. Where the number of 𝜒 angles for each standard 

amino-acid is varying between 1 and 5 (𝜒1…𝜒5 ). The definition for each 𝜒 angle are 

involving 4 specific atoms. The 𝜔 angle tells if the peptide bond is cis or trans, as for insulin 

monomer analogues in this thesis, all peptide-bonds are trans. In fact, almost all peptide 

bonds in proteins are trans, due to the steric hindrance that would otherwise occur between 

the adjacent residues side-chains, if the peptide-bond between were cis. The most common 
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cis 𝜔 angle peptide-bond, being for X-Pro (X arbitrary amino-acid), where for the cis and 

trans form similar steric hindrance arises [25]. The 𝜒 angles have free rotation, restricted 

by moieties steric hindrance and bonding to intra- or inter-residue chemical groups.  

 

Table A1: Definition of main-chain and side-chain dihedral angles. The convention for atom-

naming and colouring is the one of Figure A1. The dihedral angles belong to a specific residue 

whose atom-names is in black, if atom-names are grey they belong to adjacent residues as in Figure 

A5. For the main-chain dihedral angles the order of atoms is written from NT to CT direction. 

Angle Rotation Axis Atoms of Angle ±0° angle 
𝜔 C-N CA-C-N-CA CA cis to CA 

𝜙 N-CA C-N-CA-C C cis to C 

𝜓 CA-C N-CA-C-N N cis to N 

VAL (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG1 N cis to CG1 

ILE (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG1 N cis to CG1 

ILE (𝜒2) CB-CG1 CA-CB-CG1-CD CA cis to CD 

LEU (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

LEU (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-CD1 CA cis to CD1 

PRO (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

PRO (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-CD CA cis to CD 

PRO (𝜒3) CG-CD CB-CG-CD-N CB cis to N 

PHE (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

PHE (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-CD1 CA cis to CD1 

MET (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

MET (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-SD CA cis to SD 

MET (𝜒3) CG-SD CB-CG-SD-CE CB cis to CE 

CYS (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-SG N cis to SG 

SER (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-OG N cis to OG 

THR (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-OG1 N cis to OG1 

TYR (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

TYR (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-CD1 CA cis to CD1 

ASN (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

ASN (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-OD1 CA cis to OD1 

GLN (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

GLN (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-CD CA cis to CD 

GLN (𝜒3) CG-CD CB-CG-CD-OE1 CB cis to OE1 

ASP (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

ASP (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-OD1 CA cis to OD1 

GLU (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

GLU (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-CD CA cis to CD 

GLU (𝜒3) CG-CD CB-CG-CD-OE1 CB cis to OE1 

HIS (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

HIS (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-ND1 CA cis to ND1 

LYS (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

LYS (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-CD CA cis to CD 

LYS (𝜒3) CG-CD CB-CG-CD-CE CB cis to CE 

LYS (𝜒4) CD-CE CG-CD-CE-NZ CG cis to NZ 

ARG (𝜒1) CA-CB N-CA-CB-CG N cis to CG 

ARG (𝜒2) CB-CG CA-CB-CG-CD CA cis to CD 

ARG (𝜒3) CG-CD CB-CG-CD-NE CB cis to NE 

ARG (𝜒4) CD-NE CG-CD-NE-CZ CG cis to CZ 

ARG (𝜒5) NE-CZ CD-NE-CZ-NH1 CD cis to NH1 
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A.3 Hydrogen Bond Definition 
 

Hydrogen bonds are ubiquitous in biochemistry, for example, they are responsible for 

specific base-pair formation in the DNA double helix. Moreover a chief factor in 

determining the secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure of proteins [329]. Furthermore 

hydrogen bonding interactions are responsible for many of the properties of water, that 

makes it such a special solvent [25]. Hydrogen bonds (HBs) are hence a fundamental 

electrostatic interaction, here defined as in Figure A6. The H atom in a HB, is partially 

shared by two electronegative atoms, such as nitrogen or oxygen. A HB donor group 

consists of two atoms, the H atom with a covalent bond to a more electronegative atom. 

The electronegative atom having a partial negative charge (δ−), since the electron density 

is taken from the H atom, giving the H a partial positive charge (δ+). Thus, the H will be 

electrostatically attracted, to another electronegative acceptor atom having negative charge. 

The HBs are much weaker than covalent bonds, having energies ranging from 4 to 20 

kJ mol−1. Whereas, for example, a typical nitrogen-hydrogen covalent bond (N − H) of 

length 0.9 Å, has bond energy of 391 kJ mol−1 [330]. Moreover, HBs are somewhat longer 

than covalent bonds. Where bond lengths; from the hydrogen to acceptor atom, are ranging 

from 1.5 Å to 2.6 Å; or conjointly bond lengths, from D to A atoms, ranging from about 

2.4 Å to 3.5 Å (or less if angle 𝜑 not zero). The criteria’s of distance, “|𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å”, and 

angle “𝜑 < 90°”, are considered to cover most of the classical HBs in proteins [253, 254, 

331]. The strongest HBs, tend to be of lesser angles, such that the three atoms of a HB lie 

along a straight line [25], hence distinguishing between three angle ranges (𝜑 < 30,60,90°).   

 

Figure A6: Hydrogen bond definition. The donor group with the electronegative atom D (of 

coordinate 𝒓𝐷 ), covalently bonded to a hydrogen H (of coordinate 𝒓𝐻 ), forming a HB with an 

electronegative acceptor atom A (of coordinate 𝒓𝐴 ). The atoms partial charges (𝛿+ ,  𝛿− ) are 

indicated. Where the electronegative atoms nitrogen and oxygen are ubiquitous in e.g. proteins, 

with example distances of the HB O--H-N shown [25]. The following geometric criterion are for 

the formation of a HB. That is, the vector length distance from A to D, to be less than a cut-off 

distance (e.g. |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å).  In addition, that the angle, 𝜑 = 180° − 𝜃, to be less than a cut-off 

angle (e.g. 𝜑 < 30°, 60° or 90°) where 𝜃 is the angle formed between 𝒓𝐴𝐻 and 𝒓𝐷𝐻.
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Appendix B  Math definitions used in analysis 
 

 
Some relevant math used in this thesis, for proper definition and for understanding the 

description of analysis methods. 

 

B.1 Vector algebra 
 

Defining some vector algebra [252, 332]. For a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate 

vector 𝒓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), the length of it is defined as: 

 |𝒓| = √𝑥2 + 𝑦2+𝑧2 = 𝑟 7.1 

 

Designating the vector coordinates of atoms in space, for instance those of a hydrogen bond, 

𝒓𝐷  of donor D, 𝒓𝐻  of donor hydrogen H, and 𝒓𝐴  for acceptor atom A. Assigning a 

coordinate difference between e.g. the following two coordinates:   

 
𝒓𝐴 − 𝒓𝐻 = (𝑥𝐴 − 𝑥𝐻 , 𝑦𝐴 − 𝑦𝐻, 𝑧𝐴 − 𝑧𝐻) = (𝑥𝐴𝐻, 𝑦𝐴𝐻 , 𝑧𝐴𝐻)

= 𝒓𝐴𝐻 
7.2 

 

To get the angle, 𝜃 , between two vectors 𝒓𝐴𝐻  and 𝒓𝐷𝐻 , there is a relation to their dot-

product, 

𝒓𝐴𝐻 ∙ 𝒓𝐷𝐻 = 𝑥𝐴𝐻𝑥𝐷𝐻 + 𝑦𝐴𝐻𝑦𝐷𝐻 + 𝑧𝐴𝐻𝑧𝐷𝐻 = |𝒓𝐴𝐻| |𝒓𝐷𝐻| cos(𝜃) 

, and solving for the angle 

 
𝜃 = arccos (

𝒓𝐴𝐻 ∙ 𝒓𝐷𝐻
|𝒓𝐴𝐻| |𝒓𝐷𝐻|

) 

 

7.3 

 

 

B.2 Mean, variance and standard deviation 
 

Some statistics used in this thesis [60, 332, 333]. For a number, 𝑛 , of data-values, 

𝑥1, 𝑥2, ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛, we define an arithmetic average of 

 〈𝑥〉 = (
∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
) (7.4) 

The mean error or standard deviation (SD), of an individual measurement or sampling 𝑥𝑖:
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 𝑆𝐷𝑥𝑖
= √(

∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 〈𝑥〉)2𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛 − 1
) (7.5) 

, where the variance is defined as (𝑆𝐷𝑥𝑖
)2 . The standard deviation (mean error) of the 

average 〈𝑥〉, 

 𝑆𝐷〈𝑥〉 =
𝑆𝐷𝑥𝑖

√𝑛
 (7.6) 

 

, the latter equation not included in any graphs, though can be directly inferred with a 

calculator. Note that all statistics were calculated for any observable in a MD ensemble, 

even if showing full trajectory (0-1499 ns); only times after the first 8 ns (9-1499 ns) were 

considered in statistics. The script calculating these statistical quantities for any time-

dependent variable, I wrote in Python [325, 327, 328].
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Researchers publishing new biomolecular structures, using any simulation methodology, 

are encouraged, to describe their computational procedures more fully [334]. One reason is 

so that others can be able to reproduce their results. Similar reason is so that others may 

receive the benefit of understanding the results in more depth, not having to figure out or 

guess vital details on their own. Nonetheless, the reliability of a MD simulation method, 

depends on the choice of parameters and force-field.  For these reasons, it is also 

recommended by developers of the GROMACS (a.k.a. GMX) software, to include sufficient 

information about the MD simulation in publications, using their software [48, 334]. 

Accordingly, here is provided this information, so that the work presented can be 

scrutinized and further improved upon. Moreover, to provide reproducibility of our results, 

and guidance for anyone continuing similar work. 

Here GMX commands and parameters are shown in S3.1. In addition, it is provided in S3.2 

the GMX commands for post-processing a MD trajectory, along with the protocol for mean 

protein structure calculation. The elaborate scripts I’ve written for analysis and plotting for 

this thesis is not included, since that would take up many, many pages and would require 

very intrinsic explanation. However, the underlying basics of the analysis are already 

described in §3.3.  

The trajectory or structure data may appear also at 1 or 2 databanks (links 

https://welcome.gpcrmd.org/, https://www.rcsb.org/); where the eventual links, 

accompanying publications, explanations (and if corrections), data and code may be 

provided in a github webpage/repository, and if anything missing can be added on demand:  

https://wittler-github.github.io/A_MD_Analysis_of_Insulin/. 

 

S3.1 Simulation commands and parameters  
 

Commands for performing a MD simulation of a protein in GMX v. 5.0.4. CHARMM36 (v. 

mars14) on a UNIX and PBS system: 

 

(1) Make Gromacs topology 

gmx pdb2gmx -f ins.pdb -o gmx.gro -ignh -merge all -water tip3p -ff charmm36 

(2) Define box 

gmx editconf -f gmx.gro -o newbox.gro -c -d 1.0 -bt cubic -box 5.45 5.45 5.45    

https://welcome.gpcrmd.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/
https://wittler-github.github.io/A_MD_Analysis_of_Insulin/
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(3) Adding water solvent 

gmx solvate -cp newbox.gro -o solv.gro -p topol.top -cs spc216.gro                                   

(4) Replace water molecules (SOL) with NA and CL 

gmx grompp -f em.mdp -c solv.gro -p topol.top -po em_ions_out.mdp -o ions.tpr  

echo SOL | gmx genion -s ions.tpr -o solv_ions.gro -p topol.top -pname NA -pq 1 -np 10 -

nname CL -nq -1 -nn 8  

(5) Energy Minimization 

gmx grompp -f em.mdp -c solv_ions.gro -p topol.top -po emout.mdp -o em.tpr            

qsub em.com (gmx mdrun -deffnm em -ntomp 16 -ntmpi 1)                       

(6) Equilibration NVT 100 ps 

gmx grompp -f nvt.mdp -c em.gro -p topol.top -po nvtout.mdp -o nvt.tpr 

qsub nvt.com (gmx mdrun -deffnm nvt -ntomp 16 -ntmpi 1)  

(7) Equilibration NPT (Berendsen) 400 ps 

gmx grompp -f npt_B.mdp -c nvt.gro -t nvt.cpt -p topol.top -po npt_Bout.mdp -o npt_B.tpr 

qsub npt_B.com (gmx mdrun -deffnm npt_B -ntomp 16 -ntmpi 1) 

(8) Equilibration NPT (Parrinello-Rahman) 400 ps 

gmx grompp -f npt_PR.mdp -c npt_B.gro -t npt_B.cpt -p topol.top -po npt_PRout.mdp -o 

npt_PR.tpr 

qsub npt_PR.com (gmx mdrun -deffnm npt_PR -ntomp 16 -ntmpi 1) 

 (9) 1'st Production MD Run 500ns 

gmx grompp -f 1pmd.mdp -c npt_PR.gro -t npt_PR.cpt -p topol.top -po 1pmdout.mdp -o 

1pmd.tpr 

qsub 1pmd.com (gmx mdrun -deffnm 1pmd -ntomp 16 -ntmpi 1)  

(10) 2'nd Production MD Run 500ns 

gmx grompp -f 2pmd.mdp -c 1pmd.gro -t 1pmd.cpt -p topol.top -po 2pmdout.mdp -o 

2pmd.tpr 

qsub 2pmd.com (gmx mdrun -deffnm 2pmd -ntomp 16 -ntmpi 1)   

(11) 3'rd Production MD Run 500ns 

gmx grompp -f 3pmd.mdp -c 2pmd.gro -t 2pmd.cpt -p topol.top -po 3pmdout.mdp -o 

3pmd.tpr 

qsub 3pmd.com (gmx mdrun -deffnm 3pmd -ntomp 16 -ntmpi 1)  
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Table S3.1: Standard Parameters used in MD simulation, here e.g. 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎  . Col. I; energy 

minimization (em.mdp). Col. II; NVT Equilibration (nvt.mdp). Col. III; NPT Equilibration, 

Berendsen (npt_B.mdp). Col. IV; NPT equilibration Parrinello-Rahman (npt_PR.mdp). Col. V; 

NPT, for trajectory 0-1499ns (1pmd.mdp, 2pmd.mdp, 3pmd.mdp). 

Parameters I II III IV V 

 EM 50 ps NVT  100 ps NPT B 400 ps NPT PR 400 

ps 

NPT 0-1499 ns  

define  -DPOSRES -DPOSRES -DPOSRES  

emtol 100     

emstep 0.01     

integrator steep md md md md 

dt 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 

nsteps 50000 50000 200000 200000 2.5e+8 

nstcomm 100 100 100 100 100 

continuation  no yes yes yes 

constraints none h-bonds h-bonds h-bonds h-bonds 

constraint_algorithm lincs lincs 

 

lincs lincs lincs 

cutoff-scheme Verlet Verlet Verlet Verlet Verlet 

ns_type grid grid grid grid grid 

pbc xyz xyz xyz xyz xyz 

rlist 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 

nstlist 10 10 10 10 10 

rcoulomb 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 

rcoulomb-switch 0 0 0 0 0 

rvdw 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 

rvdw_switch 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

coulombtype PME PME PME PME PME 

coulomb-modifier Potential-

shift-Verlet 
Potential-shift-

Verlet 

Potential-shift-

Verlet 

Potential-shift-

Verlet 

Potential-shift-

Verlet 

pme_order 6 6 6 6 6 

fourierspacing 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

vdw-type Cut-off Cut-off Cut-off Cut-off Cut-off 

vdw-modifier force-

switch 

force-switch force-switch force-switch force-switch 

DispCorr no no no no no 

tcoupl  V-rescale V-rescale V-rescale V-rescale 

tc-grps  Protein Non-

Protein 

Protein Non-

Protein 

Protein Non-

Protein 

Protein Non-

Protein 

tau_t  0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

ref_t  310 310 310 310 310 310 310 310 

pcoupl  no Berendsen Parrinello-

Rahman 

Parrinello-

Rahman 

pcoupltype   isotropic isotropic isotropic 

tau_p   1 1 1 

ref_p   1 1 1 

compressibility   4.5e-5 4.5e-5 4.5e-5 

refcoord_scaling   com com  

gen_vel  yes no no no 

gen_temp / gen_seed  310 / 173529    
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S3.2 Postprocessing and obtaining a mean structure 
 

Here it is provided additional GMX commands (Linux) and VMD script protocols. To 

complement what is written in §3.3.2.1. 

 

(1) Use gmx make_ndx to output atom-indices for residues B11-B17(B32-B38) and CA 

atoms 

echo -e "a CA & r 32-38\n q \n" | gmx make_ndx -f ../CPGMX/npt_PR.gro -o resfix.ndx &> 

LogCenterProteinBox.log 

 

 (2) Concatenate the three trajectories each 500ns (500000ps), with starting points of each 

indicated 

echo -e "0 \n 499000 \n 999000" | gmx trjcat 

-f ../CPGMX/1pmd.trr ../CPGMX/2pmd.trr ../CPGMX/3pmd.trr -o 123pmd.trr -settime &>> 

LogCenterProteinBox.log 

 

(3) Protein centred in the box and simulation artefacts removed 

echo 'Protein' 'System' | gmx trjconv -s ../CPGMX/1pmd.tpr -f 123pmd.trr -o 123pmdc.trr -

pbc mol -center &>> LogCenterProteinBox.log 

 

(4) Run VMD script MS.tcl, obtaining time of mean protein structure: 

(i)  A reference time is chosen, at the first iteration step. To be a random time above 8 𝑛𝑠 

(equilibration time) of the molecular dynamics trajectory. All times of the ensemble 

trajectory, were consecutively superimposed on this reference time. Using the 

transformation matrix which minimizes the RMSD of B11-B17 𝐶𝛼 atoms of each time to the 

reference time. 

(ii) Then we obtained from this transformed trajectory, the time having the mean protein 

structure. By calculating the frame with lowest RMSD (eq.  3.5)) to all other times (above 

equilibration time, 𝑡 > 8 𝑛𝑠). This frame was then used as reference time input in step (i). 

And another iteration of step (ii) yielded our representable mean-protein time (e.g. 101 ns) 

of the trajectory, including both protein and solvent. The iterations are not as necessary for 

our choice of a stable region (B11-B17 of an insulin monomer). But for a choice of a more 

fluctuating moiety, it could require several iterations of step (i) and (ii), to obtain a time 

containing the mean protein structure. 
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(5) Output from trajectory the whole ‘System’(protein and solvent) of time having the mean 

protein structure (e.g. 101 ns, or 101000 ps) obtained in previous step, in structure-file 

MS.gro 

echo 'System' | gmx trjconv -s ../CPGMX/1pmd.tpr -f 123pmdc.trr -dump 101000 -o 

MS/MS.gro &>> LogCenterProteinBox.log 

 

(6) Using MS.gro to superimpose the time ensemble trajectory on. Using the B11-B17 CA-

atom atom-index (from step 1) for least-square measurement. Outputting the whole 

‘System'. 

echo 'CA_&_r_32-38' 'System' | gmx trjconv -s MS/MS.gro -f 123pmdc.trr -o 

MS/123pmdcfMS.trr -n resfix.ndx -fit rot+trans &>> LogCenterProteinBox.log 
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Supplementary Chap. 4  
 

S4.1 T-state Monomers packed in Hexamers  
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Figure S4.1: Structure and HBs for an asymmetric dimer unit . (Bottom) M2 (AC mauve, BC turquoise). (Top) M1 (AC blue, BC orange). (a) “Front”, (b) “back” 

(“front” rotated sideways 180°).  The ACs, BCs and SCs being transparent, BB chalky (residue colouring as in Figure A1), HBs in dotted purple, calculated 87 

HBs with criteria |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å & 𝜑 < 60°. The structure having only A configuration of those residues having alternate SC configurations in original PDB 

structure (M1 𝑅𝐵22, 𝐾𝐵29; M2 𝑄𝐵4, 𝑉𝐵12, 𝐸𝐵21, 𝑅𝐵22, 𝑇𝐵27). Structure from PDB 4INS (biological assembly 7). 

   
(a) (b) 
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Table S4.2: Intra-monomer higher angle HBs, for crystal dimer units, of PDB entry 4INS (M12), 

moreover for PDB entry 4E7T (BM12). Counting the HBs in format; AC_BC_AC&BC(sum). 

Corresponding nr with different criteria: 𝑟𝐴𝐷 < 3.5 Å & higher angle region (60° <  𝜑 < 90°); M1 

24_28_2(54); M2 26_23_0(49); BM1 24_28_2(54); BM2 25_25_2(52). 

Donor Acceptor M
1
 

M
2
 

B
M

1
 

B
M

2
 

 B6 L(HN) B6 L(O)   ✓ 

 

 

B9 S(HN) B9 S(OG) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A1 G(H2) A1 G(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

  B10 H(HN) B9 S(OG)    ✓ 

 A3 V(HN) A2 I(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B10 H(HN) B9 S(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A4 E(HN) A1 G(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

 B11 N(HN) B10 H(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A4 E(HN) A3 V(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B12 H(HN) B9 S(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A4 E(HN) A4 E(OE2)    ✓ 

 

B12 H(HN) B11 L(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A5 Q(HN) A2 I(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B13 E(HN) B10 H(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A5 Q(HN) A4 E(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B13 E(HN) B12 V(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A6 C(HN) A5 Q(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B14 A(HN) B11 L(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A6 C(HN) A6 C(SG)  ✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

B14 A(HN) B13 E(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A7 C(HN) A6 C(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B15 L(HN) B12 V(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A8 T/A(HN) A7 C(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B15 L(HN) B14 A(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A8 T/A (HN) A8 T/A (OG1)  ✓ 

 

  B16 Y(HN) B13 E(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A9 S(HN) A8/A T(OG1)  ✓ 

 

  B16 Y(HN) B15 L(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A9 S(HN) A8/A T(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

B17 L(HN) B14 A(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A10 I/V(HN) A10 I/V(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

B17 C(HN) B16 Y(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A11 C(HN) A11 C(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B18 V(HN) B15 L(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A12 S(HN) A12 S(OG) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B18 V(HN) B17 L(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A14 Y(HN) A12 S(OG) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B19 C(HN) B18 V(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A14 Y(HN) A13 L(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B20 G(HN) B19 C(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A15 Q(HE21) A5 Q(OE1) ✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

 B22 R(HN) B20 G(O)  ✓ 

 

  

A15 Q(HE22) A5 Q(OE1)   ✓ 

 

 B22 R(HN) B21 E(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A15 Q(HN) A12 S(O)   ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B23 G(HN) B21 E(O) ✓ 

 

   

A15 Q(HN) A14 Y(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B23 G(HN) B22 R(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A16 L(HN) A13 L(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B24 F(HN) B24 F(O) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 A16 L(HN) A15 Q(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B25 F(HN) B25 F(O) ✓ 

 

   

A17 E(HN) A16 L(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B29 K(HN) B28 P(N) ✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

 

A18 N(HN) A17 E(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B29 K(HZ1) B30 A(OT1)    ✓ 

 A18 N(HD21) A18 N(N) ✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

 B30 A(HN) B28 P(O) ✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

 

A19 Y(HN) A17 E(O)  ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B30 A(HN) B29 L(N) ✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

 

A19 Y(HN) A18 N(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

A1 G(H1) B30 A(OT1) ✓ 

 

   

A20 C(HN) A20 C(SG)    ✓ 

 

A21 N(HD22) B24 F(N)    ✓ 

 A20 C(HN) A19 Y(N) ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

✓ 

 

A21 N(HD22) B24 F(O)   ✓ 

 

 

B2 V(HN) B2 V(O)   ✓ 

 

 B4 N(HN) A11 C(O)    ✓ 

 B4 Q(HN) B4 Q(O) ✓ 

 

 ✓ 

 

✓ 

 

B5 H(HD1) A9 S(O) ✓ 

 

 ✓ 
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Figure S4.2: Average B-factor of a crystal T-state dimer unit for all atoms of either SC or MC . (a) 

M1. (b) M2. The statistics are separate for AC and BC where x in 〈𝑥〉 refers to residue-wise mean 

B-factor of atoms referred, SC or MC, respectively. The temperature factors (or B-factors) from 

PDB 4INS (biological assembly 7). 

 

 

Figure S4.3: Average RMSF of crystal T-state monomersfor all non-hydrogen atoms of indicated 

selection for each residue. (a) M1. (b) M2. The statistics are separate for AC and BC where x in 

〈𝑥〉 refers to 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉, and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉 respectively. The temperature factors (or B-factors) from 

PDB 4E7T.  
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Figure S4.4: Residue-moiety distances within 30 Å, of an asymmetric dimer . Distances divided in matrix as: (a) Upper left is SC to SC geometric centre 

distances. Lower right is CA to CA-atom distances. (b) Upper left is SC to MC geometric centre distances. Lower right is MC to MC geometric centre distances.  

Diagonal as reference 0 Å (red), above 30 Å in purple. Distances divided in 0.5 steps, c.f. most of the CA-atom distances of adjacent residues are between 3.5-

4.0 Å. The numbering is as follows M2 AC (1-21), BC (22-51); M1 AC (1-21), BC (22-51). Largest SC distance between any residues of M2, M1 are 40.83 Å 

of M1 𝑆𝑆𝐶
𝐴9 and M2 𝑆𝑆𝐶

𝐴9. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number.  Zoomable vector graphics, 

grid-lines, in black, are chain coloured distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51. Calculated from structure in PDB 4INS (biological 

assembly 7). 
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Figure S4.5: Structure for a hexamer of asymmetric dimer units . (a) At front are trimer of M2. (b) At front are trimer of M1. “(a)” rotated sideways 180°. The 

ACs, BCs and SCs being transparent, BB (colouring as in Figure A1). The plausible HBs stabilizing the intra-hexamer structure (omitted), calculated 278 HBs 

with criteria  |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å & 𝜑 < 60°. Residue 𝐻𝐵10 plays an important role, in stabilising the dimers in a hexamer, through zinc coordination. Structure 

from PDB 4INS (biological assembly 3). 

 
(a) (b) 
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Figure S4.6: Residue-moiety distances within 30 Å 

of three asymmetric dimers (D1, D2, D3) of M1 and 

M2 an asymmetric unit. Diagonal as reference 0 Å 

(red), above 30 Å in purple. Matrix divided;(a) 

Upper left being SC to SC and lower right is CA to 

CA-atom distances. (b) Upper left being SC to MC 

and lower right is MC to MC geometric centre 

distances. Distances divided in 1.0 steps, c.f. most of 

the CA-atom distances of adjacent residues are 

between 3.0-4.0 Å. The 36 matrices shown are 

divided in order of (i, j) direction, that is (D1 M1 

M2 ... D3 M1 M2, D1 M1 M2 ... D3 M1 M2). So if 

referring to one matrix e.g. (D2 M1, D1 M2) and any 

residues between any of these monomers indicated as 

e.g. (𝐹𝐵1, 𝐹𝐵1) and if one residues touching several 

as (𝐹𝐵1, 𝐿𝐴13 & 𝑌𝐴14 & 𝐸𝐴17& 𝑉𝐵18). The furthest 

away SC distance of hexamer is 49.76 Å of (D1 M1 

𝐿𝐵29(50) , D3 M2 𝐴𝐵30(51) ). The graph has vector 

graphics and is zoomable. Grid-lines, in black, are 

distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 

steps of 1-51. Calculated from structure in PDB 4INS 

biological assembly 3. Further explanation of 

contacts here, continued next page:  

The symmetry of the three dimer units of the hexamer 

is readily seen in this matrix. Where it is further 

verifiable that the intra-dimer contacts are the same 

for each dimer. Moreover, revealed here is the 

distances between each of the six monomers, which 

also readily reveals the symmetry of contacts 

between the monomers. 
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Figure S4.6 continued: The most residue contacts 

are for the M1 of one dimer to that of M2 of other 

dimers, three of those matrices shown for SC (D2 M1, 

D1 M2), (D3 M2, D1 M1), (D3 M1, D2 M2), whose 

matrices in itself appears essentially symmetric. Of 

these three some adjacent residues are e.g. 

diagonally (𝐿𝐴13 , 𝐿𝐴13 ), (𝑌𝐴14 , 𝑌𝐴14 ), (𝐹𝐵1 , 𝐹𝐵1 ), 

(𝐸𝐵13 , 𝐸𝐵13 ), (𝐿𝐵17 , 𝐿𝐵17 ). Moreover e.g. some 

more or less symmetrical off-diagonal adjacent 

contacts are (𝐹𝐵1 , 𝐿𝐴13  & 𝑌𝐴14  & 𝐸𝐴17 & 𝑉𝐵18 ), 

(𝑉𝐵2, 𝐶𝐵19 & 𝐺𝐵20 & 𝐸𝐵21 & 𝑅𝐵22), (𝐿𝐵17, 𝐿𝐴13 & 

𝑄𝐵4  & 𝐿𝐵6  & 𝐴𝐵14 ). There are 6 matrices 

essentially symmetric that corresponds to each of the 

three residue distance contacts of the same monomer 

between dimers, i.e. (D2 M2, D1 M2), (D2 M1, D1 

M1), (D3 M2, D1 M2) etc. The closest of these are 

near the zinc-coordinated region of each trimer 

(𝐻𝐵10 , 𝐺𝐵8  & 𝑆𝐵9  & 𝐻𝐵10 ), (𝑆𝐵9 , 𝐸𝐵13 ), (𝐸𝐵13 , 

𝐸𝐵13), the 𝐻𝐵10 residues of each trimer being close 

due to coordination by zink. 

The remainder three matrices are the distances 

between the furthest away M1 and M2 of separate 

dimers, e.g. (D3 M1, D1 M2). The closest residues 

(albeit not in direct contact) being around (𝑆𝐵9, 𝑆𝐵9), 

(𝐸𝐵13, 𝐸𝐵13), (𝐿𝐵17, 𝐿𝐵17) and their respective off-

diagonal closest residues. 
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Figure S4.7: Hydrogen Bonds between residue-

moieties of asymmetric hexamer. The matrices of HBs 

between residues calculated with: |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, and 

𝜑 < 90°, 604 HBs. The HBs are sorted as SC to MC 

and SC to SC HBs in upper left, and MC to MC HBs 

in lower right, diagonal are any HBs. Each of the 36 

matrices has their chains residues renumbered 

sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual 

residue name and number. Graph has zoomable vector 

graphics. grid-lines for AC (1-21) in purple, blue and 

BC (22-51) turquoise, orange for M2, M1 respectively. 

Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 

and 1 steps of 1-51. Calculated from structure in PDB 

4INS biological assembly 3. 

Further explanation of non intra-dimer HBs here: 

Three HBs (with 𝜑 < 90° )  within monomers of 

trimers, i.e. between respectively (D2 M2, D1 M2), 

(D3 M2, D2 M2), (D3 M1, D1 M1), (𝑆𝐻𝐺1
𝐵9  , 𝐻𝑁𝐷1

𝐵10  ), 

(𝐻𝑁𝐸2
𝐵10, 𝐻𝐻𝐸2

𝐵10), (𝐻𝐻𝐸2
𝐵10, 𝐻𝑁𝐸2

𝐵10), and in another order for 

(D2 M1, D1 M1), (D3 M1, D2 M1), (D3 M2, D1 M2), 

(𝐻𝑁𝐷1
𝐵10 , 𝑆𝐻𝐺1

𝐵9 ), (𝐻𝑁𝐸2
𝐵10, 𝐻𝐻𝐸2

𝐵10), (𝐻𝐻𝐸2
𝐵10, 𝐻𝑁𝐸2

𝐵10). The 𝐻𝐵10 

are zinc coordinated, with a zinc ion in between, 

however its interesting that it is in hydrogen bonding 

distance also. There are 5 HBs respectively for (D2 M1, 

D1 M2), (D3 M2, D1 M1), (D3 M1, D2 M2), (𝐹𝐻1
𝐵1 & 

𝐹𝐻2
𝐵1, 𝐸𝑂𝐸2

𝐴17), (𝐸𝑂𝐸2
𝐴17, 𝐹𝐻1

𝐵1 & 𝐹𝐻2
𝐵1), (𝑄𝐻𝐸22

𝐵4 , 𝐿𝑂
𝐵17), (order 

“(𝐿𝑂
𝐵17, 𝑄𝐻𝐸22

𝐵4 )” for “(D3 M2, D1 M1)”). 
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S4.2 Properties of IR-fragments contiguous to insulin 

Figure S4.8: Average B-factors for insulin contiguous residues in IR-fragments  

(a) 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟑𝑾𝟏𝟏. (b) 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)

𝟒𝑶𝑮𝑨. (c) 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗. (d) 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)

𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗. The graphs have zoomable vector graphics.

    

(a) 

(b) 

(d) 

(c) 
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Figure S4.9: Average B-factors for insulin contiguous residues in IR-fragments 

 (a) 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝑩. (b) 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)

𝟔𝑪𝑬𝑩. (c) 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟕. (d) 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)

𝟔𝑯𝑵𝟓. The graphs have zoomable vector graphics. 
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Figure S4.10: Dihedral angles for insulin contiguous residues in IR-fragments . For structures (a) 

𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗, (b) 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)

𝟔𝑪𝑬𝑩, (c) 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝑩. The graphs are zoomable vector graphics. 
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Figure S4.11: Structure of IR fragment nearest to bound insulin, 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟑𝑾𝟏𝟏.  Shown are the whole residues having at least one non-hydrogen atom within 10 Å 

from any non-hydrogen atom of insulin (dark-orange, chain A; gray-black, chain B), which are belonging to the domains of L1*, (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT 

(purple, chain F). (a) ‘Front’. (b) ‘Back’  ~180° sideway rotation.  
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Figure S4.12: Distances between residue-moieties of 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟑𝑾𝟏𝟏 . The line-colouring depiction is showing insulin, orange for chain A, dark-grey for chain B. 

Structure with hydrogens, including the whole residues (from PDB 3W11) having at least one non-hydrogen atom within 10 Å from any non-hydrogen atom 

of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1* (blue, chain E) and 𝛼CT (purple, chain F). Distance-matrices of geometric centres from following 

selections (a) SC to SC upper left, CA to CA atom lower right, (b) SC to MC at upper left, MC to MC lower right. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 

1-67 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Zoomable vector graphics, grid-lines are chain coloured distinguished at NTs, CTs and at 

every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-67. Actual chain and residue-naming as in PDB 3W11 [71].  
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Figure S4.13: Hydrogen bonds between residue-moieties of 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟑𝑾𝟏𝟏 . The line-colouring depiction is showing insulin in orange for chain A, and dark-grey 

for chain B. Structure with hydrogens, including the whole residues (from PDB 3W11) having at least one non-hydrogen atom within 10 Å from any non-

hydrogen atom of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1* (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT* (purple, chain F). The matrices of HBs between residue-

moieties calculated with |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å and (a) 𝜑 < 60°, 50 HBs, (b) 𝜑 < 90°, 123 HBs. The HBs are sorted as SC to MC and SC to SC HBs in upper left, 

and MC to MC HBs in lower right, diagonal any HBs. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-67 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and 

number. Zoomable vector graphics, grid-lines are chain coloured distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-67. Actual chain and residue-

naming as in PDB 3W11 [71]. 
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Figure S4.14: Dihedral angles of residues in 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟑𝑾𝟏𝟏 . The line-colouring depiction is showing insulin in orange for chain A, and grey for chain B. Moreover, 

the whole residues having at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1*, C* (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT* 

(purple, chain F). 
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Figure S4.15: Structure of IR fragment nearest to bound insulin from 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟒𝑶𝑮𝑨 . Shown are the whole residues having at least one atom within 10 Å from any 

atom of insulin (yellow, chain A; gray, chain B); which are belonging to the domains of L1*, (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT (purple, chain F). (a) ‘Front’. (b) 

‘Back’  ~180° sideway rotation. 
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Figure S4.16: Distances between residue-moieties of 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟒𝑶𝑮𝑨 . The line-colouring depiction is showing insulin, yellow for chain A, grey for chain B. Moreover, 

the whole residues having at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1* (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT* 

(purple, chain F). Distance matrices of geometric centres from following selections (a) SC to SC upper left, CA to CA atom lower right, (b) SC to MC at upper 

left, MC to MC lower right. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-92 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Zoomable vector 

graphics, grid-lines are chain coloured distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-92. Actual chain and residue-naming as in PDB 4OGA 

[69].  
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Figure S4.17: Hydrogen Bonds between residue-moieties of 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟒𝑶𝑮𝑨 . The line-colouring depiction is showing insulin, yellow for chain A, grey for chain B. 

Moreover, the whole residues having at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1* (blue, chain E) and 

the 𝛼CT* (purple, chain F). The matrices of HBs between residues calculated with: |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, and (a) 𝜑 < 60°, 66 HBs, (b) 𝜑 < 90°, 155 HBs. The 

HBs are sorted as SC to MC and SC to SC HBs in upper left, and MC to MC HBs in lower right, diagonal any HBs. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 

1-92 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Zoomable vector graphics, grid-lines are chain coloured distinguished at NTs, CTs and at 

every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-92. Actual chain and residue-naming as in PDB 4OGA [69]. 
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Figure S4.18: Dihedral angles of residues in 𝑪𝑭(𝑨,𝑩)
𝟒𝑶𝑮𝑨 . Shown are the whole residues having at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin (yellow, 

chain A; gray, chain B), which are belonging to the domains of L1*,C* (blue, chain E) and the 𝛼CT (purple, chain F). 
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Figure S4.19: Structure of IR fragment nearest to bound insulin from 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗 . Shown are the whole residues having at least one atom within 10 Å from any 

part of insulin (lime-green, chain A; ochre-brown, chain B), which are belonging to the domains of L1*, C*, L2* (blue, chain B) and the 𝛼CT (purple, chain 

M), F1* (chain A). (a) ‘Front’. (b) ‘Back’  ~180° sideway rotation.
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Figure S4.20: Distances between residues of 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗 . The depiction is showing insulin chain K(lime-green), L(ochre-brown). Moreover, the whole residues 

having at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1*, C*, L2* (blue, chain B) and the 𝛼CT (purple, chain 

M), F1(red, chain A). Residue-distance matrix, of geometric centres of following selections (a) SC to SC upper left, CA to CA atom lower right, (b) SC to MC 

at upper left, MC to MC lower right. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-136 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Zoomable 

vector graphics, grid-lines are chain coloured distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-136. Actual chain and residue-naming as in PDB 

6CE9 [70]. 
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Figure S4.21: Hydrogen Bonds between residues of 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗 . The depiction is showing insulin chain K(lime-green), B(brown). Moreover, the whole residues 

having at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1*, C*, L2* (blue, chain B) and the 𝛼CT (purple, chain 

M), F1(red, chain A). The matrices of HBs between residues calculated with: |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, and (a) 𝜑 < 60°, 59 HBs, (b) 𝜑 < 90°, 206 HBs. The HBs are 

sorted as SC to MC and SC to SC HBs in upper left, and MC to MC HBs in lower right, diagonal any HBs. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-136 

(nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Zoomable vector graphics, grid-lines are chain coloured distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 

10,5 and 1 steps of 1-136. Actual chain and residue-naming as in PDB 6CE9 [70]. 
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Figure S4.22: Dihedral angles of residues in 𝑪𝑭(𝑲,𝑳)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟗 . The depiction is showing insulin chain K(lime-green), B(brown). Moreover, the whole residues having 

at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1*, C*, L2* (blue, chain B) and the 𝛼CT(purple, chain M), 

F1(red, chain A). 
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Figure S4.23: Structure of IR fragment nearest to bound insulin from 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟕 . Shown are the whole residues having at least one atom within 10 Å from any 

part of insulin (lime-green, chain A; ochre-brown, chain B), which are belonging to the domains of L1, C, L2 (red, chain A) and the 𝛼CT* (purple, chain P), 

F1 (blue, chain B). (a) ‘Front’. (b) ‘Back’  ~180° sideway rotation. 
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Figure S4.24:  Distances between residues of 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟕 . The depiction is showing insulin chain N(lime-green), O(ochre-brown). Moreover, the whole residues 

having at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1, C, L2 (red, chain A) and the 𝛼CT* (purple, chain P), 

F1(blue, chain B). Residue-distance matrix, of geometric centres of following selections (a) SC to SC upper left, CA to CA atom lower right , (b) SC to MC at 

upper left, MC to MC lower right. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-132 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Zoomable vector 

graphics, grid-lines are chain coloured distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-132. Actual chain and residue-naming as in PDB 6CE7 

[70].  
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Figure S4.25: Hydrogen Bonds between residues of 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟕 . The depiction is showing insulin chain N(lime-green), O(brown). Moreover, the whole residues 

having at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1, C, L2 (red, chain A) and the 𝛼CT* (purple, chain P), 

F1*(blue, chain B). The matrices of HBs between residues calculated with: |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, and (a) 𝜑 < 60°, 63 HBs, (b) 𝜑 < 90°, 208 HBs. The HBs are 

sorted as SC to MC and SC to SC HBs in upper left, and MC to MC HBs in lower right, diagonal any HBs. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-132 

(nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Zoomable vector graphics, grid-lines are chain coloured distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 

10,5 and 1 steps of 1-132. Actual chain and residue-naming as in PDB 6CE7 [70]. 
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Figure S4.26: Dihedral angles of residues in 𝑪𝑭(𝑵,𝑶)
𝟔𝑪𝑬𝟕 . The depiction is showing insulin chain N(lime-green), O(brown). Moreover, the whole residues having 

at least one atom within 10 Å from any part of insulin, which are belonging to the domains of L1, C, L2 (red, chain A) and the 𝛼CT* (purple, chain P), F1*(blue, 

chain B).
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Supplementary Chap. 5  
 

 

S5.1 Structure ensemble 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐃𝐆𝐑 
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Figure S5.27, 1st page: The variation of DAs of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹, i.e. in the 20 models, for each of the 51 

residues.
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Figure S5.27, 2nd page.  
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Figure S5.28: Structure and medium-angle HBs for 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 . (a) Front, (b) back, (front rotated sideways 180°). The structure is the MS of structure ensemble, 

with the AC, BC and SCs shown as transparent, with the MC being chalky and in ordinary atom colouring (SC colouring and HBs is alike to that of Figure 

5.3). The 28 HBs are in dotted purple, existing within the criteria “|𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å & 𝜑 < 60°”, and present for at least 75% (i.e. in 15 of the 20 models). 

 
(a) (b) 
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Figure S5.29, 1st page: Some 65 HBs of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹, present for at least 1 in 20 structures (where medium 

angle is; 𝜑 < 60°). The duplicate  “%%” in  fulfilling both criterias is meant to be only one “%” sign.
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Figure S5.29, 2nd page: Omitting the 65’th HB (𝑇𝐻𝑁
𝐵30 → 𝐾𝑂

𝐵29) present for 25% of the 20 models. 
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Figure S5.30: Residue-

moiety average distances 

within 30 Å, matrix, of 

𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹. 

Diagonal as reference 0 Å 

(red), above 30.0 Å in 

purple.  

(a) Upper left is SC to SC 

geometric centre distances; 

lower left is CA to CA-atom 

distances. 

(b) Upper left is SC to MC 

geometric centre distances; 

lower left is MC to MC-

atom distances. 

 Largest distance is 29.73 Å 

between SCs of A8 and 

B21(42).  

Distances divided in 1.0 

steps, c.f. most of the CA-

atom distances of adjacent 

residues have between 3-4 

Å.  

Chains residues 

renumbered sequentially 1-

51 (nearest graph), and 

with actual residue name 

and number AC (1-21), BC 

(1-30). Grid-lines in black, 

are chain coloured, 

distinguished at NTs, CTs 

and at every 10,5 and 1 

steps of 1-51. Zoomable 

vector graphics. 
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Figure S6.31: Sorted HBs between residues in the structure ensemble 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 . For a presence larger 

than a certain percentage of structures and angle region. The HBs were calculated with: |𝒓𝐴𝐷| <

3.5 Å, and 𝜑 < 30°, (a) 50% of structures, 9 HBs, (b) 75% , 6 HBs; 𝜑 < 60°, (c) 50% , 33 HBs, (d) 

75%, 28 HBs; and 𝜑 < 90°,  (e) 50%, 84 HBs, (f) 75%, 78 HBs. The HBs are sorted as SC to MC 

and SC to SC HBs in upper left, and MC to MC HBs in lower right, diagonal any HBs in same 

residue. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue 

name and number. Graphs has zoomable vector graphics. grid-lines for AC (1-21) in red, and BC 

(22-51) blue. Grid-lines distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51. 
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Table S5.3: Upper bound RHH violations by respective calculated distances of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹.

Here shown is the 73 largest of 104 UB violations for restrained hydrogen distances (RHHs) from 

PDB 2KJJ (where only 793 RHHs were included since omitting GLY HA# out of the 803).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RHH 𝑉𝑖𝑗 [Å] 

B24 H(HD1) B15 L(HD21) 1.23 A5 Q(HN) A3 V(HG11) 0.36 

B26 Y(HE1) B12 V(HG21) 1.05 B19 C(HN) B18 V(HG11) 0.36 

B12 V(HA) B11 L(HD21) 1.00 B24 F(HE1) B12 V(HG21) 0.36 

B24 F(HE1) B12 V(HG11) 0.98 B1 F(HZ) B17 L(HB1) 0.34 

B13 E(HA) B12 V(HG21) 0.97 B24 F(HZ) B15 L(HD11) 0.34 

B24 F(HD1) B24 F(HB1) 0.93 B11 L(HA) B14 A(HB1) 0.31 

B24 F(HE1) B15 L(HD21) 0.90 A21 N(HD21) B23 G(HA1) 0.31 

B13 E(HN) B14 A(HB1) 0.89 B13 E(HG1) B12 V(HG11) 0.30 

A12 S(HN) B3 N(HB1) 0.85 A14 Y(HN) A13 L(HB1) 0.29 

B1 F(HB1) B2 V(HG21) 0.76 B4 Q(HB1) B6 L(HB1) 0.29 

A6 C(HB1) B6 L(HD21) 0.75 B5 H(HE1) A10 I(HG11) 0.29 

B19 C(HN) B15 L(HD11) 0.73 B14 A(HN) B12 V(HG11) 0.29 

B10 H(HD2) B14 A(HB1) 0.71 B13 E(HN) B12 V(HG11) 0.26 

B19 C(HN) B15 L(HD21) 0.70 B18 V(HB) A16 L(HD21) 0.26 

A7 C(HB1) A8 T(HG21) 0.69 B17 L(HN) B15 L(HD11) 0.24 

B26 Y(HB1) B27 T(HG21) 0.69 A10 I(HA) A10 I(HD1) 0.24 

B14 A(HB1) B11 L(HD11) 0.66 B26 Y(HN) B15 L(HD11) 0.23 

B3 N(HB1) A10 I(HD1) 0.63 B9 S(HN) B10 H(HB1) 0.22 

B10 H(HD2) B12 V(HG21) 0.59 A12 S(HN) A15 Q(HG1) 0.21 

B27 T(HN) B25 F(HB1) 0.58 B11 L(HN) B12 V(HB) 0.19 

A19 Y(HE1) B15 L(HB1) 0.56 B11 L(HN) B13 E(HA) 0.18 

B26 Y(HN) B24 F(HD1) 0.56 A7 C(HN) A3 V(HG11) 0.17 

A7 C(HN) A3 V(HG21) 0.51 B18 V(HA) A13 L(HD21) 0.17 

A7 C(HB1) A4 E(HB1) 0.51 A7 C(HN) A9 S(HB1) 0.14 

B12 V(HA) B11 L(HD11) 0.49 B1 F(HB1) B2 V(HG11) 0.13 

A19 Y(HE1) B27 T(HB) 0.48 B25 F(HE1) B27 T(HG21) 0.12 

B17 L(HN) B16 Y(HB1) 0.47 B27 T(HN) B26 Y(HB1) 0.12 

B24 F(HE1) B15 L(HD11) 0.47 A17 E(HN) A17 E(HG1) 0.11 

B4 Q(HN) A10 I(HD1) 0.46 B8 G(HN) B7 C(HA) 0.10 

B24 F(HA) B15 L(HD11) 0.44 B10 H(HD2) B11 L(HD11) 0.10 

B24 F(HD1) B15 L(HD11) 0.41 B16 Y(HN) B12 V(HA) 0.10 

B24 F(HZ) B12 V(HG21) 0.38 B26 Y(HN) B25 F(HB1) 0.10 

B15 L(HN) B12 V(HG11) 0.38 B3 N(HA) B2 V(HG11) 0.09 

A7 C(HA) A3 V(HG11) 0.37 A16 L(HN) A18 N(HN) 0.09 

B7 C(HN) B6 L(HD21) 0.37 A21 N(HN) B22 R(HB1) 0.09 

B10 H(HD2) B12 V(HG11) 0.37 B3 N(HA) B4 Q(HG1) 0.08 

B18 V(HN) B15 L(HD11) 0.37 ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ 
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Supplementary Chap. 6  
 

For chapter 6, each MD simulation of an insulin system, few replicas are emphasized in the 

main text. For seeing some difference to other replicas, they are provided in the 

supplementary, with indicated system identity and explanation for figures. These results 

from other replicas are not included directly, since it would obscure the main text. However, 

differences are explained in the main text of respective result chapter, with referral to these 

figures. The replicas are included, since they provide information about differing structural 

behaviours in the ensemble. Moreover, statistical variance of the MD simulation method 

used. 

 

S6.1 Overview Trajectory Ensembles 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃, 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢

𝐌𝐃, 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃  
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Table S6.4: Lower angle intra-monomer HBs of MD ensembles compared to observed HBs .Where 

‘RHB’ being the restrained HB’s of Table 5.2, and M1, M2 the x-ray structures of Table 4.1, and all 

HBs compared for the lower angles (𝜑 < 30°). Note MD replicas compares its HB presence at 

indicated percentage to RHB and M1, M2 whose HBs are of presence above 0%, except when 

comparing between replicas where the same percentage applies. 

System 

 
Nr of HBs 

AC_BC_AC&BC 

Nr HBs = RHB 

(15_11_5) 

Nr HBs = M1 

(8_11_6) 

Nr HBs = M2 

(11_8_7) 

Nr HBs 

> 0% 

>= 5% >= 25% -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- 

>= 50% >= 75% -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- -||- 

MS = 100 % -||- -||- -||- 

   𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃    m 26_15_10 12_9_7 8_9_4 6_7_3 7_9_5 4_9_3 10_8_5 7_8_4 

358 5_8_4 1_5_1 2_7_3 0_5_1 2_8_3 1_5_1 3_8_4 1_5_1 

MS 9_10_5 4_8_3 3_9_3 5_8_3 

n 27_14_11 9_10_8 7_8_5 4_7_4 6_9_5 2_9_4 9_8_6 5_8_5 

380 5_8_3 0_5_1 2_7_3 0_5_1 2_8_3 0_5_1 3_8_3 0_5_1 

MS 8_8_4 3_5_2 3_7_2 5_6_3 

o 27_16_11 11_11_6 7_8_4 4_8_2 6_9_4 2_9_2 9_8_5 5_8_3 

340 5_8_2 1_5_1 2_7_2 0_5_1 2_8_2 1_5_1 3_8_2 1_5_1 

MS 12_8_2 4_7_0 5_6_0 7_6_1 

m=n=o 24_12_8 9_9_6 7_8_4 4_7_2 6_9_4 2_9_2 9_8_5 5_8_3 

223 5_8_2 0_5_1 2_7_2 0_5_1 2_8_2 0_5_1 3_8_2 0_5_1 

MS 4_4_2 1_4_0 2_4_0 3_4_1 

    𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃    m 28_19_12 11_9_7 7_9_5 5_7_3 6_9_6 3_9_3 9_8_6 6_8_4 

276 5_8_2 2_5_2 2_7_2 1_5_2 2_8_2 1_5_2 3_8_2 1_5_2 

MS 10_10_5 3_6_3 2_7_3 4_6_4 

n 28_13_13 10_10_7 7_8_4 4_7_3 6_9_4 2_9_3 9_8_5 5_8_4 

329 5_8_1 1_5_1 2_7_1 0_5_1 2_8_1 1_5_1 3_8_1 1_5_1 

MS 10_8_5 4_6_3 2_7_3 6_6_4 

o 27_16_10 10_10_7 8_8_4 4_7_2 7_9_4 2_9_2 10_8_5 5_8_3 

333 6_8_1 1_5_1 3_7_1 0_5_1 2_8_1 1_5_1 3_7_1 1_5_1 

MS 12_5_3 6_4_1 5_4_1 7_4_1 

m=n=o 25_12_9 10_9_6 7_8_4 4_7_2 6_9_4 2_9_2 9_8_5 5_8_3 

179 5_7_1 1_5_1 2_7_1 0_5_1 2_7_1 1_5_1 3_7_1 1_5_1 

MS 5_3_2 2_3_1 1_3_1 2_3_1 

    𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃   m 28_16_12 12_10_1 5_7_0 4_7_0 4_8_0 2_8_0 7_7_1 5_7_0 

448 7_9_0 2_1_0 3_6_0 1_1_0 2_7_0 1_1_0 3_6_0 1_1_0 

MS 8_6_1 3_3_0 1_4_0 2_3_0 

n 28_19_7 11_10_4 7_8_2 3_7_1 6_8_2 2_8_1 9_7_2 4_7_1 

350 6_7_1 2_5_0 2_6_1 1_5_0 2_6_1 1_5_0 3_6_1 1_5_0 

MS 11_7_2 3_6_1 3_7_1 4_6_1 

o 27_15_15 9_10_9 6_8_4 4_7_3 6_9_4 2_9_3 8_8_5 5_8_4 

364 7_8_2 1_5_0 3_7_2 1_5_0 2_8_2 0_5_0 3_7_2 0_5_0 

MS 7_10_5 2_7_1 2_9_1 3_8_2 

n=o 24_11_4 8_9_1 6_7_2 3_7_1 5_8_2 2_8_1 8_7_2 4_7_1 

261 6_6_1 1_5_0 2_6_1 1_5_0 2_6_1 0_5_0 3_6_1 0_5_0 

MS 4_7_0 1_6_0 1_7_0 2_6_0 
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S6.2 Trajectory Ensemble 𝐏𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃𝐦 

 

 

Figure S6.32: Chloride fractional occupancy for 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . (a) That of 1/1500 (0.06667%) (in 

transparent grey are a sphere of radius half sidelength of the analysis square box), (b) 4.5/1500 

(0.3%). Isovalues that is one hundredth of the percentage shown. Meaning that any chloride ion is 

found very rarely in any of the 0.2 Å sidelength cubes, that the box is divided in for calculating 

fractional occupancy. 

 

 

Figure S6.33: Sodium fractional occupancy for 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎  (a) That of 1/1500 (0.06667%) (in 

transparent grey are a sphere of radius half sidelength of the analysis square box), (b) 4.5/1500 

(0.3%). Isovalues that is one hundredth of the percentage shown. Isovalues that is one hundredth of 

the percentage shown.  Meaning that any sodium ion is found very rarely in any of the 0.2 Å 

sidelength cubes, that the box is divided in for calculating fractional occupancy, however a slight 

preference at the charged residues around the B-chain turn. 
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Figure S6.34: Water fractional occupancy for 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎  (a) That occupied at least by 1/1500  

(0.06667%) (in transparent grey are a sphere of radius half sidelength of the square analysis-box), 

(b) 300/1500 (20%), (c) 600/1500 (40%), (d) 660/1500 (44%). Isovalues shown are thus one 

hundredth of the percentage.  Meaning that in the analysis-box water-atoms is found often and 

mostly within the analysis-box sphere, encompassing any of the 0.2 Å sidelength cubes, that space 

are divided in for calculating fractional occupancy. Showing there is a slight preference of water to 

the superimposed region (here CA-atoms in B11-B17).
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Figure S6.35: Superimposition effect on occupancies for ensemble 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . Superimposed CA-

atoms of residues (a) B11-17 (imaginary sphere shown with radius 26.935 Å (analysis-box half 

sidelength) centrering at geometric centre of protein at frame 508), (b) A2-8, (c) B50-51. The motion 

of the protein and solutes box is relative to superimposed region in space, hence the different space 

covered by the calculated occupancies. Indicated isovalues for protein (brown), water (pink), 

sodium (blue), chloride (yellow-green). Respectively, was chosen the respective residues in (a-c) for 

superimposition instead of B11-17 in S3.2. However, the protein is for (a-c) and the whole 

trajectories, centred in the solutes filled box of sidelength 53.78 Å, as in step (3) of S3.2.  
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Figure S6.36: Average RMSF of insulin in trajectory ensemble 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒏𝒐, for all atoms of indicated 

selection (SC or MC) for each residue, i.e. 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉  and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉  of replica “n” (top) 

and ”o”(bottom). 
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Figure S6.37, 1st page: The time-dependent DAs of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎, i.e. of MD trajectory, 0-1499 ns (plotted 

every 5th data point at 0,5,10,15…1495 ns) for each of the 51 residues.
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Figure S6.37, 2nd page. 
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Figure S6.37, 3rd page.  
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Figure S6.38: Structure and low-angle HBs for insulin in ensemble 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . (a) Front, (b) back (front rotated 180° sideways). The structure is the MS, with the 

AC and BC and SCs being transparent and BB chalky (in ordinary atom-colouring). Depicted are the 28 HBs with criteria “ 𝑟𝐴𝐷 < 3.5 Å & 𝜑 < 30°”; present 

for more than 25% of 9-1499 ns; each HB (donor hydrogen to acceptor atom) are as purple dotted lines (regardless if between MCs or SCs).

 
(a) (b) 
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Figure S6.39, 1st page: Lower angle time-dependent HBs of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎, i.e. in MD trajectory, 0-1499 

ns (plotted every 5th data point at 0,5,10,15…1495 ns), for any individual HB present for more than 

5% of times 9-1499 ns. Statistics are calculated for the range 9-1499 ns. The duplicate  “%%” in  

fulfilling both criterias is meant to be only one “%” sign.
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Figure S6.39, 2nd page.
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Figure S6.39, 3rd page. 
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Figure S6.39, 4th page. 
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Figure S6.40: Residue-

moiety average distances 

within 30 Å, matrix, of 

𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎. 

Diagonal as reference 0 Å 

(red), above 30.0 Å in 

purple.  

(a) Upper left is SC to SC 

geometric centre distances; 

lower left is CA to CA-atom 

distances. 

(b) Upper left is SC to MC 

geometric centre distances; 

lower left is MC to MC-

atom distances. 

Largest distance is 

30.269865 between SCs of 

A8 and B21(42).  

Distances divided in 1.0 

steps, c.f. most of the CA-

atom distances of adjacent 

residues have between 3-4 

Å.  

Chains residues 

renumbered sequentially 1-

51 (nearest graph), and 

with actual residue name 

and number AC (1-21), BC 

(1-30). Grid-lines in black, 

are chain coloured, 

distinguished at NTs, CTs 

and at every 10,5 and 1 

steps of 1-51. Zoomable 

vector graphics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure S6.41, 1st page: Selection of time-dependent residue-moiety distances of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 , i.e. of MD 

trajectory, 0-1499 ns (plotted every 5th data point at 0,5,10,15…1495 ns), only a selection of the in 

total 1275 residue-pairs that are compared (= (51 + (51 − 1) 2⁄ )), sorted in increasing residue-

number (1 to 51). Statistics are calculated for the range 9-1499 ns.
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Figure S6.41, 2nd page. 
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Figure S6.41, 3rd page. 
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Figure S6.41, 4th page. 
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Figure S6.42: Sorted HBs between insulin residues 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 .Calculated with “ |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, & 

𝜑 < 30°”, presence larger than: (a) 0% of time (358 HBs); (b) 5% of time (51 HBs each graphed 

in Figure S6.39), (c) 10% of time (39 HBs); (d) 25% of time (28 HBs each depicted in Figure S6.38); 

and (e) than 50% of time (17 HBs); (f) 75% of time (7 HBs). The HBs are sorted as “SC to MC”, 

“SC to SC” and “NH3+” HBs in upper left; “MC to MC” HBs in lower right; any HBs within a 

residue in diagonal. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual 

residue name and number. Graphs has zoomable vector graphics. Grid-lines for AC (1-21) in gold-

yellow, and BC (22-51) green, distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51 

(number closest to graph in both i & j direction). The same HBs are also counted in Table 6.3. 

 

 

 
(f) (e) 

(d) (c) 

(b) (a) 
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Figure S6.43: Hydrogen Bonds between residues of ensemble 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . The HBs calculated with: |𝒓𝐴𝐷| < 3.5 Å, and (Top) 𝜑 < 60°, presence larger than (a) 0% 

of time, 514 HBs, (b) 10% of time, 65 HBs, (c) 50% of time, 29 HBs, (d) 75% of time, 20 HBs. And (Bottom)  𝜑 < 90°, presence larger than (e) 0% of time, 746 

HBs, (f) 10% of time, 160 HBs (g) 50% of time, 79 HBs (h) 75% of time, 57 HBs. The HBs are sorted as “SC to MC”, “SC to SC” and “NH3+” HBs in upper 

left; “MC to MC” HBs in lower right; any HBs within a residue at diagonal. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual 

residue name and number. Chains residues renumbered sequentially 1-51 (nearest graph), and with actual residue name and number. Graph has zoomable 

vector graphics. Grid-lines for AC (1-21) in gold-yellow, and BC (22-51) green, distinguished at NTs, CTs and at every 10,5 and 1 steps of 1-51. 
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Table S6.5: Upper bound violations by respective calculated distances of 𝑷𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎. Here shown is the 26 UB violations of restrained HB distances (RHBs) and 

78 largest of 100 UB violations of hydrogen distances (RHHs) from PDB 2KJJ (where only 793 RHHs were included since omitting GLY HA# out of the 803). 

RHB 𝑉𝑖𝑗 [Å]  RHH  𝑉𝑖𝑗 [Å]  

B4 Q(HN) A11 C(O) 3.24 B10 H(HD2) B12 V(HG11) 3.93 B7 C(HN) B6 L(HB1) 0.57 A7 C(HN) A4 Q(HA) 0.20 

B23 G(HN) B20 G(O) 3.24 B10 H(HD2) B11 L(HD11) 3.54 B15 L(HN) B18 V(HG11) 0.55 A6 C(HN) A5 Q(HA) 0.19 

B4 Q(N) A11 C(O) 2.90 B10 H(HD2) B12 V(HG21) 2.78 B16 Y(HN) B12 V(HA) 0.55 A19 Y(HN) A17 E(HA) 0.19 

A10 I(HN) A5 Q(O) 2.70 B10 H(HD2) B11 L(HD21) 2.64 B14 A(HN) B12 V(HG21) 0.53 B16 Y(HN) B15 L(HA) 0.19 

A12 S(N) A15 Q(OE1) 2.51 B13 E(HA) B12 V(HG21) 2.58 A2 I(HN) A19 Y(HE1) 0.50 B19 Y(HN) B18 V(HA) 0.19 

A12 S(HN) A15 Q(OE1) 2.46 A12 S(HN) B3 N(HB1) 2.48 A7 C(HB1) A4 E(HB1) 0.50 B12 V(HN) B11 L(HA) 0.18 

B23 G(N) B20 G(O) 2.19 A12 S(HN) A11 L(HB1) 1.55 A17 E(HN) A17 E(HG1) 0.49 B13 E(HN) B12 V(HA) 0.18 

A11 C(N) B4 Q(O) 1.94 B10 H(HD2) B9 S(HA) 1.50 A16 L(HN) A18 N(HN) 0.49 B17 L(HN) B16 Y(HA) 0.18 

A9 S(HN) A4 Q(O) 1.88 B11 L(HN) B13 E(HA) 1.46 A6 C(HN) A7 C(HB1) 0.48 B3 N(HB1) A10 I(HD1) 0.18 

A11 C(HN) B4 Q(O) 1.83 B13 E(HG1) B12 V(HG21) 1.41 A14 Y(HN) A13 L(HG) 0.48 A3 V(HN) B27 T(HN) 0.17 

A9 S(N) A4 Q(O) 1.75 A16 L(HA) A13 L(HB1) 1.35 A12 S(HN) A15 Q(HN) 0.47 A5 Q(HN) A4 E(HA) 0.17 

A10 I(N) A5 Q(O) 1.73 A6 C(HB1) B6 L(HD21) 1.16 A18 N(HN) A16 L(HA) 0.40 A16 L(HN) A15 Q(HA) 0.17 

A14 Y(HN) A12 S(O) 0.59 A7 C(HN) A9 S(HB1) 1.04 B8 G(HN) B11 L(HD11) 0.39 B11 L(HN) B10 H(HA) 0.17 

A10 I(HN) A9 S(OG) 0.58 A12 S(HA) A16 L(HD21) 0.96 B10 H(HA) B13 E(HA) 0.37 B16 Y(HN) B17 L(HN) 0.17 

A14 Y(N) A12 S(OG) 0.50 B16 Y(HN) B18 V(HG11) 0.93 A5 Q(HN) A8 T(HG21) 0.34 A3 V(HN) A2 I(HA) 0.16 

A14 Y(HN) A12 S(OG) 0.45 B4 Q(HB1) B6 L(HB1) 0.83 B13 E(HN) B14 A(HB1) 0.33 A5 Q(HN) A3 V(HG11) 0.16 

A17 E(HN) A14 Y(O) 0.31 B16 Y(HB1) B12 V(HG21) 0.81 B24 F(HD1) B24 F(HB1) 0.33 B5 H(HE1) A10 I(HG11) 0.16 

B12 V(HN) B9 S(O) 0.14 B14 A(HA) B18 V(HG11) 0.79 B17 L(HN) B15 L(HD21) 0.30 B19 C(HA) B18 V(HG21) 0.16 

A17 E(N) A14 Y(O) 0.12 B5 H(HN) B4 Q(HG1) 0.71 B12 V(HN) B11 L(HB1) 0.28 A2 I(HN) A3 V(HN) 0.15 

B6 L(N) A6 C(O) 0.12 B22 R(HN) B23 G(HA2) 0.69 A13 L(HA) A16 L(HD21) 0.27 A20 G(HN) A18 N(HA) 0.15 

A20 C(N) A17 E(O) 0.08 B14 A(HN) B10 H(HA) 0.68 A14 Y(HN) A13 L(HD11) 0.27 B4 Q(HN) A10 I(HB) 0.15 

A14 Y(N) A12 S(O) 0.07 A6 C(HN) B11 L(HD11) 0.66 A17 E(HG1) B18 V(HG21) 0.27 B11 L(HN) B9 S(HA) 0.15 

A10 I(N) A9 S(OG) 0.06 A16 L(HN) A13 L(HB1) 0.65 A6 C(HN) A2 I(HA) 0.26 B15 L(HG) B18 V(HG21) 0.15 

A18 N(HN) A15 Q(O) 0.04 B24 F(HZ) B12 V(HG21) 0.61 B3 N(HB1) A10 I(HG11) 0.25 A4 E(HA) A8 T(HB) 0.14 

B11 L(HN) B8 G(O) 0.03 A11 C(HN) B5 H(HB1) 0.61 B4 Q(HN) B3 N(HB1) 0.25 A14 Y(HN) A13 L(HA) 0.14 

B6 L(HN) A6 C(O) 0.01 A16 L(HN) A13 L(HA) 0.57 B5 H(HE1) A10 I(HD1) 0.22 B13 E(HN) B14 A(HN) 0.12 
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S6.3 Trajectory Ensemble, 𝐄𝐤𝐩𝐢
𝐌𝐃 

 

 

Figure S6.44: Traced CA-atoms of MSs of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫 That of replica (a) “m” at 101 ns. (b) replica “n” 

at 126 ns, (c) “o” at 1214 ns.  
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Figure S6.45: RMSD of specific regions of the ensemble 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . Calculations of RMSD includes 

all atoms of compared residues. Reference structure is MS of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 (7’th structure).  
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Figure S6.46: Average RMSF for ensemble 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑴𝑫, of all atoms of indicated selection (SC or MC), 

for each residue (i.e. 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉 and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉), of replica (a) “m”, (b) “n”, (c) “o”. 

 

S6.4 Trajectory Ensemble, 𝐏𝐢
𝐌𝐃 

  

 

Figure S6.47: Traced CA-atoms of MSs of 𝑷𝒊
𝑴𝑫 . That of respective replica (a) “m” at 1051 ns, (b) 

“n” at 1045 ns, (c) “o” at 800 ns. Compared to traced atoms of MS of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹 (7’th structure). 
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Figure S6.48: RMSD of specific regions of the ensemble 𝑷𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . The RMSD includes all atoms of 

compared residues. The reference structure is mean structure of the 10 structures of PDB 2HIU. 
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Figure S6.49: Average RMSF of ensemble 𝑷𝒊
𝑴𝑫 for all atoms of indicated selection (SC or MC) for 

each residue (i.e. 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑆𝐶〉 and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐹〈𝑀𝐶〉) of replica (a) “m”, (b) “n”, (c) ”o”. 

 

 
Figure S6.50: Fractional occupancy for solutes of ensemble 𝑷𝒊

𝑴𝑫𝒎  . Obtained same way as in 

§6.2.1.1 and Figure S6.35(a). 
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Figure S6.51: Comparison of experimental and calculated NOEs of 𝑷𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 , with 〈𝑟𝑖𝑗

−6〉−1 6⁄  

averaging. Overlap with (a) experimental NOEs (RHH) from PDB entry 2KJJ (b) with calculated 

NOEs of 𝑬𝒌𝒑𝒊
𝑫𝑮𝑹. 

 

Figure S6.52: Visualized RHH UB violations for 𝑷𝒊
𝑴𝑫𝒎 . Transparent bb with AC black, BC brown 

(curvature at CA atoms). Smaller atoms with no RHH assignment in ordinary atom-colouring. The 

bigger atoms and the colour-bar depicts which atoms has accumulated 𝑉𝑖𝑗 (the RHH hydrogens 

with no violation being in transparent blue). The atom in red (𝐼𝐻𝐺21
𝐴10 ) shows the largest accumulated 

violation at 28.28 Å. Depiction shown on MS at 1051 ns.
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